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ABSTRACT 

This study endeavored to answer the question, what leadership model for change 

is effective in establishing exemplary programs for students with learning disabilities in 

private Christian colleges.  The focus was on leaders in three private Christian 

universities who developed programs that positively affected students’ success. 

This multiple case study of leaders produced evidence that Fullan’s change model 

(2001), which is often utilized by leaders in K-12 education, could be applied to program 

development in higher education when collaboration is a strategic component in all 

elements of the model.  Interviews about the history and current status of each 

institution’s program explored how leaders in the three institutions effectively 

implemented programs to assist students with learning disabilities.  The interviewees 

indicated they endeavored to build collaborative relationships to create and share 

knowledge.  Leaders developed collaborative groups to assist in coherence making.  The 

overriding emphasis of the leaders in this study was on collaboration, which permeated 

all elements of the leadership model for change.  Not surprisingly, given the context of 

the study, the data revealed that the guiding motivation for this service was faith in 

Christ.  While data analysis revealed each leader used most elements of Fullan’s (2001) 

model, there is little evidence of one element of the model, understanding the nature and 

effects of change.   

Findings included the importance of moral purpose, relationship building, 

knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence making in 

program development.  The researcher found three additional elements that seemed to 
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enhance the success of disability services;  (1) the leaders’ propensity to innovate, (2) the 

faculty’s attitude toward disability services, and (3) the administration’s value of 

disability services.  All of these elements functioned through a strong emphasis on 

collaboration  

Due to the unique nature, culture, and structure of higher education, this study 

suggests that an emphasis on collaboration by the leaders is essential to all the elements 

of the model for developing programs for students with disabilities at Christian colleges 

and universities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

“Leadership is a process that is ultimately concerned with fostering change. . . . [It] is a   

purposive process which is inherently value-based” (Astin & Astin, 2000, p. 8) 

Serving students with learning disabilities (LD) is a formidable challenge for 

institutions of higher education in the 21st century, in part because of the increased 

number of students needing services to earn their postsecondary degrees. The National 

LD Data Bank indicated that over 2.6% of all college students had learning disabilities 

(Vogel, Leonard, Scales, Hayeslip, Hermansen, & Donnells, 1998) which equated to over 

49,000 college freshman in the United States reporting a learning disability (Henderson, 

1998).  With so many students facing the challenges of acquiring a college education, 

along with society’s focus on social justice for underrepresented groups in higher 

education and the legal requirements of anti-discrimination laws, the pressure on 

institutions to provide appropriate services for this population is immense.  Serving 

students with learning disabilities poses a daunting challenge for small private colleges 

and universities. 

Many Christian institutions fall into the category of small private colleges and 

universities, and their leaders have struggled with the challenge of providing services for 

students with disabilities.  Leadership is an integral part of the initiation and development 

of effective programs for students with learning disabilities.  Because of the increased 

need to provide quality programs for these students, frustration and confusion are high 
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with regard to how to provide appropriate accommodations to students with so-called 

“invisible disabilities,” such as learning disabilities (Tutton, 2001).   

Leadership is critical for the transformation of many private institutions to foster 

values and commitment to serve the population of students with learning disabilities.  The 

necessity of leadership in higher education is evident in the classic study conducted by 

Astin and Scherrei (1980) and is presented again in the more recent work by Astin and 

Astin (2000).  Bennis and Nanus (2003) stated that “Leaders have a significant role in 

creating.” (p. 43).  The quote goes on to list the influence leaders have on creating new 

environments for the good of others, including programs for students with learning 

disabilities in higher education.  Marzano, Waters, and McNulty (2005) maintained that 

“Leadership is considered to be vital to the successful functioning of many aspects of 

[education]” (p. 5).  Fullan (2003) credited leaders with the responsibility for creating the 

context of education, which he defined as introducing “new elements into the situation 

that are bound to influence behavior for the better” (p. 1).  Sergiovanni (1992) stressed 

the significance of leadership by stating that “Leadership is important, and the kind of 

leadership will determine, for better or for worse, the kinds of [programs] we have” (p. 

xi).  Gardner (1990) emphasized that leaders “perform (or cause to be performed) certain 

tasks or functions that are essential if the group is to accomplish its purposes” (p. 3).  

These authors affirmed that leadership is essential if institutions of higher education are 

to have programs that appropriately serve students with learning disabilities. 

This study investigated leadership in higher education as it relates to providing 

support services for students with learning disabilities, an underrepresented population in 
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U. S. colleges and universities.  The research question is “What model for leadership has 

been appropriated in initiating and developing excellent programs for students with 

learning disabilities in small private Christian institutions of higher education?”  This 

study investigated the way the five elements (moral purpose, building relationships, 

knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence making) of 

Fullan’s (2001) model of educational change in K-12 institutions are present in the 

leaders’ establishment of new programs.  Through key interviews at three Christian 

colleges and universities, this study sought to identify any adaptations needed for 

Fullan’s model to be appropriate in the initiation and development of services for 

students with learning disabilities in higher education. 

This first chapter establishes the background of the study and the history of 

students with learning disabilities in higher education, identifies the purpose and 

significance of the study, and presents the data gathering methodology.  It also addresses 

assumptions and limitations of the study and delineates technical terminology. 

Background of the Study 

Throughout American history, the power of education to transform people’s lives 

and sustain democracy remains undisputed.  Darling-Hammond (1997) affirmed that 

“Providing most Americans with an empowering and equitable education has always 

been a struggle, and it remains one today” (p. 7).  Education is one of the basic rights 

guaranteed to all citizens by the 14th amendment of the United States Constitution. 

Of all the civil rights for which the world has struggled and fought for 5,000 

years, the right to learn is undoubtedly the most fundamental. . . . The freedom to 
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learn . . . has been bought by bitter sacrifice.  And whatever we think of the 

curtailment of other civil rights, we should fight to the last ditch to keep open the 

right to learn. (Du Bois, 1949, pp. 230-231) 

This country has changed from an agrarian to an industrial and now to an 

information management society.  With each change has come the need for a different 

type of workforce.  Today’s labor market demands an educated workforce, making a 

postsecondary education a critical component to professional success.  “Leadership in the 

nation’s business, information and commerce sectors has pointed to the need for highly 

educated workers, competent in higher-order thinking technical skills, as the nation seeks 

to thrive in the competitive global economy” (Frieden, 2003, p. 3).  In American society, 

successful completion of postsecondary education improves people’s prospects of 

achieving financial independence through desirable employment.  

The doors of opportunity in higher education have opened to many populations 

previously deterred from obtaining a college education.  Women, who were once 

underrepresented in law, engineering, and medicine, now are represented more equitably.  

Many universities give extra admission points to underrepresented groups.  In 2003, the 

Supreme Court ruled “that promotion of student body diversity is a compelling 

governmental interest” (Reaffirming Diversity:  A Legal Analysis of ht University of 

Michigan Affirmative Action Cases, 2003, p. 1).  The special needs population is included 

in legislative mandates and judicial review to provide access to higher education for 

people with disabilities. 
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Along with access comes the need for support.  Although improvement is needed 

in services for students with many disabilities, this study focuses on the disability with 

the highest incidence, learning disabilities.  The National Institutes of Neurological 

Disorders and Stroke (NINDS, 2006) defined learning disabilities as “disorders that affect 

the ability to understand or use spoken or written language, do mathematical calculations, 

coordinate movements, or direct attention” (p. 1).  A learning disability does not indicate 

a below average intelligence; in fact, the learning disabled person must have average or 

above average intelligence but be achieving below what is expected for his or her I.Q.  

Smith (2007) defined learning disabilities as “a conditions that causes significant learning 

problems, most often related to reading and writing; a disability of unexpected under 

achievement that is typically resistant to treatment” (p. 158). 

The impact of having a learning disability does not dissipate when a child 

becomes an adult; the manifestation of the disability continues to influence the quality of 

life.  According to Reder (1995), “Over 42% of adults with learning disabilities lived in a 

household with an annual income of less than $10,400, compared to only 16% of adults 

without learning disabilities” (p. 6).  This means that individuals with learning disabilities 

are more than twice as likely to live below the poverty level as those without learning 

disabilities.  The unemployment rate for people with learning disabilities one year after 

high school graduation is 62%, a level three times higher than the national average 

(Employment and People with Learning and Other Disabilities, 2005).  Frieden (2003) 

found the majority of those with learning disabilities who were employed worked at low-

paying, non-professional jobs.  Education is the key factor in obtaining the type of 
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employment necessary to achieve the quality of life desired by people with learning 

disabilities. 

History of Students with Learning Disabilities in Higher Education 

From the establishment of Harvard College in 1636 until the early 1900s, higher 

education in the United States centered upon preparation of religious and social leaders 

(Malakpa, 1997).  In the 20th century, the vision of higher education shifted to include 

student preparation for varied professions and vocations, producing a more diverse 

student body (Malani, 1996).  This diverse student population incorporates many 

minority groups who have a history of being excluded from higher education, including 

students with learning disabilities. 

“If ‘knowledge is power’ as Bacon said, a democratic nation that provides a high-

quality education to its entire people both empowers the people and increases its own 

chances of prospering” (Coombs, 2002, p. 43).  In higher education today, students come 

from broad socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds with many ethnic minorities 

represented on university campuses.  One of the largest minorities in the United States is 

individuals with disabilities (Stanley, 2000), and the largest disability category is learning 

disabilities.  Forty-six percent of all students with disabilities on campuses are identified 

as learning disabled (Lewis, 1999).  The National Council for Education Statistics 

(NCES) 1996 report indicated that 1 out of every 10 students (10.3%) enrolled in higher 

education has at least one disability (Lewis, 1999).   

Woodard, Love, and Komives (2000) presented diversity in higher education as a 

mirror of society with increasing numbers of females, minorities, and students with 
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disabilities.  They urged the universities to respond to this diversity by providing 

programs designed to meet the students’ needs.  Most colleges and universities provide 

special services to improve the success of students with disabilities.  Komives and 

Woodard (1996) stated that the student affairs office served an advocacy role and existed 

to “provide a special service charged with improving the success of students with 

disabilities. . . . This office works to improve physical conditions and understanding on 

the campus” (pp. 441-442).  Services for students with disabilities are frequently part of 

student affairs but may also be part of academic affairs, affirmative action, or facilities 

planning. 

Woodard et al. (2000) suggested that leadership must proactively respond to the 

needs of a diverse student population by preparing faculty to use differentiated 

instructional strategies as they encounter diverse learning styles and situational factors 

that impede student learning.  Rhodes (2000) indicated that diversity requires university 

leaders to accept the responsibility of providing a more compassionate and supportive 

environment.  Conscientious leaders will establish a culture dedicated to the learning of 

all students.  Leadership for students with disabilities is a moral obligation.  Klenke 

(1993) presented the idea that leaders develop when they accept responsibility to serve 

others through a full understanding of moral obligations.  

The federal government assists students with disabilities in higher education 

through disability law such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA, 1990) and 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (1973) and higher education law such as the Higher 

Education Act (HEA, 1998).  Higher Education Act, Demonstration Projects to Ensure 
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Students with Disabilities Receive a Quality Higher Education (1998), supports technical 

assistance and professional development for administrators and faculty in institutions of 

higher education to provide them with the skills and supports they need to teach students 

with disabilities.  The federal government authorized $5 million in 1999 and 2000, $6 

million in 2001, and $7 million in 2002, and in the reauthorization of the Higher 

Education Extension Act (2006), $6.9 million in grants to institutions of higher education 

(IHE) for improvement in the quality of postsecondary education for students with 

disabilities.  In 1998 the Higher Education Act, Demonstration Projects to Ensure 

Students with Disabilities Receive a Quality Higher Education awarded 21 of these 

project grants to 20 public institutions and one private college (Landmark College 

exclusively for students with learning disabilities or attention deficit disorder).  The 

fundamental goal of the HEA for students with disabilities is to enhance their ability to 

receive instruction that is of equal quality and effectiveness as that of students without 

disabilities (Wolanin, 2003).  The report required the elimination of physical barriers, 

development of curriculum that accounts for the needs of students with disabilities, and 

training for teachers to work effectively with disabled students. 

The emphasis of leaders in higher education and the federal government on 

disability services has brought the importance of developing excellent programs to the 

forefront.  Because the focus of the study is leadership of programs in Christian 

institutions of higher education, the leader selection comes from independent colleges 

belonging to the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU).  The U.S. 

National Center for Education Statistics (1999b) reported there were 4,000 degree-
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granting institutions of higher education in the United States and 1,600 of those 

institutions are private, 900 with religious affiliation.  The CCCU is comprised of 105 of 

those institutions that described themselves as having a strong commitment to Christ-

centered higher education (Council for Christian Colleges and Universities, 2005).  One 

of the reasons for choosing this group of institutions was the inconsistency of service 

provisions for students with learning disabilities in Christian colleges.  Sheridan and 

Ammirati (1991) reported that organizational changes are necessary in private institutions 

of higher education because they are not effectively serving students with disabilities.  It 

is the responsibility of leaders to implement changes and provide the services necessary 

for students with learning disabilities to succeed in Christian colleges and universities. 

Purpose Statement 

Students with learning disabilities who attend college anticipate the postsecondary 

institution to be ready to meet their academic needs (Sheridan & Ammirati, 1991).  

Leadership at a number of private Christian colleges provides excellent services for 

students with disabilities; however, some leaders in private institutions have not 

championed implementation of programs for students with disabilities.  The subjects of 

this multiple case study, current and former leaders in three private Christian universities, 

revealed a model for leaders to initiate programs for students with learning disabilities.  

Fullan’s (2001) model, described in Leading in a Culture of Change, provides a lens to 

analyze leaders descriptions of program development.  Fullan’s model contained five 

components:  moral purpose, understanding change, building relationships, knowledge 

creation and sharing, and coherence making.  These components are mutually reinforcing 
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and implemented by the leader’s personal characteristics of energy, enthusiasm, and 

hopefulness.  The intention of this multiple case study is to shed light on the model of 

leadership used for initiating and developing programs for students with learning 

disabilities in Christian colleges.  The results of this study provide a useful model for 

other private institutions that plan to develop programs for students with learning 

disabilities. 

Significance of the Study 

This study is significant because institutions whose leaders desire to improve their 

services for students with learning disabilities would benefit from a model for effective 

leadership in initiation and development of successful programs for their students with 

learning disabilities.  Astin and Scherrei (1980), in their study Maximizing Leadership 

Effectiveness:  Impact of Administrative Style on Faculty and Students, identified the 

ultimate goals of higher educational institutions as maximizing faculty productivity and 

increasing student learning.  They also stated that much of the literature on administrative 

behavior views the administrative process as the end rather than providing empirical data 

connecting leadership and educational outcomes.  Therefore, they supported the necessity 

of conducting research on leadership behaviors that produce student learning in higher 

education.  With this in mind, if one believes that it is right to increase academic 

achievement of students with learning disabilities in higher education, it is necessary for 

university leaders to foster programs that contribute to those students’ success.  This 

study provides leaders with a model for initiating programs that contribute to the success 
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of students with learning disabilities.  The absence of such programs creates barriers for a 

sizable population of potential college graduates.  

Henderson (2001) reported in College Freshman with Disabilities:  A Biennial 

Statistical Profile prepared by the American Council on Education for the U.S. 

Department of Education, “As a result of the failure of educational institutions in the past 

to deal with disadvantaged population, an enormous waste of human lives and resources 

has occurred over the years” (p. 21).  As awareness and services for students with 

learning disabilities increase, fewer will be unemployed because they lack a college 

education.  Leaders in institutions of higher education need to respond to the challenge of 

meeting the academic needs of students with learning disabilities to fulfill their 

institutions’ educational mandates.  This study provides insight into a leadership model 

that responds proactively on behalf of students with learning disabilities. 

There is a paucity of higher education research on leadership models for program 

development, and there was no evidence of research on leadership in programs for 

students with disabilities in higher education. This study illuminates what leaders have 

done to shape a culture of change in their institutions.  Their stories provide information 

that can lead to future change or improvement in programs to serve students with 

disabilities.  The findings can support existing models or develop new leadership models 

for cultural change in higher education. 

Overview of Methodology 

The collection of data needed to explore the model of leadership for initiation and 

development of services for students with disabilities in higher education involved a 
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qualitative study, which employed collective case studies of three Council for Christian 

Colleges and Universities (CCCU) institutions of different sizes, geographic locations, 

and denominations.  Interviews of leaders who were vital in the establishment of 

programs for students with disabilities in each institution became the source of 

information examined. 

The leaders interviewed came from private independent institutions that were 

members of the CCCU.  The initial task was to identify three exemplary programs for 

students with learning disabilities in a colleges or university selected from the 105 

institutions in the CCCU.  The results of a web search analysis showed the institutions in 

the CCCU that had outstanding programs for students with learning disabilities.  

Telephone interviews culminated in the identification of three institutions whose leaders 

in the development of disability services were willing to be interviewed for this study.  I 

visited all three institutions and conducted interviews with leaders of each program.  I 

used a snowball sampling to determine the additional leaders interviewed at each college 

or university.  The collection, transcription, coding, and analysis of data from eight 

interviews provided the core of this study.  Documents provided by each institution 

contributed to the profile of that institution. 

Because this study leads to an understanding of a complex social phenomenon, 

leadership in higher education, the strategy chosen was case study.  Data were gathered 

from interviews conducted directly with individuals in their environment.  “As a research 

endeavor, the case study contributes uniquely to our knowledge of individual, 

organizational, social, and political phenomena” (Yin, 1984, p. 14).  The case study 
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allows the investigation to retain the characteristics of a meaningful real-life situation. 

The analysis of the data leads to a  model for leadership that is effective in establishing 

programs that enhance academic success for students with learning disabilities. 

Assumptions 

The assumptions for this study fell into three categories:  first, the basic 

assumptions related to the rationale for this study; second, the assumptions about 

leadership; and third, the assumptions about students with learning disabilities in higher 

education.  A basic assumption for this study was that leaders made a difference in 

student outcomes and specifically that the leaders’ instituting and developing programs 

would make a difference in the lives of students with learning disabilities.  There was 

also an assumption about the ability to generalize a model for leadership in the 

development of outstanding programs to other institutions. 

This study examined a model of leadership; therefore, the researcher made the 

following assumptions: 

1. Leaders value the students with learning disabilities and see them as an asset to 

the institution.   

2. Leaders are concerned about change and desire to develop quality programs.   

3. Leadership is necessary for the implementation of programs  

4. Leaders desire to assist students with learning disabilities to be successful. 

5. Leaders believe that students with learning disabilities can be successful when 

given the proper support through strategies instruction and accommodations.   
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Astin and Scherrei (1980) supported these assumptions by suggesting the primary goal of 

leadership in higher education is student learning and development. 

Because this study relates to programs for students with learning disabilities in 

higher education, the researcher made the following assumptions: 

1. The students with learning disabilities are “otherwise qualified” to be successful 

in college.   

2. Students with learning disabilities value and desire a college education.   

3. The programs for students with learning disabilities provide equal access, but the 

student must put forth an effort to succeed academically. 

Limitations of the Study 

A multitude of models for leadership exist, and the selection of Fullan’s (2001) 

model, Leading in a Culture of Change, was based on its compatibility with Christian 

institutions, service programs for a marginalized population, and the nature of 

educational institutions.  This study did not include a comprehensive analysis of all 

possible leadership models; therefore, the effectiveness of the omitted models for 

program implementation is unknown. 

The study focuses on leaders at a single level of the institution, Directors of 

Disability Services; however, leaders may come from diverse positions.  According to 

Morehouse, Becker, and Combs (2000), leadership must come from many levels of the 

institution to provide the accommodations needed for students with disabilities.  

Leadership is complex, and one limitation of this study is that multiple levels of 

leadership were not included in the data analysis. 
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This study will be helpful to members of the higher education community, yet 

there are limitations due to the narrow scope of the qualitative research.  A case study of 

three institutions may lead to imperfect generalization of data to other institutions.  The 

results may be unique to the institution, distinctive to private religious institutions, or 

applicable to all of higher education.  Without further research, applicability will be 

difficult to ascertain.  

Although many factors contribute to an institution’s ability to provide successful 

programs for students with disabilities, this study examined only leadership.  Factors 

other than support services, such as academic preparedness, family support, and financial 

support, can affect the success of students with learning disabilities.  These factors could 

generate additional studies in the future because they do not directly relate to leadership 

in higher education.  

Definitions of Terms 

The Association of Higher Education and Disabilities (AHEAD) is the 

professional organization that serves the education, information, and networking needs of 

its members who are largely disability service providers.  This organization is committed 

to full participation of persons with disabilities in postsecondary education (AHEAD, 

2004). 

Case Study is an “empirical inquiry that:  investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (Yin, 

1984, p. 23).  The central tendency among case studies is to illuminate a decision or set of 
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decisions:  why they were taken, how they were implemented, and with what results 

(Yin, 1984).  

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) is the largest professional organization 

dedicated to improving educational outcomes for individuals with exceptionalities (CEC, 

2005).  The role of the CEC is to set professional standards, advocate for “appropriate 

governmental policies, provide professional development, and advocate for newly and 

historically underserved individuals with exceptionalities, and help professionals obtain 

conditions and resources necessary for effective professional practice” (CEC, 2005). 

Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU) is an association of 

institutions of higher education whose purpose is to “advance the cause of Christ-

centered higher education and help member institutions transform lives by faithfully 

relating scholarship and service to Biblical truth” (CCCU, 2005). 

Disability Support Services (DSS) or Office of Disability Services (ODS) is a 

separate, centralized, comprehensive unit serving students with disabilities.  This unit 

provides services for students with all disabilities and is responsible for ADA compliance 

and support to faculty and staff who work with students with disabilities. 

Higher Education.  In this paper, the terms higher education, college, university, 

and postsecondary education are used interchangeably and refer to a four-year degree 

granting institution. 

Invisible Disability is a disability, including learning disabilities, which eludes 

detection by the general population because of the lack of physical characteristics. 
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Leadership. 

Leadership is the ability to get good things done with the help of others. . . . 

Leadership is about building trusting relationships with others to achieve the 

common good.  It is about respecting the individual integrity of each person. . . . 

Effective leadership requires a vision; it requires listening to the voices of others 

as well your own; it requires living one’s values in service to others; and it is not 

always related to positions held.  (Leading from the heart:  The passion to make a 

difference, 2001, p. 109) 

Learning Center is an academic resource center where students can receive 

academic assistance to promote success in course work.  A learning center usually helps 

any student with academic needs, with or without a disability.   

Learning Disabilities:  According to Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA,1997), learning disabilities are one or more of the basic psychological processes 

involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which disorder may 

manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do 

mathematical calculations.  It is not a result of sensory impairment; mental retardation; 

emotional disturbance; or environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage. 

Model is a systematic description of observed behavior, a complex system, and/or 

theory, which is simplified by ignoring extraneous details.  A model provides a 

framework for understanding a concept.  It provides a pattern that may be followed. 

National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (NJCLD) is a national 

committee composed of representatives from organizations committed to the education 
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and welfare of individuals with learning disabilities. A major purpose of the NJCLD is to 

provide an interdisciplinary forum to review issues for educational and governmental 

agencies.  The NJCLD also prepares and disseminates statements to various organizations 

to clarify issues in the area of learning disabilities (National Joint Committee on Learning 

Disabilities, 2006).  NJCLD includes the following member organizations: 

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) 

Association of Higher Education and Disabilities (AHEAD) 

Association of Educational Therapists (AET) 

Council for Learning Disabilities (CLD) 

Division for Communicative Disabilities and Deafness (DCCD), Council for 

Exceptional Children (CEC) 

Division for Learning Disabilities (DLD), Council for Exceptional Children 

(CEC) 

International Dyslexia Association (IDA) 

International Reading Association (IRA) 

Learning Disabilities Association of America (LDA) 

National Association for the Education of African American Children with 

Learning Disabilities 

National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) 

National Center for Learning Disabilities (NCLD) 

Recording for the Blind and Dyslexic  
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Office of Civil Rights (OCR).  The OCR (under the U.S. Department of 

Education) exists to ensure equal access to education and is responsible for resolution of 

complaints in issues of discrimination.  OCR intervention ranges from a letter to the 

institution requesting compliance to litigation (Office of Civil Rights, U.S. Department of 

Education, 2005). 

Universal Design (UD) is the design of products and environments to be usable 

by all people (barrier-free).  Universal design in instruction (UDI) means designing 

instructional materials and activities that make learning achievable for all students 

Overview of Dissertation 

This dissertation consists of five chapters.  Chapter 1 contains an introduction, 

background of the study, history of students with learning disabilities in higher education, 

purpose statement, significance of the study, overview of methodology, assumptions, 

limitations of the study, and terms relevant to the study.  Chapter 2 provides an overview 

of related literature in three areas:  leadership models for changes in institutions of higher 

education, students with learning disabilities in higher education, and disability services 

in private four-year institutions.  Chapter 3 explains the data collection methodology and 

procedure used in this study.  Chapter 4 presents the results of the leadership studies in 

three institutions with outstanding programs serving students with learning disabilities.  

Chapter 5 summarizes and discusses the results and presents suggestions for further study 

and implications for practice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction to Literature Review 

This literature review explores current support services and leadership in higher 

education to assist students with learning disabilities.  Studies reveal the need for 

programs to support these students and for leaders to envision and enact such programs in 

private colleges and universities.  The purpose of this review is to situate existing 

literature in its scholarly context by examining the research in three component spheres 

relevant to this dissertation:  leadership model for changes in institutions of higher 

education, students with learning disabilities in higher education, and disability services 

in private four-year institutions. 

The first section of the review presents literature on leadership distinctive to 

higher education and offers a definition of leadership that is appropriate for this study.  A 

crucial element of this section is a model for leading in a culture of change with a review 

of each component:  moral purpose, relationship building, knowledge creation and 

sharing, understanding change, and coherence making.  A review of literature on change 

in higher education comprises the final portion of this section. 

The second section conveys information about the background of students with 

learning disabilities in higher education and focuses on legal issues, presence of students 

with learning disabilities, and persistence and retention of those students.  The literature 

review continues by focusing on higher education programs for students with disabilities.  

Nine disability program evaluation standards are presented and reviewed individually. 
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The final section of this review of the literature reveals the current condition of 

disability services in the private sector of higher education.  The dearth of literature 

specifically presenting leadership of programs for students with learning disabilities is 

evident as is the absence of studies involving leadership in Christian colleges and 

universities. 

Leadership for Students with Disabilities in Higher Education 

If an institution of higher education is chooses to initiate quality programs for 

students with learning disabilities, those in the institutions of higher education must look 

at the leadership needed to make those changes.  Support for the connection between 

leadership and quality programs comes from elementary and secondary school studies as 

reported in Educational Resources Information Center/U. S. Office of Special Education 

ERIC/OSEP Topical Brief (2002) highlighting three studies that focused on schools 

where “students with disabilities achieve exemplary results” (To Light a Beacon, 2002, p. 

4).  The research teams “identify[ed] the key features contributing to exemplary learning 

results” (To Light a Beacon, p. 6).  One study reported on strategies, and the other two 

identified key characteristics of the schools.  Both of the studies that focused on 

characteristics of schools with exceptional programs identified leadership as one of the 

critical indicators.  One of the studies in this report, the University of Maryland study, 

identified key indicators in eight elementary and middle schools and revealed, 

“Leadership was found to be a major variable with the Beacons of Excellence Schools” 

(To Light a Beacon, p. 11).  The other study, the University of Minnesota and the Council 

for Exceptional Children study, investigated four secondary schools and identified “key 
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school characteristics related to achieving learning results—specifically for students with 

disabilities” (To Light a Beacon, p. 13).  The researchers developed a conceptual 

framework and investigated factors associated with each component.  The findings 

indicated six themes that were prevalent in the schools; one was “implementing a 

common vision through active leadership” (To Light a Beacon, p. 14). 

Leaders who desire to initiate quality programs for students with disabilities need 

to establish the vision and actively lead their institution in the necessary changes for 

program development.  “The role of change agent is only one in a leader’s constellation 

of roles. . . . [But with the current demands placed upon higher education, leaders] must 

take the risk of embracing a bold vision that challenges the status quo” (Kaufman, 2005, 

p. 1).  Astin and Astin (2000) emphasized that leadership involves leading an institution 

in change, explaining that leadership is a process, a process implies movement, and 

movement means change. 

This section of the literature review presents theoretical literature and research 

studies as they relate to initiating programs for students with learning disabilities in 

higher education.  Because of the nature of higher education and disability services, this 

section includes a definition of leadership appropriate for disability services in a Christian 

institution, a discussion of the distinctive nature of higher education, a model for 

leadership in the implementation of programs in higher education, and a presentation of 

change theory relevant to the development of programs in higher education. 

Scholars yearn to explain the essence of leadership as demonstrated by an 

abundance of literature on the topic.  However, most articles on leadership are 
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informative, subjective, and anecdotal in nature, describing leadership characteristics, 

styles, and typologies.  Rosser, Johnsrud, and Heck (2003) stated that there was an 

abundance of literature that attempted to define or describe the attributes of an effective 

leader, but few studies examined what the leader did.  Astin and Scherrei (1980) felt 

leadership outcomes were the most neglected area in the literature on higher education.  

Bensimon, Neumann, and Birnbaum (1989) stated, 

Even though the literature on leadership and organizational theory is rich, its 

many conceptual orientations and interpretations do not appear to be particularly 

influential, at least not explicitly, in informing the literature on administrative 

leadership in higher education.  Much of the work tends to be atheoretical, with 

considerable attention given to style of leadership and personality traits (p. 2). 

The literature contained a single research study that connected leadership and 

program implementation in higher education.  This study by Cramer (2003) centered on 

developing a model for leadership in the implementation of a new program in higher 

education.  Cramer utilized transformational leadership with an emphasis on Senge’s 

(1990) Fifth Discipline, a business model, in designing campus-wide technology 

programs.  In the literature review accompanying this study, Cramer mentioned the 

absence of research on leadership for implementation of campus-wide programs for 

change.  Because of the minuscule quantity of literature analyzing the function of 

leadership in postsecondary program implementation, this review looked at the role of the 

leader in changing the institutions to include a program to serve students with learning 

disabilities. 
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Distinctive Nature of Institutions of Higher Education 

Numerous works exist that treat leadership “as a general topic across disciplines 

rather than being developed for the institution in which it is practiced” (Montez, 2003, p. 

2).  Baldridge and Tierney (1979) pointed out colleges vary greatly from corporations, 

factories, and government entities.  The authority structure in business is usually 

hierarchical, leading to a much different type of leadership than in institutions of higher 

education where many professional share power, creating a more horizontal power 

structure.  Montez noted that one aspect of American higher education that set it apart 

from other institutions and created its unique nature was that faculty and administrators 

were included in governance.  In higher education, leadership includes both faculty and 

administrators’ active participation.  Austin, Rice, and Splete (1991) reported that surveys 

of 42,000 faculty on 142 campuses indicated their leadership was “aggressively 

participatory in individual style” (p. 14).  Astin et al. found that the hierarchies were flat, 

with deans, department chairs, and faculty all assuming leadership roles.   

Faculty members in higher education function differently than middle-managers 

in other organizations, necessitating a different style of leadership especially if the leader 

is on the student development side of the institution.  In a study of faculty at private 

institutions of higher education, Astin and Scherrei (1980) identified a difference in goals 

of personnel who identified closely with their disciplines rather than institutions, of 

professionals who acted autonomously, and of non-professional middle managers who 

functioned as if non-instructional services were completely separate from the academic 

community.  Kezar (2001) also identified distinctive features of higher education that 
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impacted leadership:  (1) interdependent organizations, (2) relatively independent of 

environment, (3) unique culture of the academy, (4) institutional status, (5) values-driven 

institutions, (6) multiple power and authority structures, (7) loosely coupled system, (8) 

organized anarchical decision making, (9) professional and administrative values, (10) 

shared governance, (12) employee commitment and tenure, (13) goal ambiguity, and (14) 

image credibility. 

Rosser, Johnsrud, and Heck (2000) collected data from 865 faculty members and 

found that people in fields such as higher education shared common values, perceptions, 

and experiences, that influenced their expectations of leadership.  In the discussion of the 

findings on leadership, Rosser et al. emphasized that different departments or colleges in 

a university have their own identity.  “Ignoring the presence of these clustering effects 

(similarities among individuals such as belonging to a college or a department) in the 

structure of the data can lead to a biased interpretation of the leader’s performance” (pp. 

11-12).  These studies indicated a unique situation in higher education where faculty and 

student services needed to collaborate to produce desirable outcomes for students with 

learning disabilities; however, they functioned independently in divergent cultures. 

Leadership Defined 

Many scholars have attempted to articulate an accurate definition of leadership; 

however, there is ambiguity about a precise meaning.  Rosser et al. (2000) in their study 

of leadership in the case of deans and directors in higher education found that leadership 

in higher education was a matter of perception.  “Despite countless efforts to define and 

understand leadership, it remains an oft-debated and even controversial construct” (p. 1).  
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Bennis and Nanus (1985) determined that leadership was one of the most often studied 

and least understood concepts.   

One’s values and beliefs about leadership influence the definition of leadership.  

Birnbaum (1988) found the administrator’s view of the institutional organization 

determined his definition of leadership.  Fairholm (1998) suggested, “Defining leadership 

is an intensely personal activity, limited by our personal paradigms or our mental state of 

being, our unique mind set” (p. xv).  Hoy, Miskel, Akers, and Gillams (1996) informed 

us that leadership was “an extremely complex and elusive concept [involving] a social 

influence process in which an individual exerts intentional influence over others to 

structure activities and relationships in an organization” (p. 425).  With multiple concepts 

of leadership represented in the literature, it is important to determine what leadership in 

the context of this study means.  A definition of leadership that fits the mission and 

function of Christian institutions of higher education and this study is the one used by 

The Kellogg National Fellowship Programs (KNFP), a program consisting of 16 groups 

of Fellow, who engaged “in a three-year quest to broaden their intellectual horizons and 

bolster their capacities for leadership” (Kellogg National Fellowship Program, 2005).  

This definition focused on the actions of leaders who can bring about change to serve 

others. 

The ability to get good things done with the help of others. . . . Leadership is 

about building trusting relationships with others to achieve the common good.  It 

is about respecting the individual integrity of each person. . . . Effective 

leadership requires a vision; it requires listening to the voices of others as well as 
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your own; it requires living one’s values in service to others; and it is not always 

related to positions held.  (Leading from the Heart:  The Passion to Make a 

Difference, 2001, p. 109) 

The definition above aligns with Fullan’s (2001) model, Leading in a Culture of 

Change, which is discussed in detail in the next section of this chapter.  Two components 

of Fullan’s model that are evident in this definition are moral purpose and relationship 

building.  Fullan emphasized the need for a strong core of leaders who cared about the 

institution and about people. 

Leading in a Culture of Change 

The culture of an institution of higher education is constantly changing.  Tierney 

(1992) talked about reconfiguring of the institution by the daily rituals and actions of 

organizational life.  With this ongoing state of change, institutions of higher education 

need a model for leadership to formulate change.  Fullan (2001) developed a model for 

K-12 leadership in a culture of change that is useful for making changes in higher 

education (Asmar, 2002).  This model contains the five components of moral purpose, 

understanding change, relationship building, knowledge creation and sharing, and 

coherence making.  Each of the components, discussed in the next five sections of the 

literature review, forms the model for this study of leadership in the implementation of 

programs for students with learning disabilities.  According to Fullan (2001), these five 

components represented independent but “mutual reinforcing forces for positive changes” 

(p. 3).  When the components are present, the leaders’ enthusiasm, hope, and energy can 

generate effective change (Fullan, 2001). 
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Moral Purpose 

The first component Fullan (2001) presented is moral purpose, a “means of acting 

with the intention of making a positive difference in the lives of employees, customers, 

and society as a whole” (p. 3).  In this study, moral purpose entailed acting to make a 

positive change in the lives of students with learning disabilities in higher education.  

Astin and Astin (2000) maintain that the purpose of leadership was to create an 

environment where people could grow and prosper.  They suggest that leaders created 

communities where “every person matters and each person’s welfare and dignity is 

respected and supported” (p. 11).  It is imperative that the model of leadership used for 

students with learning disabilities includes this moral purpose.  Moral purpose interrelates 

with servant leadership in that a servant leader has a moral purpose, and a leader with a 

moral purpose should exhibit the desire to serve. 

One of the most influential leadership theories is servant leadership, which 

promotes diversity and, therefore, disability support services.  Literature credited 

Greenleaf (1977) with the development of this model; however, Jesus demonstrated it 

centuries before when He taught, “Whoever desires to become great among you let him 

be your servant . . . just as the Son of Man [Jesus] did not come to be served, but to serve, 

and to give His life as a ransom for many” (Matthew 20: 26, 28, King James Version).  A 

servant leader is one who is willing to give up power to enhance the capacity of others 

working toward a common goal.  “Service is seen more and more as a metaphor for 

leadership.  Transforming leaders must draw their motivation from the need to serve and 

the ability to be sensitive to individual needs” (Leading from the Heart:  The Passion to 
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Make a Difference, 2001, p. 12).  Spears (1998) defined servant leadership as creating a 

community that put serving others—students and their families, staff, faculty, and 

community—as its number one priority.  Markus (2001) talked about stewardship of a 

leader by explaining “It turns hierarchical leadership on its head—a ‘lowerarchy’ in 

which the primary task of ‘leaders’ is to ensure that the needs of organizational members 

are being served rather than to engage in the exercise of privilege and control” (p. 8).  

Block (1993) helds that true leadership chose empowerment over dependency and service 

over self-interest. 

Servant leadership values each student in the postsecondary institution because 

the servant-leader looks for the potential of all students, including those with disabilities.  

Melrose (1998) stated the core value that drives servant leadership is the realization that 

each individual has potential and can exhibit his best performance when the leader 

creates an environment where people are “inspired, motivated and encouraged; 

committed to the vision, goal, or task; empowered to execute the vision and recognized 

for their part in completing the vision” (p. 285). 

The servant leader listens and understands, articulates the vision, reflects, 

assesses, and redirects (Greenleaf, 1977).  He accepts others and through his empathy 

establishes a community of caring individuals who are concerned about the welfare of 

others.  Kinsley (1992) noted that this type of servant leadership often requires self-

sacrifice. 
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McGrath and Webber (as cited in Kinsley, 1992) visited 15 church-related 

campuses to determine what constituted effective leadership in the context of church-

related colleges.  The results of this research suggested that  

effective leadership of church-related schools includes a fidelity to a clear 

mission, a commitment to service and an identifiable constituency, a striving for 

academic excellence, and a sharing of decision making with members of the 

college, particularly the faculty.  (Kinsley, 1992, p. 72) 

Fullan (2001) said that moral purpose was about the end and the means.  In this   

study, moral purpose is concerned about the success of students with a learning disability 

(the end) and the treatment they receive in their academic experience (the means).  It will 

look at the moral purpose of leaders through their faith and service to students with 

learning disabilities. 

Understanding the Change Process 

If the other components of Fullan’s (2001) model for leadership in the culture of 

change are to be effective, leaders developing new programs must understand the change 

process and communicate it to adopters.  Kezar (2001) conducted a synthesis of research 

literature on organizational change and found one of the most important reasons for 

understanding change is that research demonstrates that accurate use of change strategies 

affects the success or failure of an effort.  Kezar found that many professionals used 

whatever change theory was popular without a research basis for its use.  The section 

following Coherence Making, the last of the five components of Fullan’s model, provides 
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an overview of change theory appropriate for leaders in disability services in Christian 

colleges. 

Relationships 

Moral purpose alone is not enough because a person can have noble intentions, 

but without followers his aspirations for good will not diffuse.  Fullan (2001) presented 

the third component of his model by stating “If moral purpose is job one, relationships 

are job two, as you can’t get anywhere without them” (p. 51).  Scholars apply words like 

interaction and relationships when discussing leadership.  Rost (1993) indicated that 

leadership is building relationships in collaborative endeavors to make real changes for 

mutual purposes.  The leaders and followers establish a relationship and purposefully 

seek to make authentic changes.  The mutual desires of both leaders and followers 

advance and strengthen the relationship.  Wheatley (1999) claimed that relationships are 

more important than organizational structure and function.  Systems and processes are 

not the heart of institutions of higher education, but relationships among administrators, 

faculty, staff, and students are.  Kezar (2004) noted participatory relationships are 

essential to the decision-making process.  People are only willing to share ideas if there is 

mutual respect.  Lee (1991) conducted eight case studies on the dynamics of academic 

senates and found that informal interaction, relationships outside institutional roles, was 

critical to success. 

The literature repeated certain words in connecting relationships and leadership:  

trust, shared values, goals and mutual respect.  Burns (1978) determined that for effective 

leadership to take place, all parties must freely trust the actions, purposes, and intent of 
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each other.  Tschannen-Morgan (2004) defined trust as “one’s willingness to be 

vulnerable to another based on the confidence that the other is benevolent, honest, open, 

reliable, and competent” (p. 17).  Trust allows a person to place a valued project in 

another person’s hands.  Wheelan and Danganan (2003) explored leadership dynamics of 

24 leadership teams in student affairs and found that leadership teams in which the 

members felt a higher level of trust perceived their team as being more productive.  Kezar 

(2004) studied six institutions, including one research university, three doctoral-granting 

universities, a liberal arts college, and a community college, and found that in all 

institutions, “leadership, trust, and relationships supersede structures and processes in 

effective decision making” (p. 44).  Kezar’s case studies showed that an institution of 

higher education lacking leadership based upon trusting relationships will “lack direction, 

motivation, meaning, integrity, a sense of common purpose, ways to integrate multiple 

perspectives, open communication, people wanting to listen, and legitimacy” (p. 45).  She 

found that as the bonds of the group tightened, the group worked better as a team. 

Deal and Kennedy (1982) suggested that the only way for an organization to be 

meaningful to the members was for the leader to build a culture of shared values.  Shared 

values are a result of relationship building.  According to Ott (2001), values stem from 

ethical beliefs and moral codes.  Sparks (2001) stated that people choose to follow 

leaders who exhibit a caring spirit and who empower others to make worthwhile 

contributions to shared goals.  Fairholm (1994) emphasized the importance of building 

relationships with trust, shared values, and goals as the foundation.  Trust inspires 

confidence and confidence leads to mutual respect.  Kezar (2004) found that effective 
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institutions depended upon people being willing to share ideas, and this would only 

happen when there were relationships of respect and trust.  Sparks (2001) believed that 

leaders should consider moral purpose as a way of building a “culture of cooperation and 

trust” (p. 250). 

Knowledge Building 

Moral purpose is the foundation for relationships, that build on shared values and 

trust.  These relationships form networks of people to disseminate ideas for change.  

Rogers (2003) identified the four main elements for implementation of new ideas as 

innovation, communication channels, time, and the social system.  Knowledge originates 

as part of the innovation and acquires value as it is communicated to others in the social 

system.  Unlike information, knowledge carries emotions, hopes, aspirations, and 

passions.  Fullan (2001) explained that educational environments generated messiness 

and complex problems and ideas and that the key to sorting and assessing ideas was the 

interaction of individuals in that environment.   

Leaders in a culture of change realize that accessing tacit knowledge is crucial 

and that such access cannot be mandated.  Effective leaders understand the value 

and role of knowledge creation, they make it a priority and set about establishing 

and reinforcing habits of knowledge exchange among organizational members. (p. 

87) 

Later in this chapter, the literature review addresses disability programs, and it 

will be evident that staff development is critical in serving students with learning 

disabilities.  Knowledge building applies to programs for students with learning 
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disabilities in that an understanding of students with learning disabilities and effective 

instructional strategies is crucial.  Yuen and Shaughnessy (2001) suggested that 

knowledge should create an understanding of students with disabilities, not only in terms 

of the skills they bring into the postsecondary environment but also the purpose and 

function of their actions within the postsecondary environment.  Knowledge creation is a 

significant element of leadership, which should encourage time for professional 

interaction and ongoing staff development (Fullan, 2001).  Students with disabilities need 

an increased variety and range of learning opportunities, and providing the knowledge 

necessary to create these opportunities is an essential task of the leader. 

Coherence Making 

The last component of Fullan’s (2001) model is coherence making.  People need 

to be encouraged to organize interactions and ideas.  This involves organizing and 

applying the concepts of moral purpose, relationship building, knowledge creation, and 

understanding change in higher education.  Kezar (2001) emphasized the importance of 

bringing people together to help them “understand the change, develop new mental 

models, integrate these models with their existing understanding, and develop a language 

for articulating the change” (p. 118).  In the context of higher education, explanation and 

rationale are essential aspects of the change process because academia consists of experts 

and critical thinkers. 

In a study of 439 higher education institutions, Gioia and Thomas (as cited in 

Kezar, 2001) found that “Key sensemaking strategies included committees, campus 

dialogues, reading groups, staff development and ‘town hall’ meetings” (p. 101).  All of 
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these strategies provide a venue for members of the institution to process change efforts.  

Kezar found that the “central component of change is providing vehicles for people to 

alter their mental models” (p. 101). 

Klenke (1993) conducted interviews with leaders and found coherence making 

was valued by leaders.  During that coherence-making process, they attributed their 

strength and wisdom to a sense of purpose that their job was a calling, an integration of 

spiritual life and courage.  Fullan (2002) suggested that in our complex society with its 

overload and frustration, leaders need to be coherence makers.  If all other components of 

Fullan’s model are functioning effectively, coherence making will be the natural result.  

“Leaders with deep moral purpose provide guidance, but they also have blinders if their 

ideas are not challenged through the dynamics of change, the give-and-take of 

relationships, the ideas generated by new knowledge” (Fullan, 2002, p. 18).  Coherence 

making is a never-ending process that involves investing in learning and evaluation to 

produce more learning and hence more evaluation. 

Change Theory 

One of the components of Fullan’s (2001) model for Leading in a Culture of 

Change is understanding change.  This section of the literature review presents aspects of 

change theory pertinent to leadership in higher education as it applies to program 

implementation.  Kezar and Eckel (2002) conducted a four-year study of six institutions 

engaged in change and reported that in all of the institutions studied there was a 

relationship between institutional culture and way change was implemented.  For 

example, a campus engaged in self-reflection responded well to staff development, and 
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collaborative leadership was important to an institution with a family atmosphere.  These 

findings emphasized the importance of the leader acting as a change agent to understand 

the culture of the college in order to facilitate change.  Of the many works written on the 

change process, this review presents several theories selected for their usefulness in the 

context of private Christian institutions of higher education:  Astin’s (2000) social change 

theory, Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovation, and Bolman and Deal’s (2003) four 

frames.  

Social change theory.  Social change theory is based upon the assumption that 

leadership in higher education is a collective group process to foster change, which is 

inherently value-based.  Astin and Astin (2000) described the basic purposes of 

leadership in American higher education as enabling and encouraging “faculty, students 

administrators, and other staff to change and transform institutions so that they can more 

effectively enhance student learning and development, generate new knowledge, and 

serve the community” (p. 9). 

Social change theory stresses that leadership involves personal and group 

qualities.  Astin and Astin (2000) presented individual qualities of transformative 

leadership, which included self-knowledge, authenticity, empathy, commitment, and 

competence.  The group qualities that promote transformative leadership are 

collaboration, shared purpose, division of labor, disagreement with respect, and learning 

environment.  Astin and Astin held that these individual and group qualities with the 

shared values of individual worth, reciprocal care, mutual responsibility, and a supportive 

environment produced effective leadership and changes in higher education.  
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Effective leadership must have an understanding of “what needs to happen for 

change to occur and then to dissect that understanding so people who are interested in 

seeing things change can be empowered to initiate it” (Astin, 2003, p. 16).  Gardner 

(1990) commented on purposeful social change: 

Social problem solving is not only slow, it is untidy.  Purposeful social change 

occurs through a long and disorderly process of trial and error not unlike that of 

an infant learning to walk. . . . No plan for social or institutional improvement can 

be put into effect without innumerable in-course corrections. (p. 124) 

Change involves transformation, and leadership for change implies moving an 

institution from one point to another, often with opposition and reinvention, transforming 

the institution in some way.  Barone (2001) stated that change is transformative, 

disruptive, and essential.  

Diffusion of innovation.  Diffusion of innovation is a comprehensive examination 

of implementation of new ideas and in the case of this study, new programs.  Rogers 

(2003) defined diffusion of innovation as the “process by which an innovation is 

communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social 

system” (p. 5).  Rogers identified over 4,000 publications on diffusion of ideas.  He based 

his work on a broad foundation of diffusion research and theory.  Rogers took elements 

of his strategy from early theorists, such as Tarde’s S-shaped curve for the diffusion 

process, Ryan and Gross’ adopter categories, and Katz’ media influence on opinion 

leaders and opinion followers.  Psychology, business, sociology, and education have 

incorporated diffusion research into textbooks in their fields. 
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According to Rogers (2003), a leader needs to understand the model of five stages 

in the innovation-decision process:  knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, 

and confirmation. 

The innovation-decision process is the process through which an individual (or 

other decision-making unit) passes from first knowledge of an innovation, to 

forming an attitude toward the innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject, to 

implementation of the new idea, and to confirmation of this decision. (p. 170) 

It is important that a leader for change understand the adoption of their 

innovation.  Rogers (2003) explained the categories of adopters based upon their 

openness to the innovation.  The innovators are essential to the communication process 

because they are passionate about the change.  The early adopters are opinion leaders 

ready to try new ideas in a careful way.  Early majority are the largest category and may 

deliberate for some time before adopting the innovation.  The late majority are the 

skeptics who implement new ideas only when the majority has done so.  The laggards are 

the few who never accept the change. 

Rogers (2003) presented five characteristics of the innovation that affected the 

rate of diffusion.  The first is the relative advantage, the extent to which the innovation is 

an improvement for the members of the social system.  The second is the compatibility, 

the extent to which the innovation fits with values and norms of the social system.  The 

third is the complexity, the difficulty of comprehension and application.  Increased 

complexity has a negative effect on the rate of adoption.  The fourth is trialability, the 
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extent to which members can experiment with the innovation, and the fifth is 

observability, the extent to which the results are visible by others. 

Changes are dynamic and there are consequences of adopting or rejecting the 

change on the individual, the institution, and the social system.  Rogers (2003) warned 

that some of these consequences were desirable and some were undesirable.  A person 

may not be able to anticipate all the effects of the change directly and indirectly upon the 

individual and the institution. 

Four frames.  Bolman and Deal (2003) applied four organizational frames to 

assist in understanding implementation of change.  A problem arises when leaders 

execute change by addressing only one of the four organizational frames of how an 

organization works.  Change affects all four frames:  change redesigns structure, change 

alters power relationships, change requires new roles, and change uproots cultural norms.  

“Below the surface, the organization’s social tapestry begins to unravel, threatening both 

time-honored traditions and prevailing values and practices” (p. 7). 

Table 1 provides an overview of Bolman and Deal’s (2003) application of the 

four frames of organization change.  The human resources frame, the structural frame, the 

political frame, and the symbolic frame all present barriers to change.  Table 1 allows the 

reader to compare these four frames, the barriers, and the essential strategies for 

implementing change in each frame.  

Bowman and Deal’s (2003) strategies for change aligned closely with the 

program standards discussed in the following sections of this chapter.  Effective 

programs require an investment in training.  As seen in the literature, when dealing with  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 1 

Reframing Organizational Change 

________________________________________________________________________ 

           Frame                     Barriers to Change                       Essential Strategies 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Human Resources Anxiety, uncertainty. 

People feeling incompetent 

and needy. 

Training to develop new skills. 

Participation and involvement. 

Psychological support. 

Structural  Loss of clarity and stability. 

Confusion, chaos. 

Communicating, realigning, and 

renegotiating formal patterns and 

policies. 

Political Disempowerment. 

Conflict between winners and 

losers. 

Creating arenas where issues can 

be renegotiated and new coalitions 

formed. 

Symbolic Loss of meaning and purpose. 

Clinging to the past. 

Creating transition rituals; mourn 

the past, celebrate the future. 

 

From Reframing Organizations:  Artistry, Choice, and Leadership (p. 372), by L. G. 

Bowman and T. E. Deal, 2003, San Francisco:  Jossey-Bass. 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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disability programs, faculty and staff development is critical to serving students with 

disabilities.  To foster successful change efforts, those working with students who have 

learning disabilities need to develop new knowledge and skills as addressed by the 

human resource frame.  Scott and Gregg (2000) found that a large group faculty inservice 

provided a general awareness, a small group workshop allowed for more individualized 

training, and individualized faculty training assisted those faculty encountering 

difficulties.  Training allowed the faculty to be proactive by using Universal Design in 

Instruction (Scott, Loewen, Funckes, & Kroeger, 2003; see Appendix A).  The 

collaboration of faculty and disability support providers fosters a powerful venue for 

establishing the opportunity to develop shared values (Scott & Gregg, 2000). 

The structural frame aligns with the sixth AHEAD standard (see Appendix B) for 

developing, reviewing, and revising policies for students with learning disabilities.  

Bolman and Deal (2003) encouraged leaders to anticipate structural issues to align policy 

with the program changes.  The development of clear policies and procedures minimizes 

the difficulties encountered in implementing changes.  Kezar (2004) examined campuses 

that effectively instituted change and found that new structures were only as successful as 

the leaders providing direction, establishing priorities, and moving the process toward the 

outcome.   

The political frame stresses the importance of involving key administrators in the 

planning of programs.  Bolman and Deal (2003) recommended assessing the political 

landscape and establishing relationships and networks.  Kezar (2001) said that power was 

the “major driving force among interest groups as well as a major catalyst for (or against) 
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change on college campuses” (p. 96).  In higher education, power does not rest in a 

centralized authority, so “persuasion and influence are main tactics for asserting power” 

(p. 96).  Power is essential for program implementation, and a leader in the political 

frame knows that influence begins with an understanding of the key stakeholders’ 

concerns and interests. 

Research has suggested using the symbolic frame to create meaning for 

individuals within the institutions (Clark, 1991; Tierney, 1988).  Bolman and Deal (2003) 

explained, “One powerful way in which the leaders can interpret experience is by 

distilling and disseminating a vision” (p. 362).  By using the symbolic frame, the leader 

connects change to history and tradition and uses it as a motivational factor.  This might 

mean establishing a kick-off day for the Disability Support Services that is part of a 

special campus activity focusing on open doors to opportunity in education.  The 

symbolic frame often addresses the religious or spiritual aspect of the organization, which 

would be relevant to this study looking at services in Christian colleges and universities. 

Students with Learning Disabilities 

After reviewing literature on leadership and change, it is time to shift the focus to 

the next thread in this review.  The literature dealing with college students with 

disabilities prior to 1962 is silent.  An ERIC search for articles on students with 

“handicaps” (the correct term for the dates being searched) in colleges showed the first 

article appearing in 1962.  Thirty-one articles appeared from 1963 to 1970, eight of which 

were not relevant because they dealt with subjects such as college preparation for 

students entering fields in which they would encounter people with disabilities.  Of the 23 
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articles remaining, two dealt with the blind, two with students with physical disabilities, 

five with adult basic education, and seven with vocational training.  The seven articles 

remaining focused on two-year colleges with open enrollment preparing for students with 

disabilities.  Most institutions of higher education were reluctant to accept students with 

disabilities.  Prior to 1970, many people with disabilities were denied access to a college 

education, and most of the open-access institutions, junior colleges or community 

colleges, were relegating students with disabilities to developmental and vocational 

classes.  Stanley (2000) presented a 1962 survey done by J. L. Angel, that included data 

from 92 Midwestern colleges and universities.  The survey revealed that 65 colleges 

(over 70%) would not accept students using wheelchairs.  Stanley (2000) also cited a 

1974 survey of 1,000 four-year institutions, which found that 18% rejected blind 

applicants, 27% rejected applicants in wheelchairs, and 22% rejected deaf applicants. 

Legal Issues 

During the last 30 years, important legal advances helped provide an equal 

opportunity to education for students with disabilities.  The 14th Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution states that the United States shall not “deny any person within its jurisdiction 

the equal protection of the laws”(1865).  Ratified shortly after the Civil War, the equal 

protection clause was not extended to people with disabilities for over 100 years.   

In 1973, the government took the first steps to open the doors of higher education 

to people with disabilities.  The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, amended in 1974 (Section 

504), mandated that an “otherwise qualified” person with disabilities should not, as a 

result of their handicap, “be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination, 
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under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”  The Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare became the federal agency responsible for regulation and 

implementation of the Rehabilitation Act.  Section 504 guidelines required institutions to 

provide individuals with disabilities “equal opportunity to gain the same result, to gain 

the same benefit, or to reach the same level of achievement, in the most integrated setting 

appropriate to the person’s needs” (Section 104.4 (b) (2)).  Subpart E of the 

Rehabilitation Act specifically established that institutions of higher education must 

modify any portion of academic instruction or evaluation that was discriminatory toward 

people with disabilities.  The federal requirements prohibited postsecondary institutions 

from making rules limiting participation of students with disabilities (Section 104.44 (c)).  

For example, institutions could no longer prohibit students with disabilities from tape 

recording lectures, a rule that had previously caused problems for students who were not 

able to take written notes. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 extended the scope of the 

1973 Rehabilitation Act beyond institutions receiving federal financial assistance, making 

the anti-discrimination statutes apply to all institutions of higher education.  The broader 

provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) placed all postsecondary 

institutions, including private colleges, under the authority of the law.  This law also 

clarified that “otherwise qualified” individuals with disabilities must be able to meet the 

essential requirements of the institution’s academic program (Mull, Sitlington, & Alper, 

2001).  The Americans with Disabilities Act and the Rehabilitation Act offered a two-part 

test to determine if a person was otherwise qualified.  First, the individual with 
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disabilities must meet the prerequisites such as experience, skills, education, and license.  

The second test addressed whether the individual could perform the essential function of 

the job or program (Gaal & Jones, 2003). 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) required an institution to make 

reasonable accommodations to ensure that capable students with disabilities were not 

discriminated against by institutional policies and structures.  Some difficulty arose from 

a lack of clarity about what constituted reasonable accommodations.  Shapiro and Rich 

(1999) stated accommodations were reasonable if they did not fundamentally alter the 

nature of a program.  Accommodations could include extended test time, readers, note 

takers, technical aids, and alternative test formats.  Section 504 permitted the use of 

auxiliary aids, but it was clear that the institution was not required to provide auxiliary 

aids, devices, or services for personal use or of a personal nature.  This meant that a 

person with a disability who needed a device in an educational or non-educational setting 

paid for that device.  An example of a personal device used in educational or non-

educational settings is a pair of glasses.  Accommodations and modifications do not 

ensure the same academic results of a non-disabled student, but they do afford equal 

opportunity to participate. 

The administrative agency for special education law today is the United States 

Department of Education through the Office for Civil Rights (OCR, 2005) and its rules 

apply to all institutions of higher learning.  The mission of the Office for Civil Rights is 

to “ensure equal access to education” (p. 1).  The Office of Civil Rights serves student 

populations facing discrimination, including students with disabilities in higher 
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education.  The Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) included “enforceable standards 

addressing discrimination” against people with disabilities.  The Office of Civil Rights, 

based on Section 504, “provided the impetus for four-year colleges, graduate schools, and 

professional schools to revise admission policies, provide accommodations, and develop 

support service” (Shaw, McGuire, & Brinckerhoff, 1994, p. 142). 

Another impetus moving students with disabilities into higher education began in 

1984 with Madeline Will, Assistant Secretary of Education, and her development of the 

transition initiative.  Never before had the idea of preparing individuals with disabilities 

for adulthood drawn so much energy and focus in planning.  “Parents, professionals, and 

advocacy and professional organizations focused initially on the transition from school to 

work and later on the transition from secondary to post-secondary education” (Gerber & 

Reiff, 1993, p. 4).  The transition plan became a mandatory component of the Individual 

Education Plan (IEP) for each special education student 16 years of age and older.  With 

each subsequent reauthorization (1990, 1997, 2004) of the Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Act (IDEA), the transition plan grew in prominence, becoming the driving 

force in the educational plan of students with disabilities entering adulthood. 

Students with Learning Disabilities in Higher Education 

The largest federally defined disability group in higher education is learning 

disabilities.  

Learning disabilities is a general term that refers to a heterogeneous group of 

disorders manifested by significant difficulties in the acquisition and use of 

speaking, reading, writing, listening, reasoning, or mathematical abilities.  These 
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disorders are intrinsic to the individual, presumed to be due to central nervous 

system dysfunction, and may occur across the life span. (NJCLD, 1999, p. 65) 

Learning disabilities constitute the largest group of students with disabilities in 

higher education and their impact in the higher education classroom is more pronounced 

than for other disabilities.  This dissertation looks at initiation and development of 

services for students with learning disabilities.  As Mull et al. (2001) observed, “The 

number of college freshmen with learning disabilities has increased ten-fold since 1975” 

(p. 97).  Calculations by Wolanin and Steel (2004) suggested, “About one in 25 students 

in higher education, or at least one in most classes, has LD” (p. 49).  This growth is partly 

a result of special education services in public schools where the student with learning 

disabilities receives services that lead to success.  As Brinckerhoff, McGuire, and Shaw 

(2002) noted, “Implementation of the concepts of mainstreaming, least restrictive 

environment and inclusion combined with formal transition planning activities foster high 

school completion and expectation for postsecondary education” (p. 8) for students with 

learning disabilities.  Federal legislation has provided the opportunities for individuals 

with handicaps to attend college, and the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) has 

supported this goal by stating that K-12 students are to be placed in the “least restrictive 

environment” to receive preparatory education.  Exposure to college-prep curriculum and 

to peers who are college bound increases the aspirations of postsecondary education for 

students placed in mainstream high school classes.  This increases the number of students 

with disabilities who have the desire and the course work to enter college upon 

graduation.  The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 mandated that 
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postsecondary education be accessible to students with disabilities.  The IDEA of 2004 

included postsecondary education as a major outcome following the completion of high 

school. 

Besides the need for employment preparation, a secondary experience that 

prepares students, affirmative action efforts, and changes in the law, the literature 

mentions another factor that led to the increase in postsecondary enrollment of students 

with learning disabilities, that of the more individually accepting climate of small 

independent private institutions.  In a study of 502 colleges and universities, Vogel, 

Leonard et al. (1998) credited the willingness of some small independent private colleges 

to accept students with LD who did not totally meet the admissions criteria for a portion 

of the increased enrollment of students with learning disabilities in four-year institutions. 

Persistence and Retention for Students with Learning Disabilities 

Simply gaining access to college does not end the difficulties facing students with 

learning disabilities.  Even though students with learning disabilities are receiving more 

college-prep instruction, many disability-related learning issues exist because students 

have not learned to apply the strategies to be successful under the increased demands of 

higher education.  The fact that students with disabilities are not as adequately prepared 

for college as non-disabled students suggests that students with learning disabilities may 

have a more difficult time completing their course expectations and, as a result, may take 

longer to complete their degree or may fail to complete it at all.  Murray, Goldstein, 

Nourse, and Edgar (2000) conducted a 10-year longitudinal study of students who 

graduated from high school in 1985 and 1990 and found that 80% of those students with 
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learning disabilities attending postsecondary institutions had not graduated within five 

years, compared to 56% of non-disabled students.  Ten years after high school, 56% of 

students with learning disabilities who attended postsecondary institutions had not 

graduated compared to 32% of students without a disability.  The fact that over half the 

students with learning disabilities did not graduate from college in 10 years indicates a 

propensity for this population to struggle in their programs and in many cases never 

complete their studies. 

The National Center for Educational Statistics (1999a, b) found that of the 

students with disabilities who enrolled in the 1989-90 school year, 47% had dropped out 

by 1993 (non-disabled student drop-out rate was 36%).  Student who were part of the 

“1990 Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study” were last surveyed in 

1994, and it was found that 16% of the students with disabilities attained a bachelor’s 

degree, 6% attained an associate’s degree, and 19% earned a vocational certificate.  The 

corresponding percentages for students without disabilities were 27%, 12%, and 13%, 

respectively.  This discrepancy in degree completion rates between students with and 

without disabilities not only showed that a smaller percent of the students with 

disabilities were completing degrees, but the largest percent of degree completion was in 

vocational areas. 

As evidenced by the statistics, students with learning disabilities did not persist at 

the same rate as their non-disabled peers.  Shapiro and Rich (1999) credited the 

characteristics of learning disabilities with producing a dropout rate 10% higher than the 

dropout rate of students without disabilities.  They investigated the specific problems that 
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students with learning disabilities encounter in a higher education setting and found that 

many students with learning disabilities lacked the organizational and study skills 

necessary to succeed in college.  Their research on LD students indicated that a common 

manifestation of poor self-monitoring and poor time management skills was late and 

incomplete assignments.  They found that students with learning disabilities frequently 

exhibited poor quality work due to undeveloped skills in note taking, paraphrasing 

information, and integrating information with other sources.  Shapiro and Rich stressed 

that social immaturity, poor self-esteem, and sense of learned helplessness negatively 

affected these students’ ability to achieve.  These characteristics, along with the large 

class size and lack of opportunities for interaction with the instructor, as well as greater 

academic competitiveness at many universities, negatively affected these under-prepared 

students’ chances for success.  Field, Sarver, and Shaw (2003) surveyed and interviewed 

88 upperclassmen with learning disabilities and found the majority of the participants 

reported the size of the classes and the inaccessibility of the instructors had a negative 

impact on their success. 

Higher Education Programs for Students with Learning Disabilities 

The increase in interested students caused the number of colleges and universities 

offering support services for students with learning disabilities to expand from 9 in 1981 

to almost 1,000 in 1992 (Vogel et al., 1998).  In 1999, the National Center for 

Educational Statistics reported 72% of the nation’s 5,040 institutions of higher education 

provided services for 195,870 students with learning disabilities.  Mull et al. (2001) stated 

that the number of support service programs which offered assistance to college students 
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with learning disabilities had “expanded at a phenomenal rate, but the services provided 

vary considerably from institution to institution” (p. 99).  Shaw et al. (1994) reported that 

many authors found a lack of research related to the planning and organization of these 

services.  University service providers had to develop programs for students without the 

aid of research on successful practices for adult students with learning disabilities in 

higher education (Gajar, 1992).  

In response to the need for a systematic approach to services grounded in theory, 

the Association of Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) adopted program 

standards, professional standards, and a code of ethics for quality assurance in disability 

services programs (Shaw & Dukes, 2001).  AHEAD began in 1992 as an outgrowth of 

the Association of Handicapped Student Service Programs in Post-Secondary Education.  

AHEAD is a professional organization devoted to full participation of persons with 

disabilities in higher education.  The standards concentrate on disability support services 

for all disabilities; however, the nine categories of evaluation can apply to programs for 

students with learning disabilities as well as other disabilities.  This paper used the 

Program Standards for Disability Services in Higher Education (see Appendix B) as a 

model for the next section of the literature review.  Literature revealed two sets of 

standards for evaluating programs for students with disabilities in higher education.  The 

older standards were from the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher 

Education (CAS)  Standards, originally published in 1987.  According to Goodin, Parker, 

Shaw, and McGuire (2004), the CAS standards became the cornerstone of the AHEAD 

Program Standards developed in 2001 and were “identified as essential by a large cross-
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section of AHEAD members regardless of type of school funding source, location, or 

competitiveness” (p.11).  These standards “set parameters for essential postsecondary 

disability services” (Brinckerhoff, McGuire, & Shaw, 2002, p. 257).  According to these 

standards, universities should address several important areas to meet the needs of 

students with disabilities. 

Standard 1:  Consultation/Collaboration/Awareness  

The areas of consultation, collaboration, and awareness across the institution are 

necessary yet challenging to implement in higher education due to the unique structure of 

these institutions (Scott & Weeks, 1996).  Collaboration is not just coming together as a 

group to discuss vision, it is “about how people value and relate to each other across 

differences” (Astin & Astin, 2000, p. 37).  Bensimon et al. (1989) explained collaboration 

in leadership as “getting a team to develop a sense of shared responsibility for what the 

group is doing.  This is possible only when group members willingly invest themselves in 

the making and maintenance of a team” (p. 110). 

Collaboration for students with disabilities in higher education is about people 

coming together with different ideas and different priorities and working together to 

make the learning experience better for the diverse student population.  Blacklock and 

Benson (2005) conducted the study Creating Campus Change Guided by Research, 

which looked at the process of making changes in services for students with disabilities 

on the University of Minnesota campus.  They found that the first step needed was to 

raise awareness about disability issues.  The benefits reported from efforts to raise 
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awareness and collaboration on an action plan were to establish a coordinated system of 

delivery and support for students with disabilities.  

In order to collaborate on action plans to provide services for students with 

disabilities, members of the institution must share the binding values of the worth of each 

student and the need for access to a quality education.  These values lead to advocating 

and establishing a voice for students with disabilities on appropriate university 

committees, including committees like diversity, assessment, and academic excellence.  

Scott and Gregg (2000) stated that collaboration offered a potentially powerful and 

proactive way to provide equal access to education. 

Standard 2:  Information Dissemination 

Communication across the institution can foster essential support for students 

with learning disabilities.  AHEAD recommended this communication include 

dissemination of information about disability services through institutional publications 

such as websites, catalogs, and handbooks (Shaw & Dukes, 2001).  The National Joint 

Committee on Learning Disabilities (1999) advised distribution of institutional policy and 

procedures regarding students with learning disabilities to the entire campus.  Research 

by Dalke (1991) found a critical need for propagation of information.  This study showed 

a need to communicate with students, families, local educators, faculty, and staff about 

special services.  Many institutions encouraged faculty to place a statement in their 

syllabi indicating that students with documented disabilities were entitled to reasonable 

accommodations under federal law and suggesting that the students arrange for a 

confidential meeting to provide appropriate documentation from the office of disability 
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services.  A study conducted by Izzo et al. (2005) found 20% of the faculty at one large 

public university provided a disability statement in their syllabi in 1999-2000 and with 

the dissemination of information about students with disabilities and the faculty’s 

responsibility, the number of faculty including a disability statement increased to over 

30% in 2001-2002. 

The literature provided examples of institutions documenting attempts to 

disseminate information regarding services for students with disabilities.  Johnson (2003) 

reported one such study: California State University, Northridge was striving to evaluate 

and adjust its New Student Orientation Program by asking support service personnel to 

assess learning outcomes for students with disabilities who attended the New Student 

Orientation Program.  The study showed that 98% of the 42 freshman participating in the 

program were satisfied with the information regarding accommodations, services, student 

advocacy, and office information, believing that it contributed to their college success.  

The overall knowledge recoded in a pre-test and post-test increased 12%.  Analysis of the 

survey produced several program changes to raise the level of college success for 

students with learning disabilities such as more one-on-one time and consistent use of 

language (Johnson, 2003).  One of the first steps in providing successful programs for 

students with learning disabilities is to disseminate information to all stakeholders, 

including students. 

Standard 3:  Faculty/staff Awareness 

Promotion of awareness is vital, and dissemination of information about programs 

is essential to effective programs for students with learning disabilities.  The next step is 
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to familiarize and support faculty with information and instructional strategies to foster 

success for students with learning disabilities.  Dukes and Shaw (1999) encouraged 

directors of disability services to work with faculty and administrators to provide equal 

access to higher education for all students.  It is through this consultation and 

collaboration that faculty and administrators gain an understanding of the characteristics 

and needs of students with learning disabilities and disability support personnel gain an 

understanding of the demands of courses and programs.  As this understanding is 

established, the disability support provider and the faculty members can work toward 

creating a learning environment that encourages all students to meet high expectations 

and facilitates access to course materials by all students.  Mull et al. (2001) specifically 

mentioned the need for consultation with the faculty to assist them in supporting the 

outcomes of students with learning disabilities.  Pliner and Johnson (2004) indicated that 

this consultation should create a community of learners encouraging the faculty to “think 

more broadly about the following:  what they teach; why and how they teach it; and, why 

and how they assess student learning. . . . [This] calls for innovative teaching techniques” 

(p. 107). 

The National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (1999) strongly advocated 

building campus expertise through collaboration with a team of service providers and 

faculty sharing the responsibility of providing cost-effective accommodations and 

providing current information about legal responsibility, research on the disability, and 

curriculum design for all stakeholders.  Consultation, collaboration, and awareness help 
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the members of the learning community to accomplish the goal of establishing a program 

to provide access to learning for students with learning disabilities. 

Brinckerhoff et al. (2002) maintained that one of the most critical needs at 

institutions of higher education was stimulation of faculty and staff awareness of the 

problems of students with learning disabilities.  Because learning disabilities are an 

“invisible disability,” many university personnel are unaware of what constitutes a 

learning disability and the impact that disability has on student learning.  When Leyser, 

Vogel, Wyland, and Brullel (1998) conducted a survey of 420 faculty members in a large 

mid-west institution, 54.3% of the respondents reported having at least limited contact 

with students with learning disabilities.  This meant that either 45.7% of the faculty did 

not have contact with students with learning disabilities, or they were unaware of the 

student’s disability.  This same study indicated that 88% of the faculty reported a 

willingness to work with students with learning disabilities.  Another study produced 

similar results in 1994 when Baggett surveyed 422 faculty and 11 deans, department 

heads, and administrators from the University of Massachusetts to determine faculty 

awareness of disability.  The data collected from the survey showed 77% of the faculty 

thought that they had taught five or fewer students with disabilities in the last four years.  

Faculty indicated that they were unfamiliar with disability rights law and unaware of 

disability support services.  Research indicated that the lack of accommodations made by 

faculty was due primarily to lack of knowledge and not to unwillingness (Baggett, 1994; 

Houck, Asselin, Troutman, & Arrington, 1992; Satcher, 1992).  These studies indicated a 

willingness on the part of faculty members to make accommodations for students with 
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learning disabilities if they were aware of the students’ needs and understood how to 

accommodate them. 

The need for increased faculty awareness was supported by students.  Field et al. 

(2003) surveyed and interviewed 88 upperclassmen and determined that the response a 

faculty member gave a student requesting accommodations for a learning disability 

influenced the student’s willingness to seek future support.  In a study of 86 university 

students with learning disabilities and their willingness to seek help, Hartman-Hall and 

Haaga (2002) found that negative attitudes of instructors contributed to a student’s 

unwillingness to advocate for himself.  The results of this study suggested that disability 

support services could bolster the use of academic support by “intervening with the 

faculty to try to prevent negative reactions to requests for accommodations” (p. 1). 

Faculty and administrators’ attitudes are a vital ingredient in the success of 

students with disabilities (Fichten, Goodrick, Amsel, & Libman, 1989).  Rao (2004) 

reported studies by Ibrahim and Herr and Katz, Haz, and Bailey which concluded that 

information about people with disabilities increased favorable attitudes, and positive 

attitudes led to positive behavior.  Rao talked about “attitudinal barriers” as an 

impediment to success of students with disabilities and stated that “faculty at institutions 

of higher education need to be better informed about disabilities and students with 

disabilities to improve their attitudes” (p. 6).  

One of the ways faculty awareness is increased is through staff development.  

Recently, the focus of staff development has gone beyond encouraging acceptance of 

students with learning disabilities and has sought to enhance the ability of the faculty to 
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teach their content more effectively (Foley, Ruban, Scott, & McGuire, 2000).  Effective 

trainings help faculty plan and deliver instruction using multi-media presentations, 

technology, cooperative learning, and scaffolding.  A vital aspect of staff development is 

training in universal design and alternative modes of demonstrating mastery in order to 

minimize the need for accommodations and modifications (Shaw, 1999).  Case study 

research by Izzo et al. (2005) supported the need and desire for faculty training in 

universal instructional design, rights and responsibilities of faculty and students, and 

assistive technology (see Appendix A).   

The federal government has put such emphasis on staff development that the 

Higher Education Act of 1998 funded “Demonstration Projects to Ensure Students with 

Disabilities Receive a Quality Higher Education Program” (CFDA No. 84.333).  In April 

2005, Congress approved an additional $6.9 million for 25 institutions of higher 

education (IHE) to develop demonstration projects.  The purpose of these grants (average 

size $277,000) was to “provide technical assistance and professional development for 

faculty and administrators of IHEs in order to provide them with the skills and supports 

that they need to teach student with disabilities” (CFDA No. 84.333A, Federal Register, 

2005, p. 9626-9629).  With the execution of the pilot, the institution receiving the grant 

was responsible for disseminating the findings.  

Standard 4:  Academic/Adjustments 

The intention of academic adjustments is to provide equal access to learning for 

students with disabilities.  Because equal access is the core value of disability services, 
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Shaw and Dukes (2001) stressed the importance of having a policy in place for 

determining accommodations and modifications on an individual basis.   

It is difficult for many students with learning disabilities to keep up with their 

classmates.  “With appropriate support services, these students seem to have a more 

successful retention and graduation rate than many other students” (Shaw et al., 1994, p. 

143).  Stodden, Whelley, Harding, and Chang (2001), under the direction of the National 

Center for the Study of Postsecondary Educational Supports, University of Hawaii at 

Manoa, conducted a national survey to determine the type and frequency of supports for 

students with disabilities at postsecondary institutions.  The researchers found the 

accommodation most frequently used was test modifications.  Some of the other 

frequently offered academic supports for students with learning disabilities included 

tutors, notetakers and readers, adaptive equipment and technology, and textbooks on tape 

(NCES 1999a, b). 

To develop a clearer picture of disability support services in higher education, 

Mull et al. (2001) “systematically analyzed and synthesized published research 

recommendations” (p. 99).  They reviewed 95 ERIC documents that pertained to students 

with attention deficit disorder/attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD/ADHD) or 

learning disabilities (LD) and postsecondary service review or recommendation.  Of the 

95 articles written between 1985 and 2000, only 26 met the criteria of recommending 

services or describing services available at the time.  The low number of acceptable 

studies indicated the lack of research on the effectiveness of specific support services for 

students with learning disabilities at the postsecondary level.  The study determined that 
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some common program accommodations included allowing part-time schedules, taking 

longer to complete the program, and receiving priority registration.  Less common 

practices consisted of course substitutions, waiver of foreign language requirements, 

opportunity to repeat classes, late class withdrawal, and additional time to complete a 

course.  The 26 research articles recommended a wide variance in type of services.  Two 

areas consistently emphasized in the literature were assistive technology and test 

accommodations.  Recommendations for test accommodations including audiotaped tests, 

large-print tests, a quiet test taking environment, and extended test time appeared in 65% 

of the articles cited.  Other suggestions regarding assessment included alternative 

methods such as projects instead of tests; shorter, more frequent tests; and study 

questions to prepare for tests. 

Because a learning disability indicates a deficit in how the brain processes 

information, recommendations for instructional accommodations addressing the way 

students with LD process information included assistive technology, recorded books, 

highlighted texts, taped lectures, notetakers, dictated reports, proofreaders, typing 

services, and lecture outlines provided by the instructor.  Five articles suggested allowing 

the student with disabilities to obtain the reading assignments prior to taking the course 

so that he/she could read the text ahead of time (Mull et al., 2001).  

All of these accommodations help make the curriculum more accessible for the 

student with learning disabilities, but they do not teach the person the strategies to be 

successful on their own.  Decker, Spector, and Shaw (1992) reported that many 

interventions, especially tutoring, had few long-term benefits.  Yost, Shaw, Cullen, and 
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Bigaj (1994) surveyed 510 postsecondary institutions to investigate the types of 

interventions used for LD students.  The researchers found that many of the services, 

such as tutoring, promoted dependence rather than providing services that would lead to a 

successful academic experience.  Many modifications and accommodations provided 

short-term help but did not enable students with LD to become “effective, independent 

learners capable of remembering, maintaining, and applying any knowledge or skill 

initially learned” (Shaw & Dukes, 2001, p. 5).  Standards 5 and 6 put the responsibility 

for learning in the hands of the student. 

Standard 5:  Instructional Interventions 

When Lancaster, Mellard, and Hoffman (2001) studied students with disabilities 

from three major universities, results indicated that students had the greatest difficulty in 

the areas of concentration, distraction, frustration, test anxiety, remembering, and 

mathematics.  Instructing students with learning disabilities in the use of cognitive 

learning strategies helps them compensate for difficulties in these areas and leads to 

improvement in academic performance (Deshler, Ellis, & Lenz, 1996; Graham, Harris, & 

Troia, 1998; Pressley & Harris, 1998).  Reiff, Gerber, & Ginsber (1993) conducted a 

study of 71 highly successful individuals with learning disabilities (19 had master’s 

degrees and 29 had a Ph. D. or M. D.) to identify educational interventions they felt were 

effective.  This study indicated a need to teach learning strategies to give the student with 

LD a sense of being prepared and of being in control.  Reiff and Gerber (1990) found that 

college students with LD could increase their reading comprehension through strategies 

that addressed such components as cause and effect and making logical predictions. 
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Research has shown that programs for students with learning disabilities need to 

include instruction in learning strategies and training in self-advocacy.  Brinckerhoff et 

al. (1992) determined that programming for students in higher education was a complex 

process.  “Service provisions at the postsecondary level should prioritize service delivery 

options that promote student independence by providing learning strategy instruction and 

self-advocacy training within a setting that can be tailored to meet the unique needs of the 

student” (p. 425).  Some of the components Brinckerhoff et al found most important in 

college success that were not adequately developed in most LD students were 

understanding learning strategies, self-advocacy, time management, study skills, test-

taking skills, memory strategies, notetaking skills and organizational strategies.  Yost et 

al. (1994) identified the areas in which students with learning disabilities needed 

instruction as self-advocacy, listening comprehension, memory ability, organizational 

skills, and proactive skills.  Binckerhoff et al. (1992) proposed using a model by McGuire 

and Litt for a continuum of services that leads to student independence.  This model 

begins with one to three hours of direct instruction in learning strategies and study skills, 

self-advocacy skills, understanding individual strengths and weaknesses, and awareness 

of campus resources.  The second step is monitoring one to two times a month with 

independent application of learning strategies, study skills, self-advocacy training, and 

development of a plan for independence.  The final step in this model is consultations as 

needed. 

Standard 6:  Counseling and Advocacy 
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Standard 6 often appears in the literature with Standard 5 because they both 

involve instruction in strategies that work together to foster independence.  Mull et al. 

(2001) reported students with learning disabilities often needed personal counseling and 

support interventions for social skills deficits.  These authors presented the need for 

support groups, career planning, and maintenance assistance to help students with 

learning disabilities gain independence. 

Self-determination and self-advocacy are two other components that lead to 

independence for students with learning disabilities.  Self-determination includes 

decision-making, problem solving, goal setting and attainment, self-evaluation and self-

knowledge as well as self-advocacy (Brinckerhoff et al., 1992).  Wehmeyer (1992) 

defined self-determination as “acting as the primary causal agent in one’s life, free from 

undue influence or interference” (p. 302).  Skinner (1998) defined self-advocacy as the 

ability to recognize and meet the needs caused by the learning disability without losing 

dignity.  This included a thorough understanding of the disability, the academic strengths 

and weaknesses, and the accommodations and strategies that facilitated success, along 

with communication skills that allowed the student to discuss these topics openly with 

professors.  The results of a study by Luzzo (1995) in which he surveyed and interviewed 

19 undergraduates and two graduate students with disabilities attending a small liberal 

arts university supported the work of Kavale which indicated that college students with 

learning disabilities do not fully understand their disability.  Luzzo recommended that 

students with disabilities participate in advocacy training and career plan development.  

In his study, Luzzo reported two successful programs related to self-advocacy: the 
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disabilities support program at Boston University, which gave students with learning 

disabilities training in self-advocacy, and the program at the University of Massachusetts, 

which helped students with career planning  

The study of ERIC documents by Mull et al. (2001) found “Sixty-five percent 

(17) of the articles emphasized the need for self-advocacy skills, while 15% (4) 

mentioned decreasing the student’s reliance on support service” (p. 103).  Stodden et al. 

(2001) found the students felt that the advocacy assistance did not meet their needs and 

they desired “more focus on self-advocacy skills rather than employing others to provide 

advocacy information to students with disabilities” (p. 195).  

An important component for self-advocacy is instruction in communication skills.  

Research surveys and interviews of students with disabilities who had completed 30 or 

more college credits indicated that communication presented difficulty for many 

participants (Field et al., 2003).  The students reported that they were seldom able to 

communicate their needs.  Participants also found it difficult to get information about 

course selection, program requirements, scholarships, procedures, and deadlines.  

Frustration arose due to misunderstandings about how and when things needed to be 

completed.  Research findings have recommended that instruction in self-advocacy for 

students with learning disabilities include strategies for better communication (Skinner, 

1998; Durlak, Rose, & Bursuck, 1994; Roffman, Herzog, & Wershba-Gershon, 1994; 

Skinner, 1998, Van Reusen & Bos, 1994). 

College students with learning disabilities need instruction in skills of 

empowerment other than communication.  Thoma, Baker, and Saddler (2002) conducted 
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a survey of 41 university faculty and found that professionals needed to assist in 

development of self-determination in students with learning disabilities.  Yuen and 

Shaughnessy (2001) conducted a study of empowerment for engagement and retention of 

postsecondary students with disabilities.  They developed a curriculum to enhance 

students’ self-determination and self-advocacy skills and increase the number of college 

students with disabilities who persisted until graduation.  The goal of the curriculum was 

to “teach students with disabilities to understand who they are and motivate them to take 

initiative in life” (p. 206).  Field et al. (2003) found “self-determination should be a 

central organizing concept in postsecondary programs for all students with disabilities” 

(p. 339).  Students need opportunities to learn to make choices, and professionals need to 

learn to support the students’ choices.  Yost et al. (1994) found that success for adults 

with learning disabilities correlated with the ability to “gain control over their own lives, 

come to terms with their weaknesses, search for opportunities that are in line with their 

strengths and develop independence” (p. 638). 

Shapiro and Rich (1999) noted that a student’s willingness to assume 

responsibility for defining his or her own goals, to take the initiative for implementing 

those goals, and to accept the responsibility for accomplishments and setbacks influenced 

self-determination.  Wehmeyer (1992) stated that self-determination entailed the 

individual determining for himself in what context and to what extent he would manifest 

control over life. According to Abery, Rudrud, Arndt, Schauben, and Eggebeen, (1995), 

“Much of what is subsumed under the construct of self-determination reflects basic 
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human rights that individuals in our society are encouraged to assume upon reaching 

adulthood” (p. 170). 

Self-determination is a combination of skills, knowledge, and beliefs that enable a 

person to engage in goal-directed, self-regulated, autonomous behavior.  An 

understanding of one’s strengths and limitations, together with a belief in oneself as 

capable and effective, are essential to self-determination.  When a student with learning 

disabilities enters college, he is required to accomplish complex tasks without the 

assistance and intervention of teachers and parents.  The college system requires “more 

diligence, self-control, self-evaluation, decision-making, and goal setting” (Field et al., 

2003, p. 40).  The personal freedom and the demands can be overwhelming to a student 

who is not self-determined.  

Standard 7:  Policies and Procedures 

Policies and procedures need to address reasonable accommodations, student and 

institutional rights and responsibilities, and appeal procedures.  The institution should 

develop, post, and evaluate policy as part of an ongoing process, as Shaw and Dukes 

(2001) pointed out. 

Given the relative youth of the field, the limited research base from which to 

make decisions, the need to respond to judicial rulings, and the developmental 

process most institutions experience with respect to administrative policy 

regarding disability issues, it appears necessary to review policies and procedures 

on a regular basis.  (p. 6) 
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The National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (NJCLD) (1999) 

recommended a review of the structure of the institution to ensure that the campus policy 

statements were consistent with the mission of the institution, to ensure that campus 

literature contained information about equal access, and to consider housing the office for 

disability services in academic affairs so the focus of policies and procedures was 

academic. 

Standard 8:  Program Development and Evaluation 

Like all university programs, those designed to support students with disabilities 

are developed in accordance with the university’s mission and philosophy.  The 

institution’s organizational structure and mission determine where the department for 

disability services will be housed—academic affairs or student affairs.  AHEAD (2004) 

reported data from 608 full-time disability service administrators.  The most common 

model of services was a central office serving the entire campus (82.1%).  In 11.2% of 

the institutions, some students went to an office that served only one category of 

disability (such as deafness).  Some campuses (4.2%) did not have a disability service 

office, but a person who had other responsibilities in the university, provided 

accommodations.  The decentralized service model in which each college or department 

provided its own disability services existed in 2.6% of the institutions.  Critical decisions 

determined by the leaders of the institution included a determination of the location for 

disability services and a determination about the program, whether it would be a distinct 

and separate office such as Disability Support Services or integrated with other services 

such as a learning center. 
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Shaw and Dukes (2001) noted that the Association of Higher Education and 

Disability Standards specified the importance of services providers being full-time 

professionals trained in postsecondary disability support.  Shaw and Dukes stated that it 

was no longer acceptable to add the disability services “hat” to an administrator’s list of 

duties.  The study by Mull et al. (2001) emphasized the necessity of trained staff to 

provide direct services to students with learning disabilities at the postsecondary level.  

Shaw and Dukes maintained that disability service practitioners had a more extensive 

background in disabilities and reasonable accommodations than anyone else on campus; 

therefore, the Office of Disability Services should have the final authority to assure equal 

access. 

A good way to illustrate program development is to give an example of a 

research-based program recently implemented.  At the 2005 Association of Higher 

Education and Disabilities conference, Blacklock and Benson presented Creating 

Campus Change Guided by Research, which offered an example of how the vice 

presidents and the director of disability student services at the University of Minnesota 

developed an implementation strategy for creating campus change with regard to students 

with disabilities.  Their plan included gathering comprehensive data on the needs of 

college students with disabilities, identifying the real and perceived barriers to college 

success, identifying possible strategies for addressing those barriers, seeking 

administrative support, identifying key issues for consideration, and identifying key 

offices and departments to be represented on a campus-wide committee.  Blacklock and 

Benson gained the support of the Provost who established a Provost’s Committee.  They 
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were able to gain grant funding for the first 18 months, and they implemented the 

Principles of Universal Instructional Design (see Appendix A) to alter classroom and 

teaching practices to meet the needs of all students; to improve clarity and 

communication among stakeholders; to ensure access to resources, training, and 

strategies for key stakeholders; and to reduce student isolation by building relationships. 

The last three sub-standards in Standard 8 relate to data collection for program 

evaluation.  Data in both outcomes and process are necessary for evaluation, research, 

litigation, and wise use of funds.  Data-driven decisions are the foundation for providing 

the best services for students with learning disabilities who are seeking a degree.  Yost et 

al. (1994) suggested that improvement in services for increased numbers of students with 

learning disabilities was dependent upon thorough analysis of the services institutions 

were currently providing. 

Standard 9:  Training and Professional Development 

A difficulty evident in existing programs is that personnel are not appropriately 

trained (Brinckerhoff et al., 2002).  Mull et al. (2001) found that many articles about 

support services did not mention training of instructional staff as part of program 

development.  Only 19% of the articles mentioned instructional training covering student 

modifications and 12% stressed training in legal obligations.  Disability personnel 

typically come from a background in counseling, law, social work, special education, 

higher education, and rehabilitation.  This preparation relates to work with adults with 

disabilities; however, there is an absence of direct training in the needs of postsecondary 

students with learning disabilities (Dukes & Shaw, 1999). 
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Yost et al. (1994) also found a wide variance in the type and intensity of services 

as well as diversity among the qualifications of service providers.  Many of the providers 

lacked training in strategies to cultivate success for the LD population.  Often the 

prevalent attitude held by disability support personnel was that a quantity of services 

indicated quality, whereas the authors felt it “suggested a lack of a solid knowledge base 

or a common philosophy from which programs are conceptualized and developed” (p. 

631).  Accommodations and strategy selection focus on meeting the deficit caused by the 

specific type of learning disability.  Although a person who has an auditory processing 

disorder and a person with a processing disorder in written language may both do poorly 

on the same assignment, the interventions needed are not the same.  It takes training in 

disabilities, brain-based learning, and successful teaching strategies as well as the 

demands of the college curriculum to meet LD students’ needs. 

Program Standard 9 provides a direct link to the Professional Standards (Shaw et 

al., 1997) and the Code of Ethics (Price, 1997) which indicate personnel providing 

services for students with learning disabilities need to have ongoing training and 

professional development.  As in the field of medicine, the field of special education is 

constantly changing as research reveals a greater understanding about disabilities, the 

mind, and learning.  “Postsecondary institutions, to be in compliance with the Program 

Standards, need to hire and continually provide training for personnel according to 

specifications in the Professional Standards” (Shaw & Dukes, 2001, p. 6).  The court 

upheld the necessity of training university disability service providers in Guckenberger v. 
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Trustees of Boston University (1997) which specified that appropriately trained 

professionals should be the ones making disability-related decisions. 

The last program standard puts disability service providers on notice that they 

must adhere to the Code of Ethics.  Ethics are part of the efficacy of a program for 

students with learning disabilities.  The challenging situations encountered in providing 

services require thoughtful treatment in an ethical manner (Shaw & Dukes, 2001). 

With the growing numbers of students with learning disabilities counting on a 

college education to prepare them for the future, institutions of higher education have a 

moral and legal obligation to provide programs that meet the needs of these student 

populations.  Leadership in higher education carries the responsibility for providing 

access to learning for all students who attend their institutions.  Leadership is not a formal 

position; it involves people with a vision getting others to share that vision and together 

change their institution.  This section of the literature review has presented the legal 

requirements for providing services to students with disabilities and background 

information about students with learning disabilities in higher education.  The nine 

AHEAD program standards provided a model by which to review university disability 

service programs.  The next section of the literature review examines leadership needed 

to bring about program change for students with learning disabilities. 

Private College and University Programs for Students with Learning Disabilities 

The literature presented thus far discussed potential leadership models appropriate 

for initiation and development of programs and elements of a sound program for students 

with LD in higher education.  The third component of this review focuses on literature 
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relevant to the type of research sites chosen for this study, private four-year colleges or 

universities. 

Higher education is undergoing a change in response in the needs of society, 

legislative policies, and social attitudes.  However, as a collective group, the private 

independent postsecondary institutions seem to lag behind public institutions in the 

provision of services for students with learning disabilities.  Evidence that this disparity 

between public and private four-year institutions exists appeared in An Institutional 

Perspective on Students with Disabilities in Postsecondary Education Report (NCES, 

1999a).  In 1997-98, almost all (96%) public four-year institutions, compared with 61% 

of private four-year institutions, provided programs for students with disabilities.  Of the 

four-year private institutions offering services for students with learning disabilities, 90% 

granted testing accommodations, 66% provided readers and notetakers, 49% supplied 

textbooks on tape, and 10% furnished students with a disability resource handbook. 

Statistics on three of the indicators included in program standards are available 

from the National Center on Educational Statistics (1999a).  Private institutions are less 

likely than public institutions to provide information and support for faculty and staff 

who work with students with learning disabilities.  Faculty handbooks would seem a 

good place to disseminate information about disability services.  However, only 49% of 

public and 29% private four-year institutions used this venue.  Workshops and 

presentations were used more often than handbooks, but only 56% of private institutions 

and 82% of public institutions provided presentations for faculty and staff (NCES, 

1999b).  These statistics indicated that many private four-year institutions were not 
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providing high-quality programs for students with disabilities.  Most alarming was the 

fact that only 61% of private four-year institutions in 1999 reported providing any 

programs or types of support for students with disabilities.   

The assumption that the size of the institution may be relevant to the level of 

services offered was supported by the 1998 study by Vogel et al. found that there was 

greater uniformity among large universities than small postsecondary institutions (PSI), 

with the larger institutions servicing LD students through Disability Support Services.  

They found significant differences based on the type of PSI, with independent institutions 

split evenly between generic services, such as learning centers for all students, and 

offices of disability services, whereas most public institutions offered dedicated disability 

support services. 

Private independent postsecondary institutions tend to have a smaller enrollment 

than public four-year institutions.  Part of the reason for fewer support services at smaller 

schools may be the less significant numbers of students voicing their needs.  Sheridan 

and Ammirati (1991) analyzed the patterns of institutional change in private colleges as 

they responded to the needs of students with disabilities and discovered a two-phase 

process—a shift from minimal compliance with the law to assertive advocacy.  First, 

organizations responded to legal requirements either from knowledge of the law, court 

cases, or pressure from the Office of Civil Rights with little evidence of any major 

organizational impact.  The second phase reflected a more advocate-oriented 

interpretation of the role of the private institution on behalf of students with disabilities.  

The results of this study revealed that small private colleges lacked the numbers of 
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students with disabilities to have much power on campus.  In such instances, the pressure 

to change must come from the institution’s leaders.  “It is crucial to have specific 

advocates who can continually remind the organization about the goal of increasing 

diversity” (Sheridan & Ammirati, 1991, p. 8).  Leaders have a critical impact on students 

and programs for students with learning disabilities.  Malakpa (1997) believed university 

administration retained primary responsibility for the problems faced by students with 

disabilities in higher education.  He concluded that lack of complete commitment sent a 

message to the entire university community that students with disabilities did not matter. 

Students with learning disabilities constitute a minority population with special 

needs in all institution of higher education.  Hall and Beck (2000) advocated for this 

underrepresented population by declaring their right to be part of higher education.  Their 

right to “equal opportunity” was a legal imperative as well as a moral responsibility.  

“Values of community, human dignity, and equality . . . are worthy of reconsiderations in 

working with students from underrepresented groups, especially students with 

disabilities” (p. 10).   

Summary 

Evidence from the literature on programs to support students with learning 

disabilities in higher education revealed nine research-based standards with which to 

evaluate programs.  There is a paucity of research on disability service programs 

provided by private Christian colleges.  Research-based standards for programs for 

students with disabilities are available, but there is a deficiency of studies to connect 

leadership with the initiation and development of these programs.  This review of 
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literature presented models of leadership for change with elements appropriate for higher 

education; however, research offers no evidence to support those models in initiating 

services in higher education.  Fullan’s (2001) model closely aligned with the nature of 

higher education and value of students with disabilities.  The five components of Fullan’s 

model provided a baseline for this multiple case study research. 

Based on national statistics, it is clear that the disability support services offered 

by private institutions, the type of institutions belonging to the CCCU, are not as 

comprehensive as public institutions.  If the percentage of institutions in the CCCU not 

offering services were the same as the national percentage for all private colleges and 

universities, 41 of the 105 CCCU members would not have programs for students with 

learning disabilities.  By law, students with learning disabilities should have equal access 

to these institutions.  Some of the CCCU institutions have good programs for students 

with disabilities, and it is important to identify these institutions and complete a case 

study to ascertain a leadership model effectively used to bring about change in disability 

programs in private institutions. 

With the realization that we are talking about learning disabled students who have 

the potential to benefit from the instruction offered at these private institutions, there 

needs to be a model for leadership to open the doors of each institution in the CCCU.  It 

is not only the law; equal access is a moral obligation of leaders in higher education.  

Programs do not just happen; it takes leadership to implement quality programs.  The 

literature review has identified the standards for programs, provided a model to 

implement change, and established the need in CCCU institutions.   
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The review has indicated a lack of research about leadership functions, 

specifically leaders of programs for students with disabilities.  It is therefore the purpose 

of the study to look at three institutions in the CCCU that have quality programs for 

students with learning disabilities, conduct case studies to determine the model of 

leadership used to initiate programs in those institutions, and gain an understanding of the 

experiences that led to development of quality programs.  By providing meaning and 

direction from experiences of other leaders, valuable knowledge will be gained to foster 

change—lowering the percentage of private institutions without or with minimal services 

for students with learning disabilities. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY  
 

General Research Perspective and Type 

This qualitative research study explored a leadership model for change in higher 

education program initiation by interviewing the leaders of three CCCU institutions who 

established programs for students with learning disabilities.  The purpose of this study 

was to describe and explain a leadership model that could be useful to other private 

institutions planning to initiate or change programs for the support of students with 

learning disabilities.  The choice of a qualitative perspective was rooted in the fact that 

leadership is a complex phenomenon which can best be understood in the leaders’ own 

words.  As multiple leaders, innovators in the field of services for students with 

disabilities at three Christian colleges and universities, answered questions about the 

initiation and development of services, themes emerged that allowed analysis of 

leadership.  Given that the purpose of this study was to analyze an existing phenomenon, 

to describe and explain the leadership process, and to explore the model for change in 

providing services for students with learning disabilities, a qualitative study was 

appropriate.   

Creswell (1994) defined a qualitative study as an “inquiry process of 

understanding a social or human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture 

formed with words, reporting detailed views of informants, and conducted in a natural 

setting” (p. 2).  This inquiry examined the social and human problem exemplified as the 

requisite need for quality leadership in developing support service programs for students 
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with learning disabilities, particularly in private Christian colleges belonging to the 

CCCU.  The following aspects of this study supported a qualitative research method:  the 

belief that there were multiple constructed realities, the fact that the research question 

was exploratory and interpretive, the knowledge that available research on leadership for 

initiation of programs was limited, and the understanding that the research focus of this 

study involved an in-depth investigation of the leadership model. 

The selection of case study research strategy was based on the fact that this design 

produced an understanding of a complex social phenomenon.  Yin (1984) stated, “As a 

research endeavor, the case study contributes uniquely to our knowledge of individual, 

organizational, social, and political phenomena” (p. 14).  The case study strategy allowed 

the investigation to retain the characteristics of a meaningful real-life situation.  In this 

study, the complex phenomenon was leadership, and the real-life situation was the need 

for leadership to accept responsibility for initiating outstanding programs for students 

with learning disabilities in private colleges and universities. 

Creswell (1994) described case studies as a type of research that uses a variety of 

data-collection procedures to assemble information about a single phenomenon bounded 

by time and activity.  This case study looked at data on leadership activity during the time 

of initiating and developing programs for students with learning disabilities as collected 

through multiple interviews.  Leedy, Newby, and Ertmer (1997) depicted case studies as 

research in which data are gathered directly from the individuals in their environment.  

The purpose of a case study is to present attitudes, interactions, and characteristics of 

these individuals as they relate to a model of leadership.  This study aligned with Leedy 
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et al.’s description of a case study because the procedure for data gathering was 

conducting interviews with the leaders involved in initiating the programs to discover the 

attitudes, interactions, and characteristics of the individuals as a model of leadership for 

change. 

Research Context and Participants 

This inquiry included an investigation of the nature of leadership in private 

Christian colleges with programs for LD students and provided a description and 

understanding of the leadership model used for initiating and developing services for 

students with learning disabilities.  The leadership model chosen to guide this study was 

Fullan’s (2001) model.  This complex model identifies important relationships between 

variables and their functions and facilitates an understanding of the complex phenomenon 

of leadership.  Each of the five components of this model, moral purpose, understanding 

change, relationship building, knowledge creation and sharing, and coherence making, 

was addressed in the interview questions.   

 In order to study the leadership specific to Christian colleges, participants were 

drawn from the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities, a private, nonprofit 

association of 105 Christian colleges and universities.  The mission of the CCCU is to 

“advance the cause of Christ-centered higher education and to help . . . transform lives by 

faithfully relating scholarship and service to Biblical truth” (Council for Christian 

Colleges and Universities, 2005).  Specific requirements for CCCU membership are (1) 

strong commitment to Christ-centered higher education, (2) full regional accreditation, 

(3) primarily four-year comprehensive colleges and universities, (4) broad curricula 
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rooted in the arts and sciences, (5) Christian employees for all faculty and administrative 

positions, and (6) sound finances.  The CCCU is an interdenominational Christian 

association with member institutions representing 27 denominations (see Appendix C). 

The sampling strategy for the study was a critical component in determining 

which programs were exemplary and provided models of leadership that were desirable 

for replication.  A purposeful sample consisted of leaders from three CCCU institutions 

selected for the quality of services provided for students with learning disabilities as 

explained in the following paragraph.  The sites selected for this study represented 

diverse institutions in size, geographic location, and religious affiliation. 

Data on the disability support services of institutions affiliated with the Council 

for Christian Colleges and Universities were not accessible from the organization, 

necessitating a web search to find institutions that provided information about services 

for students with learning disabilities that was easily accessible.  From web site 

accessible information, each site was rated on the level of services using the nine 

AHEAD Program Standards for evaluation (see Appendix B). 

To determine the participant institutions, the researcher conducted a search of 26 

web sites selected by choosing every fourth institution from a listing of CCCU 

institutions.  A search of the web pages of the institutions determined the type of services 

provided for students with learning disabilities.  A tally sheet was used to record the type 

of services in four categories:  (1) an office or center designated for disability services, 

(2) an academic support center open to students with and without disabilities, (3) no 

services indicated for students with disabilities, and (4) other.  The tally sheet contained 
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an additional column to record the level of services (on a scale of 0-9) based on the nine 

AHEAD Program Standards and evidenced by web information.  The nine AHEAD 

standards discussed in Chapter 2 included (1) Consultation/Collaboration and Awareness, 

(2) Information Dissemination, (3) Faculty/Staff Awareness, (4) Academic Adjustments, 

(5) Instructional Interventions, (6) Counseling and Advocacy, (7) Policies and 

Procedures, (8) Program Development and Evaluation, and (9) Training and Professional 

Development.  The researcher desired to interview leaders of colleges providing above-

average services; therefore, institutions considered for selection had either a center 

designated for disability services or an academic support center open to students with and 

without disabilities and showed evidence of the nine AHEAD standards.  

The findings from the web site searches of 26 institutions, one-forth of the 

members of the CCCU, indicated that 8 (32%) communicated complete information 

about extensive services for students with disabilities, 4 (17%) advertised learning centers 

without the mention of disability services, 1 (4%) described a learning center with 

information about disability services, 1 (4%) provided a program that served minority 

populations and might include students with disabilities, and 11 (43%) posted no 

information concerning services for students with disabilities. 

In order to include select universities that were representative of a diverse range 

of private Christian institutions, the sample consisted of three institutions representing 

three different geographical regions, Pacific Coast, South Central, and Mid-Atlantic, and 

three different religious affiliations, Nazarene, Brethren/Non-denominational, and 

Presbyterian.  The third variable considered for diversity was size of enrollments.  CCCU 
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institutions ranged from 233 students to 8,188 students (with only five institutions having 

more than 4,000).  The institution selected to represent large universities had an 

enrollment of over 3,000, the medium-sized institution had an enrollment between 1,500 

and 3,000, and the small institution had an enrollment of under 1,500. 

To determine which three institutions would become the subjects of the study, the 

researcher divided the list of CCCU institutions by geographic regions and chose to 

analyze the Pacific Coast institutions first.  Using the rating of services from the web 

search the researcher contacted those institutions that met the criteria of services for 

students with disabilities.  The original web search of 26 institutions yielded only three 

institutions on the Pacific Coast with outstanding services. 

The researcher was concerned that the original web search did not produce an 

extensive list of Pacific Coast institutions offering services for students with learning 

disabilities that met the criteria.  A subsequent search of web sites of other CCCU 

institutions in that geographical location yielded eight institutions in California and one in 

Washington that met the criteria for possible inclusion.  The researcher called the 

administrative office responsible for the services for students with disabilities at each of 

the nine Pacific universities to determine whether the leaders responsible for initiating 

and developing these services were available and willing to grant interviews.  After many 

contacts and referrals, the Vice President for Student Development, Dr. W. Gordon 

Golsan, at Point Loma Nazarene University encouraged the Director of Disability 

Service, Mrs. Pat Curley, to participate in the study.  The Pacific Coast institution, Point 

Loma Nazarene University (referred to as Western University in this study), was 
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successfully identified.  The Director scheduled an interview date and suggested two 

other people to interview.  The first was the originator of the services, and the second was 

the Assistant Director who was actively involved in innovative services. 

After the selection of a participant institution in the Pacific region, the researcher 

used a similar process to locate an institution in the South Central region and the Mid-

Atlantic region.  The institution from the Pacific region was a large institution, and the 

initial web search had only produced two small institutions with outstanding programs.  

The researcher thought that the most difficult institution in which to find outstanding 

services would be the small institution, so she focused on locating the small institution 

from the Eastern or Central United States.  There were 18 institutions in the small 

category in the CCCU, and the web search indicated two met the criteria for programs for 

students with learning disabilities.  The first one contacted was in the Eastern United 

States.  The response from the Director of Academic Support Services was one of interest 

and support; however, the leader with institutional memory had just had major surgery 

and would not be available for interviews. 

At the second small institution contacted, the Director of the Learning Center was 

enthusiastic about the study.  She felt that University of the Ozarks (referred to as South 

Central University in this study) had a story to tell and she was encouraged that someone 

validated their efforts.  She was so enthusiastic that she offered to contact the former 

president of the university who initiated the services in 1971 prior to the federal mandates 

for special education services.  
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With commitments from the large and small institutions, the researcher searched 

for a mid-size institution in the Northeast.  A web search identified two possibilities.  The 

researcher made contact with a former Associate Dean of Student Development from 

Messiah College (referred to as Eastern University in this study), Dr. Miriam Sailers who 

had been instrumental in providing early services for students with disabilities.  She 

granted an interview and made contacts for other interviews.   

The three institutions identified were from different regions of the country and 

dissimilar domains of dwelling, urban, suburban, and rural.  Each institution had a 

different religious affiliation and a divergent enrollment size. 

The experiences during the selection process confirmed the need for this study.  

When the researcher experienced difficulty arranging for interviews, she contacted 

several institutions whose websites had not indicated the presence of the nine AHEAD 

Standards in hopes that the web search might have overlooked good institutions.  

Contacts were made with four additional institutions, and the results of the web search 

were confirmed.  When questioned about their services, all four indicated that they met 

only one or two of the standards.  The receptionist at a mid-sized institution in the West 

could not find any reference to services for students with disabilities.  The receptionist 

made three calls and finally connected the researcher with the Vice President of Student 

Affairs.  He candidly stated that their services were “bleak.”  Likewise, the ADA 

Compliance Officer of a large mid-western institution advised the researcher not to use 

them as subjects.  The Compliance Officer was willing to conduct the interview; 

however, she said that services for students with disabilities were a point of friction.  She 
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said that the administration did not want to serve these students and would only do what 

they absolutely had to do.  She felt that they were out of compliance with the law. 

The criteria for identifying the sample led to the selection of Western University, 

Eastern College, and South Central University.  The characteristics of the three 

institutions are included in Table 2 and discussed in Chapter 4 in the profiles of each 

institution. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 2 

Sample Institutions 

________________________________________________________________________ 

                        Western                   Eastern                    South Central   

 

 

Instruments for Data Collection 

This study included the following instruments:  (1) Institution Demographics 

Questionnaire (see Appendix D), (2) Pre-Pilot Leadership Interview Protocol (see 

Appendix E), (3) Actual Leadership Interview Protocol (see Appendix G), and (4) 

Denomination 

 

Nazarene                              Brethren                             Presbyterian                             

Setting 

 

Urban Suburban Rural 

Enrollment 

 

2,209 3,157 628 

Type of Services Learning Center 

for all students 

Learning Center 

for students with 

disabilities 

Learning Center 

for students with 

LD or ADHD 
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Statement of Informed Consent (see Appendix I).  The Institution Demographics 

Questionnaire provided information helpful in producing an accurate profile of the 

institution.  The sources of information to complete this questionnaire were Carnegie 

Foundation information, public documents from the university, and additional notes 

during the campus visit.  

The researcher used the Pre-Pilot Leadership Interview Protocol once in the pilot 

interview.  After this initial interview, the revised protocol, as explained in the Pilot 

Interview section, was used. 

The Leadership Interview Protocol (LIP), the primary research instrument in the 

study, contained essential questions about leadship in changing the institution’s culture 

for services for students with learning disabilities.  Several general questions investigated 

background information about the interviewee and the program.  Fullan’s (2001) change 

model formed the basis for the generation of questions.  The design of the questions gave 

the interviewee an opportunity to respond to each element of the model through an open-

ended prompt.  Twenty-six open-ended questions stimulated the interviewee’s responses 

and allowed flexibility in responding.  The questions were worded in a way that the 

responses could address multiple aspects of leadership; however, the intent of the design 

was to reveal the elements of Fullan’s model if appropriate (see Table 3). 

The intention of Questions 1 through 3 was to be an icebreaker to supply general 

background information and to encourage the interviewee to talk about his/her leadership 

role in a relaxed, not interrogative manner.  Responses to Questions 4 and 6 provided 

information key to understanding the purpose of the leader in serving students with  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 3 

Question Design 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Question Numbers Intent of the Questions  Fullan’s Construct 

1-3 General introductory questions  

4, 6 Leader’s purpose in serving 

students with disabilities 

Moral Purpose 

5 Role of faith in leadership  

7, 8, 16 Role and leadership style  

9, 14, 15 Building relationships inside and 

outside the institution 

Relationship Building 

10-13, 21-22 Understanding and practice of 

change theory 

Understanding Change 

17, 18 Personal knowledge development 

and dissemination of knowledge 

Knowledge creation and 

sharing 

19, 20, 23-26 Making sense of the process of 

change in services 

Coherence making 

 

learning disabilities.  Question 5 provided information that substantiated the role of faith 

in leadership for initiation of services for students with learning disabilities.  Questions 7, 

8, and 16 gave the leaders the freedom to discuss their role and leadership style.  
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Questions 9, 14, and 15 stimulated discussion about building relationships.  Questions 10 

through 13, 21, and 22 were designed to evoke responses to illustrate how the 

interviewees understood change.  Questions 17 and 18 provided information about how 

the leader used the element of knowledge creation and sharing to produce institutional 

changes.  The responses to Questions 19 and 20 as well as 23 through 26 yielded an 

understanding of how the leader made coherence from the process of developing services 

for students with disabilities. 

Pilot Interview 

The purpose of the pilot interview was to test the questions to see if they elicited 

the types of responses the researcher envisioned and to provide clarity for the 

interviewee.  The purpose of the pilot was to determine whether the interviewees 

understood the questions and if they responded in a manner that addressed the 

researcher’s intent in formulating the question. 

The Assistant Director of Disability Services for a mid-sized CCCU institution 

with a Learning Center that provided tutoring and assistance with writing for all students 

who requested support as well as testing accommodations for students with disabilities 

participated in the pilot interview.  The interview protocol was administered and taped in 

its entirety.  The pilot interviewee held a position similar to those leaders interviewed for 

the study in an institution comparable to the subject institutions, although the quality of 

programs for students with disabilities differed.  The interviewee held a Ph.D. in 

educational psychology, a master’s degree in reading, and a bachelor’s degree in special 

education.  Her experience as a reading specialist and teacher consultant in K-12 
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educational settings gave her a background to work with students with LD.  Her current 

position was an Assistant Director in the Learning Center and teacher education professor 

teaching reading courses. 

The researcher found some concerns when she conducted the pilot interview.  She 

had difficulty getting answers that pertained to leadership.  The interviewee did not see 

herself as a leader and seemed uncomfortable talking about leadership.  She was 

knowledgeable and had successfully used data to adjust the program, but she saw herself 

as a support person, not as a leader, and it was difficult to evaluate her response to some 

of the questions.  The researcher believed that the quality of leaders interviewed would 

have an impact on the confidence exhibited in responding to the interview questions. 

The pilot interviewee wanted to talk about the current program in which she 

worked, not the process of instituting the program or making significant changes in the 

program.  An example was her response to the question, “Has your role changed since the 

inception of the program?”  After thinking a few moments, the interviewee responded, 

“Well, yes, our first courses were non-credit bearing.  Then our third or fourth year we 

asked for the courses to be credit bearing.”  She continued to explain the two courses 

offered, Study Strategies and Reading Strategies.  She also focused on the characteristics 

of the students that lead to failure.  Her response did not answer the question about the 

interviewee’s leadership but focused on the courses that were part of the program.  The 

researcher did not believe that this indicated an error in the question so much as it did an 

error in interviewee selection.  One cannot evaluate questions about the leadership model 

used when the person interviewed does not believe that she served a leadership role. 
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The results of the pilot indicated some areas that needed additional information 

for clarity.  When asking and evaluating the response to Question 18 of the pilot, the 

researcher realized that she needed an organizational chart from each institution.  To 

understand who was supporting the program, she needed to see which side of the 

university provided the services—academic affairs or student development.  In the pilot, 

the services were under Academic Affairs.  The interviewee responded, “We did not get 

much support, and then we were moved to the [registrar].” 

Some of the responses to the questions yielded data that supported the objective 

of the study.  For example, with regard to institutional support, the interviewee did not 

feel supported.  She said, “We used to have a real war with Student Development.”  The 

question about obstacles provided pertinent information including the need for 

communication, funding, and space.  In answer to another question, the interviewee 

stressed the need to validate programs with statistics by comparing the outcomes of those 

who received services to a control group of those who qualified and did not use the 

services.  She mentioned the issue of communication when she expressed the institution’s 

need to establish communication lines through weekly meetings with the dean and the 

need to have a culture of acceptance.  She emphasized that she had worked hard to design 

a culture of acceptance because it was right, not because of fear of a lawsuit.   

It has taken a long time of being there and just being professional.  I am surprised 

when the director talks to people about my Ph. D. because I don’t know what that 

has to do with anything, but I think it makes the program appear professional to 
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parents, and professors,  We are not second-class citizens.  We have academic 

abilities.  We have something to offer. 

The responses to the pilot questions indicated that the questions should yield results that 

aligned with elements of Fullan’s (2001) model and other leadership characteristics.  (For 

a chart analyzing the responses to each question, see Appendix F.) 

An analysis of the pilot interview indicated the need to eliminate some of the 

questions because of redundancy and confusion.  Several questions yielded the same 

information, and other questions were confusing.  Questions such as number 11 needed 

rewording to clarify the type of information desired.  The original question was too broad 

stating, “Tell me the story of service provisions for students with learning disabilities.”  It 

was changed to read, “Tell me a story about how you successfully (or unsuccessfully) 

made changes in the services for students with learning disabilities.”  

The pilot provided some interesting information including the fact that this 

institution’s program was grounded in statistical analysis, but planning was done on a 

“year-by year” basis.  Another interesting response was it was not good for a college 

program to be a mother to the students.  The interviewee stated, “These students are in 

college and that is real.  We are not playing games.  We are really trying to work on 

something here.” 

Piloting the interview gave the researcher an opportunity to check the timing 

involved in answering the questions.  She realized the interview was too long and the 

responses were redundant.  As a result, the researcher eliminated several questions from 

the protocol, although some remained based on the belief that the interviewee might have 
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been more interested in answering the question had her program provided better services.  

People like to talk about the things they do well.  This was confirmed in the actual 

interviews when the interviewees remained interested and kept talking, giving elaborate 

details about their programs. 

Following approval of the research proposal by the University’s Internal Review 

Board (IRB), the researcher conducted the interviews to investigate leadership for 

program development in higher education. 

Procedure for Data Collection 

The procedure for data collection began with informed consent, which was an 

ongoing process between the interviewees and the researcher.  All parties received 

relevant information about the risks and benefits, as well as information about the desired 

outcomes of the study prior to consenting to participate.  All participants did so fully 

informed and voluntarily.  If the participant chose not to answer a question, the interview 

continued, omitting that question.  The initial interviewees signed the consent form, and 

an administrator granted written institutional permission to the investigator.  Using 

snowball sampling required that the second and third interviewees from each institution 

sign a voluntary informed consent form after selection and prior to the interview. 

Data collection occurred in three phases.  Phase 1 consisted of interviewing a 

leader who was responsible for the initiation of a program deemed outstanding in 

providing services for students with learning disabilities based upon the AHEAD 

standards.  At the time of telephone contact, some of the interviewees volunteered 

suggestions for other leaders to interview.  If they did not volunteer this information, the 
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researcher asked the interviewee to indicate a person who was actively involved in the 

initiation of the program at the designated institution and who might have information to 

assist in telling the leader’s story.  From this sampling came the second leader-

interviewee selection.  The second interview consisted of the same protocol as the first.  

The same snowball sampling provided an additional leader-interviewee in two of the 

institutions.  In one institution, the third possible interviewee never responded to attempts 

to make contact.  (See Table 4, 5 and 6 for a presentation of the interviewees with 

background information listed by institution.) 

Phase 3 consisted of the collection of institutional documents including, but not 

limited to, the mission statement, web page, student handbook, faculty handbook, 

documentation from staff development on disability information, Office of Disability 

reports and documents available from the program approval process, newsletters, and 

pertinent correspondence. 

At each institution, the researcher conducted interviews with the leader who led in 

a culture of change to initiate disability support services as well as a current leader who 

was active in the change process by developing new programs for students with 

disabilities.  In two institutions, the researcher was able to interview a third person who 

had a role in making changes to improve services for students with learning disabilities 

The completed interviews needed to be transcribed before the data could be coded.  The 

equipment used for the transcription of the interviews was a Panasonic Standard Cassette 

Transcriber.  The coding of each interview took place following transcription.  Tentative 

classification categories emerged including those from Fullan’s (2001) model in the first  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 4   
 
Interviewees from Western University 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Mrs. Red Dr. Green Mrs. Blue 

Title Director of Tutorial 

Services 

Director of 

Academic Advising 

Director of Special 

Academic Services 

Educational 

Background 

B.A. Music 

M.A. Speech/ 

Communications 

B.A. Organizational 

Management 

M.A. Organizational 

Psychology 

PsyD 

Organizational 

Psychology 

B.A. English and  

Teacher Education 

M.A. Special 

Education  

M.A. Rehabilitation 

Counseling 

Ed.S. Educational 

Leadership 

Duration of 

Position 

1988—2004 2004—Present 2005—Present 

Role in Program Manage tutorial 

services including 

services for students 

with LD 

Oversee all 

academic support 

programs including 

disability services 

Direct and provide 

comprehensive 

services for students 

with disabilities  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 5   
 
Interviewees from Eastern College 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Dr. Pine Ms. Elm Dr. Oak 

Title Associate Dean of 

Students 

Director of Tutorial 

Center 

Director of 

Disability Services 

Educational 

Background 

B.A. Math 

Education 

M.S. Educational 

Psychology 

M.A. Counseling  

Ed. D. Applied 

Psychology 

B.S. Speech /Drama 

M.A. Humanities 

B.A. History 

M.A. Speech 

Pathology 

Ed. D. Institutional 

policy and 

management 

Duration of Position 1987—1994 1994—1996 1996—Present 

Role in Program Provide 

accommodations 

per students’ 

requests 

Provide a tutoring 

program for 

students including 

students with LD 

Direct 

comprehensive 

services for students 

with disabilities; 

involved in national 

and international 

programs 
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Table 6   
 
Interviewees from South Central University 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 Dr. Dallas Mrs. Austin 

Title Dean, President  Director of Jones Learning 

Center 

Educational Background B.A. Education 

M. Ed. Education 

Ed. D. Educational 

Administration 

B.A. Music Education 

M.S. School Psychologist 

Duration of Position (Dean, 1971—1973) 

(President 1981—1993)  

1994—Present 

Role in Program Founder and developer of 

the first program for 

students with learning 

disabilities in higher 

education in the world 

Direct the Learning Center 

which provides programs 

for students with 

LD/ADHD; manage a staff 

of 21 full-time and 125 

part-time employees; public 

relations and lead state 

organizations 
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interview.  With successive interviews, finalization of categories was determined based 

on the presence of the theme in multiple interviews.  A search of the collected documents 

provided information pertinent to the profile of the institution. 

Analysis of Data 

Data are facts that a particular situation affords, providing information or 

impressions to the observer.  Data comes from the Latin word dare, which means to give.  

Data give the picture or manifest the information the researcher seeks, and research is the 

pursuit of the meaning of data (Leedy et al., 1997).  It is this pursuit that governed the 

analysis of the data.   

The collection of extensive data on the leaders and the model they used to develop 

programs became the focus of the investigation.  To pursue the meaning of the facts 

collected in eight interviews, the researcher coded the interviews and documents to 

collect information to complete a profile of each institution.  In the first coding of the 

transcribed interviews and documents, three colors were used for the categories of 

historical information, program description, and leader’s background information.  Then 

the researcher coded the interviews a second time to determine what themes emerged. 

Qualitative studies rely on inductive reasoning where themes emerge from careful 

consideration of the evidence.  Data were compared in light of the nine AHEAD 

standards of program evaluation to elements of Fullan’s (2001) leadership model.  The 

observation of the presence or absence of voices in the interviews provided important 

details.  Data were clustered by looking for relationships, patterns, and themes to draw 
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conclusions about what leaders had done to make the program initiation and development 

successful. 

The steps that followed in the analysis of the data began with the organization of 

the transcribed data through the coding process followed by the extraction of data and 

categorization by placing the quotes under the emerging themes.  These themes were 

compared to the Fullan (2001) model that is discussed in Chapter 5.  The researcher’s 

identified themes were compared with those found by other readers for triangulation, 

which are found in the section on validity, reliability, and ethics. 

Chapter 4 contains a presentation of the themes and support for those themes with 

quotations from the interviewees.  As I quoted from the transcripts, I removed those 

speech patterns that interfered with the meaning in the written version.  Minor editing 

included changing tenses and incorrect words or grammatical errors, as well as replacing 

superfluous words with ellipses and adding implied words in brackets. 

Validity, Reliability, and Ethics 

Qualitative researchers do not always agree on how to address validity and 

reliability (Seidman, 1998).  Lincoln and Guba (1985) substituted trustworthiness for 

validity.  However, according to Leedy et al. (1997), there is “consensus regarding how 

the credibility of one’s findings might be ensured” (p. 168).  Altheide and Johnson (1994) 

discussed four types of validity for qualitative research:  usefulness, contextual 

completeness, research position, and reporting style.  Usefulness will be evident as 

readers apply the findings of this study to establish programs in other institutions.  

Contextual completeness is evident in the profiles of the institutions including the 
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historical and physical setting, the activities and process of implementation, and the 

perception and meaning by the individuals involved in the establishment of the programs.  

The researcher endeavored to communicate the testimony of the interviewees as they 

intended and without bias.  She acknowledged a bias in that she values quality services 

for students with learning disabilities and desires to see such services offered in Christian 

colleges and universities.  However, she did not hold a prejudicial view of the leadership 

model for the implementation of services for students with learning disabilities.  The 

findings were not slanted, information was not withheld, and findings were reported with 

credibility.  

To control for bias, the researcher had outside readers offer their interpretations.  

For triangulation, two individuals independently coded several interview for emerging 

themes.  The first reader was a professor of education at a Christian college.  The second 

reader was an author and instructor at a Christian college.  Both had an extensive 

background in identifying themes.  A comparison and discussion of the findings of the 

two readers and the researcher was conducted.  As Table 7 indicates, both readers’ 

interpretations strongly paralleled the researcher’s themes, although the definitional terms 

used by each were phrased in slightly different words.  

The comparison of emerging themes in Table 7 indicated agreement between readers and 

across interviews.  The themes identified by the outside readers, although not as 

extensive, supported the themes found by the researcher.  Part of the disparity was a  

result of the fact that the researcher had access to the review of literature and therefore 

had a more thorough knowledge of leadership for change.  The readers’ focus centered 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7  

Triangulation of Themes 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Reader 1:     

Interview 1 

 

Faith Service Support others Sensitivity to 

others 

Interview 2 

 

Faith Service Team player Innovator 

Reader 2:     

Interview1 

 

Faith Servant 

leadership 

Team Player Information 

gathering and 

giving 

Interview 2 Compassion Service Innovator Information 

gathering and 

giving 

Researcher: Faith Moral Purpose Relationship 

building 

Knowledge 

creation and 

sharing 

more on the characteristics of the leaders.  With this in mind, there was still agreement in 

the themes that did emerge.  In one interview, both readers read and agreed on three of 

the four themes.  It is interesting that in the one interview where the reader did not find 
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faith but found compassion, the researcher found moral purpose but no mention of faith 

in God as a foundation for service.  All of the readers’ themes were included in the 

researcher’s themes:  Faith was the same for readers and the researcher, moral purpose 

for the researcher was similar to service for readers, relationship building for the 

researcher involved team player or supporter for the readers, and information gathering 

and giving for the readers compared to knowledge creation and sharing for the researcher.  

One of the readers included innovation, which was one of the categories that the 

researcher included outside the model. 

Triangulation included comparing multiple data sources in the form of eight 

interviews at three institutions.  The profiles were developed through multiple data 

sources consisting of interviews and documents.  Two to three interviews from each of 

the three institutions produced information, which was checked for discrepancies, 

comparing member accounts of the same phenomena.  The researcher endeavored to 

ensure that the data were valid and reliable and that the research was conducted in an 

ethical manner. 

Part of the reliability of qualitative data is that the researcher follows a code of 

ethics.  The professional Code of Ethics used by the American Psychological Association 

(APA, 2001) stressed that researchers must remain objective and promote accuracy, 

honesty, and truthfulness.  Throughout this study, the researcher endeavored to represent 

all information honestly and without bias.  According to Leedy et al. (1997), 

“Researchers are trustees of integrity and truth and as such, need to be scrupulously 

aware of the ethics of their own conduct” (p. 119). 
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Summary of the Methodology 

This study started with a problem.  Many private Christian colleges and 

universities do not provide assistive service programs for students with learning 

disabilities.  The purpose of the study was to find a model for leadership that had been 

successful in establishing excellent programs.  The study used the qualitative method 

involving multiple case studies of three institutions that had established quality programs 

to provide assistive services for students with learning disabilities.  The case studies 

developed from extensive data collected verbally from interviews with leaders and 

review of documents at each of the three institutions.  The words selected from the raw 

data were intended to reflect accurately the situation under study. 

The choice of institutions resulted from a search of the web sites of 26 of the 105 

CCCU institutions and was based on an evaluation of the quality of services.  Telephone 

conversations led to the selection of the first leader-interviewee and a snowball sampling 

technique led to the choice of additional leaders for interviews from each campus. 

The inductive analysis of data yielded a model for leadership for the initiation and  

development of programs to provide academic assistive services for students with 

learning disabilities at Christian colleges.  The coded data from interviews and 

documents produced the profile of each institution.  Categorical themes emerged from the 

data to identify relationships or patterns among categories.  This information produced 

elements of leadership for change.  The study endeavored to answer a question that was 

unanswered from existing research:  What leadership model is effective in developing a 

quality academic assistance program for students with learning disabilities in Christian 
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colleges and universities?  Chapter 4 presents the findings of this research.
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

As stated in Chapter 1, the qualitative study reported here examined a leadership 

model for change by analyzing the interview data from the leaders in three Christian 

institutions of higher education that had established programs for students with learning 

disabilities.  The leader selection at each institution included a leader representing the 

early development of the program and one or two additional leaders as determined by the 

snowball sampling.  A review of public documents from the institutions and interviews 

data from the leaders selected yielded background information to assist in creating a 

profile of each institution.  The researcher presented the data in the form of the 

interviewees' words to create the profiles and to support the themes presented in this 

chapter.  Interview protocol included questions from Fullan’s (2001) Model of Change.  

Initial interviews were conducted on campus with follow-up interviews by telephone with 

individuals who needed to clarify or expand information from the initial interviews. 

The presentation and analysis of data in this chapter are divided into four distinct 

sections.  The first section presents a profile of each of the three institutions.  The 

characteristics of the institution, the stories of the institutions’ development of services, 

and the type of programs offered illuminate the uniqueness of each institution.  These 

profiles reveal the setting of the leadership for establishment of programs for students 

with learning disabilities and add understanding and depth to the data presented in the 

remainder of the chapter.   
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The second section presents each of the five elements of Fullan’s (2001) model as 

seen in the interviews of leaders from each of the three institutions.  Moral purpose, 

relationship building, knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and 

coherence making are examined using the words from the leaders’ interviews.  Scrutiny 

of the data reflects the application of each element as well as the strength of the 

references to those elements in the interviews.  In addition, data from the institutions 

experiencing redesign of programs and leadership change may indicate a difference in the 

leadership model, which is noted.  The final paragraph of this section addresses the outer 

circle of Fullan’s model containing the elements of enthusiasm, hope, and energy.   

The third section of the presentation of data addresses the concepts that deviate 

from Fullan’s (2001) model.  In this section, the data on collaboration are presented as 

they relate to the five elements of Fullan’s model.  A discussion of this data and 

presentation of a proposed model to include collaboration are reserved for Chapter 5. 

The fourth section of data presentation contains a discussion of other factors 

contributing to the leadership in establishing programs for students with disabilities in 

higher education.  One of the factors included is the leaders’ propensity to use innovation 

in the field of higher education and disabilities.  The other aspects addressed involve the 

impact of several features unique to higher education.   

A concluding section in Chapter 4 summarizes the findings in light of the 

leadership model for institutional change.  The critical factors for leadership in the 

establishment of services for students with learning disabilities as determined in this 

study are then presented in a way that the can be accessed for future application.   
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All information in the remainder of the chapter came from personal interviews 

unless otherwise noted. 

Profiles of Three Institutions 

Table 8, Comparison of Institutions, provides an overview of the three institutions 

and is followed by a profile describing each institution. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 8  
 

Comparison of Institutions 

 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 

             Western                       Eastern                         South Central   
 

Denomination Nazarene Brethren Presbyterian 

Setting Urban Sub-urban Rural 

Enrollment 2,200 3,157 628 

Origin Date  

Disability Services 

1980 1987 1971 

Type of Services Learning Center for 

all students  

Learning Center for 

students with 

disabilities 

Learning Center for 

students with LD or 

ADHD 

Charge for 

Services 

None None None 

Number of 

Students Annually 

60 students with  

LD or ADHD 

121 students with 

disabilities 

85 students with  

LD or ADHD 
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Number of  

Full-time Staff 

3 1.5 21 

    

Interviewees    

Founder Mrs. Red Dr. Pine Dr. Dallas 

Former Director -- Ms. Elm  -- 

Current Director Dr. Green Dr. Oak Mrs. Austin 

Assistant Director Mrs. Blue   

 

Western University 

In 1953, Western University, established by the Church of the Nazarene in 1902, 

moved to its present campus on 90 acres of a picturesque peninsula in Southern 

California.  Its quiet, natural setting overlooking the Pacific Ocean provides a desirable 

location for a university.  The scenic buildings and panorama of the main campus suit the 

affluent urban location. 

According to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2003-

2004 Classification Report (Carnegie Foundation, 2006), Western is a “comprehensive 

higher education institution, awarding bachelors and master’s degrees in liberal arts and 

professional programs".  The 2005-2006 Catalog posted the accreditation of specific 

fields and the institutional accreditation by the Western Association of Schools and 

Colleges.  U. S. News and World Report (2006) ranked Western 24th in universities 

offering Master’s degrees in the West region.  The admissions process at Western is 
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selective, and no differential is given to students with learning disabilities.  Pearson 

Education (Information Please, 2006) rated the entrance difficulty as moderately difficult 

with only 65% of the applicants accepted, and the average high school GPA for incoming 

freshmen is 3.27. 

For the purposes of this study, Western University is the middle-sized institution 

with an undergraduate enrollment over 1,500 and under 2,500.  The cost of the tuition is 

$20,730 per year.  The Carnegie Foundation (2006) states that there was a balance 

between the number of students majoring in the arts and sciences and in the professions. 

The mission of Christian colleges often guides their motives for the establishment 

of services for students with disabilities.  The mission of Western University stated  

[Western University] exists to provide higher education in a vital Christian 

community where minds are engaged and challenged, character is modeled and 

formed, and service becomes an expression of faith.  Being of Wesleyan heritage, 

we aspire to be a learning community where grace is foundational, truth is 

pursued, and holiness is a way of life. (Point Loma Nazarene University Catalog, 

p. 2)   

With the mission statement indicating that the institution exists to help students engage 

their minds and the university’s core values including “stewardship of resources” (2005-

2006 Catalog, p. 2), it can be seen that the purpose of Western would lead to the 

development of programs to promote success for students with learning disabilities. 

In addition to these interviewees, the researcher had a telephone conversation with the 

Vice President for Student Development, Dr. Brown, who provided some historical  
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_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Table 9  
 

Western University Interviewees Background Information 

 

  

Mrs. Red 

 

Dr. Green 

 

Mrs. Blue 

 

Title Director of Tutorial 

Services 

Director of 

Academic Advising 

Director of Special 

Academic Service 

Educational 

Background 

B.A. Music 

M.A. Speech/ 

Communications 

B.A. Organizational 

Management 

M.A. Organizational 

Psychology 

PsyD. 

Organizational 

Psychology 

B.A. English and  

Teacher Education 

M.A. Special 

Education  

M.A. Rehabilitation 

Counseling 

Ed.S. Educational 

Leadership 

Duration of 

Position 

1988—2004 2004—Present 2005—Present 

Role in Program Manages tutorial 

services including 

services for students 

with LD 

Oversees all 

academic support 

programs including 

disability services 

Directs and provides 

comprehensive 

services for students 

with disabilities  

 

clarity to the story.  Other people who were not interviewed but played a significant role  
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in the story of Western University’s services for students with disabilities were Dr. 

Purple, Dean of Academic Support and an individual instrumental in the founding of 

services for students with disabilities, and Mrs. Orange, the second Director of Academic 

Support Services. 

According to Dr. Brown (personal communication, September 17, 2006), the Vice 

President for Student Development, Western provided “a strong support of students with 

special needs for a long time.”  Dr. Irene Purple, the Associate Dean for Academic 

Support in 1980, with the encouragement and assistance of her husband, a corporate 

lawyer, became “active in the arena” of academic support services for students with 

disabilities.  In recounting this history, Dr. Brown stated, the “Vice President [for Student 

Development], at that time, was a very strong professional from Oregon. . . .  He gave 

stimulus as well. . . .  The basis of the services was always the needs of students.”  Over 

more than 20 years, the services have “been a developmental sequence, improving in 

content and communication.”   

According to her interview, in 1988, Mrs. Carol Red graduated from San Diego 

State University with a MA in Speech Communication and was hired as “an instructor for 

two courses that were taught out of Student Development [at Western University]. . . .  

One was a study skills class . . . and the other was an Intro to College Class.”  Part of 

Mrs. Red’s job was providing support services for international students.  Mrs. Red 

explained the origin of academic support for students at Western by noting that the 

international students “who are not dyslectic, but are certainly handicapped by the 

language and the western way of learning . . . needed special help.  And it kind of 
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gravitated from there.”  In 1992, Mrs. Red “began seeing students who were having 

difficulty with reading mostly and with comprehending. . . .  Once we got to the tutorial 

center, I was able to implement a lot more programs.”  Mrs. Red eventually became the 

Director of the Tutorial Center under the Associate Dean for Academic Support, Dr. 

Purple.  Dr. Gary Brown, Vice President for Student Development (personal 

communication, September 17, 2006), stated that Mrs. Red and Dr. Purple “created the 

programs from scratch.”  Mrs. Red recognized that students appreciated the personal 

attention, and the result was that the program grew rapidly.  She explained that word 

traveled quickly because of the personal attention that the program gave to each student.  

They got personal attention that they did not get in the big universities.  Schools 

that have all of the programs and all of the personnel, but cater to so many people 

that they can’t get the personal.  So people came flocking.  It just grew and grew 

and grew.   

Unfortunately, the statistics on the use of the tutorial center were not 

disaggregated for students with disabilities.  However, in the 1995-1996 Goals for the 

Academic Support Center, Mrs. Red reported that they had “over 40 identified LD 

students enrolled” (Cole, p. 1).  Mrs. Candice Blue, current director, stated in her 

interview that now, “Special Academic Services provides services to approximately 60 

students [with LD/ADD)] each school year.”  This indicated solid growth over the 10-

year period. 

The program for students with disabilities developed greatly when the Tutorial 

Center moved into the new building in 1993.  Funding for the equipment came from “a 
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couple, Mr. and Mrs. [Harold White], whose son was a sociology major and dyslexic.  He 

died of a brain tumor.”  Each year, 25% of the interest from an endowment given by the 

Whites in his memory goes to the Special Academic Support Services “to be used for any 

program, any service, or any equipment that [is] needed . . . for learning disabled 

students.” 

Both Dr. Purple and Mrs. Red retired in 2004.  Western University replaced them 

with Dr. Barbara Green, Director of Academic Advising, and Mrs. Joyce Orange, the 

second Director of Special Academic Services.  Western University hired Mrs. Orange a 

few weeks before Dr. Green arrived, and Joyce began to get things organized.  Dr. Green 

acknowledged Joyce Orange’s limited background in disability services but emphasized 

her skill as a director.  Dr. Green spoke highly of Mrs. Orange’s ability by stating, 

She had been a guidance counselor and worked in higher ed., as well as secondary 

schools.  She had some knowledge, more knowledge than I did.  She was a people 

person.  She was high on task and high on people.  And, she had begun to revamp 

the office.  She had begun to pull information together so she could get up to 

speed quickly. 

Mrs. Orange only stayed a year and was replaced with Mrs. Candice Blue who 

had a rich background in education, including teaching high school and being a principal, 

with graduate degrees in Rehabilitation Counseling, Special Education, and Educational 

Leadership.  Mrs. Blue also added depth to her experience with a post-graduate project in 

statistical analysis of the program for students with disabilities and the tutorial center 
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services, as well as working for 10 years at Western University in the Information 

Technology Department. 

Dr. Green replaced Dr. Purple as Director of Academic Advising.  Dr. Green had 

previous experience in higher education as the Director of an adult education program at 

a Christian College.  However, she was quick to explain that her “background is in 

industrial organizational psychology and organizational development.”   

Under the leadership of the founders and early directors and under the leadership 

of Dr. Green and Mrs. Blue today, Western is committed to providing a quality program 

for students with learning disabilities.  This is expressed in the following paragraph from 

an Academic Support Center (2004) brochure. 

[Western University] is committed to maintaining an environment that provides 

full access to educational programs, activities, and facilities for all students.  To 

achieve this goal, Special Academic Services provides support services for 

students with disabilities so that they can maximize their learning potential and 

achieve academic success and independence. (p. 1)   

Mrs. Blue, the Director of Academic Support Services, explained that her 

department addressed the needs of students with learning disabilities by providing the 

students with the following services to assist them in pursuing an academic career at 

Western University:  individual and group tutoring, writing assistance, an assistive 

technology lab, books on tape, and alternative test arrangements.  The students received 

academic advising and counseling from staff familiar with students who had learning 
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disabilities.  Qualified staff provided faculty assistance in making reasonable 

accommodations to support the students.  Mrs. Blue described some of her activities. 

I provide individual counseling for issues of time management, text-anxiety, and 

study skills development.  I also maintain a library of self-help information and 

occasionally sponsor workshops on specific topics.  I am writing a [computer] 

program for counseling students who need help with time management, test-

anxiety, and study skills development. 

Students with learning disabilities were encouraged through the catalog, student 

handbook, brochures, and displays to take advantage of the services and accommodations 

that the leadership at Western University had developed for them. 

Eastern College 

Eastern College, founded by the Brethren in Christ to “educate men and women 

for home and foreign mission and evangelistic work” (Messiah College 2005-2006 

Catalog, 2005, p. 5), began in 1909 with 12 students and 7 faculty.  Eastern moved 

outside the capital city of Harrisburg, to its present site in 1911 and today serves over 

3,000 students.  The gorgeous 400-acre site is valued at over $100 million and is situated 

on rolling, wooded hills.  Eastern is a suburban campus with convenient access to four 

major urban centers.  For the purpose of this study, Eastern University is considered the 

large institution with enrollment over 2,500.  Eastern is proud of its faculty, over 90% of 

whom hold terminal degrees.  “The teaching faculty, the most valuable resource at 

[Eastern], numbers approximately 170 full-time men and women. . . .  The total campus 

employment is about 780” (Messiah College Catalog, 2005, p. 15).  Eastern played a 
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leading role in the founding of the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities 

(CCCU) in 1971.  They have also collaborated for 40 years with a non-sectarian 

university to provide a college education in the heart of Philadelphia, and for over 20 

years, they have been the senior educational partner in Daystar University, Nairobi, 

Kenya (Messiah College, 2006). 

According to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2003-

2004 Classification Report, Eastern College had an undergraduate instructional program 

in which it awarded only bachelor’s degrees with a balance between arts and sciences and 

the professions (2006).  “The Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary 

Schools accredit the institution” (Messiah College Catalog, 2005, p. 13).  U. S. News and 

World Report (2006) ranked Eastern College as fourth in Comprehensive Colleges 

offering bachelor's degrees in the North region.  The admissions process at Eastern was 

selective with 83% of applicants admitted.  The average high school GPA of first-year 

freshman was 3.73 (Information Please, 2006).  Even though students with learning 

disabilities were expected to meet the same admissions requirements as other incoming 

freshman, the Director of Disability Services served on the admissions committee to 

assist in an understanding of a self-identified LD student’s high school Individual 

Education Program (IEP).  

Eastern’s 2005-2006 catalog stated that their “mission is to educate men and 

women toward maturity of intellect, character, and Christian faith in preparation for lives 

of service, leadership, and reconciliation in church and society” (p. 6).  Students with 

learning disabilities should have the same opportunity to have “lives of service and  
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_______________________________________________________________________

Table 10  

Eastern College Interviewees Background Information 

  

Dr. Pine 

 

Ms. Elm 

 

Dr. Oak 

 

Title Associate Dean of 

Students 

Director of Tutorial 

Center 

Director of 

Disability Services 

Educational 

Background 

B.A. Math 

Education 

M.S. Educational 

Psychology 

M.A. Counseling  

EdD Applied 

Psychology 

B.S. Speech /Drama 

M.A. Humanities 

B.A. History 

M.A. Speech 

Pathology 

EdD Institutional 

policy and 

management 

Position Duration  1987—1994 1994—1996 1996—Present 

Role in Program Provides 

accommodations per 

students’ requests 

Provides a tutoring 

program for 

students including 

students with LD 

Directs 

comprehensive 

services for students 

with disabilities; 

National and 

International 

Programs 
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leadership” and the opportunity to receive an education at Eastern College.  The evidence 

of the desire of these students was the steady growth in the number of students with 

learning disabilities and attention deficit disorder pursuing an education at Eastern. 

In order to assist in the success of students with learning disabilities, Eastern provided 

disability support services through leaders including the interviewees introduced in Table 

10.  

Dr. Sandra Pine, former Associate Dean of Students, stated in her interview that 

in the early 1990s, the number of students with any type of disability was “maybe 20 

students a year”  In 1999-2000, the oldest official report available to the researcher, there 

were 93 students with disabilities, 19 of whom had learning disabilities, and 22 of whom 

had attention deficit disorder (ADD) (Drahn, 2000, p.18).  In 2005-2006, 121 students 

received disability related services, 25 with learning disabilities and 37 with ADD.  This 

indicated that the number of students with disabilities grew by 30% in the last five years 

and the number of students with learning disabilities and attention deficit disorder grew 

by 50% over the same period (Drahn, 2006, p.14). 

Eastern’s Statement of Foundational Values (Messiah College 2005-2006 

Catalog) included the statement, “Every person is to be respected and valued, regardless 

of gender, race, nationality, status, or position, because each person is created in the 

image of God” (p. 7).  In support of this commitment, Eastern established services for 

students with learning disabilities.  Dr. Pine, one of the four Associate Deans of Students 

in the late 1980s, made certain, “If a person requested services or accommodations, then 

our job was to meet them to the best of our abilities”.  At that time, it was Eastern’s “goal 
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. . . to take care of the people they had”.  Dr. Pine had the responsibility of 

accommodating students with learning disabilities because of her extensive background 

in educational psychology and psychological testing. 

Eastern has had eight presidents including a grandfather, C. N. H., Sr. (1917-

1923), a father, C. N. H., Jr. (1934-1960), and a son, D. R. H, (1964-1994).  When this 

longstanding President of Eastern retired in 1994, the new President “had different values 

as far as Student Development. . . .  He eliminated the positions of Associate Directors of 

Student Development,” including Dr. Pine who was overseeing students with disabilities.  

When Dr. Pine left, she “made sure the position was secure.  It actually went to a faculty 

member when I left.”  She credited the philosophy behind the transformation, as “Eastern 

is perceived as a pretty elitist school. . . .  The president that eliminated my job took it in 

that direction of the academic elitist kind of school.”  Raising the standard of academia 

meant that he eliminated faculty without terminal degrees.   

Ms. Elm followed Dr. Pine in providing service for students with disabilities after 

her removal “from faculty [because of] her unwillingness to get a PhD.”  Of her 

appointment, Ms. Elm explained, 

I never had any background in developmental education. . . .  The woman who 

was serving as academic dean . . . knew that I could teach and . . . made this deal . 

. . [that] I would not teach in the traditional classroom . . . instead, I would direct a 

learning program and teach study skills. 

The current Director of Disability Services, Dr. Daniel Oak, explained  
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[Ms. Elm] was assigned the responsibility for the Learning Center.  She has a son 

who has severe learning disabilities, so she began advocating for supports for her 

son and recognized there were other students who had similar difficulties. 

She was an outspoken advocate and was determined that the college would recognize that 

students needed better services than she could provide. 

Dr. Oak described this period in the history of disability services at Eastern as a 

time when the college recognized that a number of federal mandates affected student 

services.  Dick Sequoia, the campus attorney and a member of the President’s Council 

developed a Risk Management Council: 

He was aware enough of the ADA that he said, “We were going to get sued if we 

don’t start doing a better job of working with students with disabilities.”  So, he 

proposed to the Risk Management Council that they hire someone as a Disability 

Services Director. 

In response to Mr. Sequoia’s urging, in 1995 Eastern decided to hire a Director of 

Disability Services.  At the same time, the Dean of Faculty was restructuring 

administration by requiring any new administrative positions have a teaching component. 

As a result, the position of Director of Disability Services was advertised as a 

combination of Disabilities Service Director and a Special Education professor.  

Eastern College formally initiated a Disability Services office in 1996 (Office of 

Disability Services Mid States Report, 2002).  Dr. Oak became the Director and he 

continues in that position today.  He has an extensive background in services for students 

with disabilities since 1969.  He was a speech pathologist and a special education 
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administrator.  His master’s degree is in speech pathology and ideology, and his doctorate 

is in instructional policy and management. 

Ms. Elm explained that Eastern’s services for students with learning disabilities 

developed over time, “From their beginning in an old schoolhouse that had no bathroom 

facilities. . . .  It was actually a porch that was closed in. . . .  Then we were put into a 

building that the college press had once had.”  Now, its present location is in a three story 

brick building which, “primarily houses academic and faculty offices” (Facilities, 2006).  

Dr. Oak attested to the improvement in services through the graduation rate. 

When [Dr. Pine] was here . . . typically two or three students would make it 

through to graduation. . . .  After we started being more proactive and trying to 

enlist faculty and develop some support services here . . . the retention rate went 

up.  The first year [I was here,] we graduated three students. . . .  Graduating just a 

few students and then little by little, it crept up to what it is today. . . .  We are 

looking at 30 to 35 students [with disabilities] who are graduating every year.   

The current programs are extensive, including the general support provisions of 

“extended time on exams, assistance with note-taking, proctored exams, copies of 

visuals, alternate-form exams, . . .E-text and textbooks-on-tape. . . .  Tutoring is provided 

through the Writing and Learning Centers” (Office of Disability Services, Mid States 

Report, 2002).  In addition to these supports, Eastern developed two innovative programs 

for students with disabilities.  One was ADD coaching, a collaborative process that 

supported individuals with ADD in improving their everyday performance.  It used a 

“process of inquiry to discover ways in which a client can maximize strengths and 
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talents, function optimally with a disability and be responsible for actions or lack of 

action” (Messiah College Disability Services, p. 1).   

Another progressive program used to support students with disabilities at Eastern 

was electronic books.  Dr. Oak was excited about developing this program over the past 

six years.  He explained that they had a number of students who were not able to read 

adequately, primarily due to learning disabilities. 

I started to see all these learning disabled students around who were struggling 

and so [I suggested that we] try textbooks on tape for them.  They were highly 

successful. 

Then he recognized that a large student population with attention deficit disorder that was 

not doing well in courses that were reading intensive.  About three years ago,  

We started offering that support to students who showed clear evidence of not 

being able to focus long enough to go through their books.  [It has been] wildly 

successful, many have gone up more than 2 points in their GPAs.  That’s pretty 

remarkable. 

This was such a successful venture that the Technology Department set up the software 

and equipment creating a model service for other institutions to follow.  “We had to write 

that up and put it on the web page about four years ago.  And, I was pleased to learn that 

one of the California Universities has decided to adopt the Eastern model.”  

Other institutions respected Eastern College’s use of assistive technology, and in 

2002 they were invited to take part in a unique project that puts them in the forefront of 

support for students with learning disabilities. 
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[Eastern] College is currently one of only four schools in the United States 

involved in this in-class immediate voice transcription project, created by a 

software initiative called Liberated learning. . . .  [As the professor] lectures, the 

program searches a voice recognition database, matching his speech with text, 

which it projects on the screen. . . .  After the lecture, an editor corrects mistakes 

and posts the transcripts on the Internet for student access (Messiah College, 

2004, p. 17) 

Eastern’s services for students with learning disabilities have improved and 

expanded under the leadership of Dr. Oak.  The program and the personnel have gained 

respect in the area of serving students with disabilities in higher education because of 

implementation of innovative practices to increase the opportunities for success for the 

disabled student population. 

South Central University 

South Central University was founded by the Cumberland Presbyterians and the 

board today, “receives continued spiritual and financial support from the Synod of the 

Sun” (University of the Ozarks, 2006b).  “With our roots dating back to 1834, [South 

Central University] is the oldest institution of higher education in the 

Arkansas/Oklahoma territory” (University of the Ozarks, 2006a) and “one of the oldest 

west of the Mississippi River” (CenturyTel, 2006, p. 34).  South Central has exhibited a 

unique perspective with regard to innovation in higher education as expressed in the 

university history found on their website.  South Central University has “consistently 

provided personal, creative, student-oriented innovation in private education. . . .  The 
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University was the first historically white college in the state to admit an African-

American (1957) and the first college in Arkansas to graduate a woman (1872)” 

(University of the Ozarks, 2006b).  South Central claimed that given the period in United 

States history, it took courage for a small Southern college to take the first steps toward 

equal educational opportunities for every American.  Continuing this tradition of 

innovation, the University “established the first program in the world to educate college 

students with learning disabilities, starting in 1971 with a handful of students and few 

dedicated faculty members” (University of the Ozarks, 2006b). 

The small institution for this study, South Central University is located at the foot 

of the Ozark Mountains where its 30-acre campus provides learning opportunities for 

about 600 university students each year.  The rural campus is about 60 miles from the 

closest metropolitan center.  South Central strives to provide a quality education for its 

students in small classes with a 14:1 student faculty ratio.  Ninety percent of their faculty 

holds terminal degrees” (University of the Ozarks, 2006c). 

The university is accredited by North Central, with a Carnegie Foundation 

classification of Baccalaureate Colleges—general, with a balance between arts and 

science and the professions(Carnegie Foundation, 2006),  .  U.S. News and World Report 

(2006) rated it eighth among 106 universities in the category of Comprehensive Colleges 

(bachelor’s degrees) in the South Region placing it in the “top tier” for the seventh year.  

U.S. News and World Report ranked more than 1,400 accredited schools nationally, based 

on such criteria as academic reputation, graduation and retention rates, faculty resources, 

student selectivity, financial resources, and alumni giving.  
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________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 11 

South Central University Interviewees Background Information 

 

 Dr. Dallas Mrs. Austin 

 

Title Academic Dean, President  Director of Jones Learning 

Center 

Educational Background B.A. Education 

M. Ed Education 

EdD Educational 

Administration 

B.A. Music Education 

M.S. School Psychologist 

Duration of Position (Dean, 1971—1973) 

(President 1981—1993)  

1994—Present 

Role in Program Founder and developer of 

the first program for 

students with learning 

disabilities in higher 

education in the world 

Directs the Learning Center 

which provides programs 

for students with 

LD/ADHD; manages a staff 

of 21 fulltime and 125 part-

time employees; public 

relations and leads state 

organizations 
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The mission of South Central University emphasizes their Christian heritage and 

desire to support students in their educational endeavors as the basis for their existence.  

“True to our Christian heritage, we . . . provide a uniquely supportive, academically 

sophisticated, and challenging environment. . . .  Our first priority is the education of 

students who come to us from diverse . . . educational . . . backgrounds” (The Ozarks 

Mission, 2006).  This mission statement addresses the essential nature of the institution.  

In fact, the first priority of the institution is the education of students who come from 

diverse backgrounds.  Students who learn in a different way and students with learning 

disabilities come from a different educational background.   

Both interviewees explained that it was this unique group of students, those with 

learning disabilities, that the university strove to serve before any other institution of 

higher education had developed such a program.  It was prior to the passing of the federal 

law, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (1973).  The year was 1971 when South 

Central University began services for students with learning disabilities in higher 

education. 

Dr. Edward Dallas related the story of the beginning of services for students with 

learning disabilities.  He explained that South Central University had a board member 

from Tulsa by the name of Dick Bagwell.  Dr. Ben Caudle, a friend of Dick Bagwell and 

a children’s dentist from Tulsa, had a highly motivated son who experienced academic 

difficulty, and even though the son was very bright, he was not successful in college.  

[Dr. Caudle’s] son had minimal brain dysfunction.  They didn’t call it dyslexia or 

anything, just minimal brain dysfunction.  Anyway, he kept bugging Dick, our 
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board member, to see if there was something we could do here on this campus to 

help students who had that kind of condition.  They were bright, but they had 

some sort of a disability that prevented them from learning in the normal, 

everyday, classroom way.  

Dr. Davis, the President of South Central told Dean Dallas that they had to do 

something to help these students and encouraged Dr. Dallas to follow up on Dick 

Bagwell’s request.  Dr. Dallas investigated and found that one of the leading authorities 

in the field, Dr. Sam Clements, was located nearby in Little Rock, Arkansas.  Dr. Dallas 

made an appointment to meet with Dr. Clements, the Executive Director of the Child 

Study Center at the University of Arkansas Medical Center. 

Dr. Clements and his associate, Dr. John Peters, strongly encouraged the idea of a 

program to help college students with learning disabilities.  Dr. Dallas said that Dr. 

Clements and Dr. Peters “knew of no program [for learning disabilities] at the higher 

education level in the country or the world as far as that was concerned.  Dr. Dallas 

explained his information gathering began with referrals from Dr. Clements who said, he 

“could give me, refer me to several programs.  The most advanced was junior high.”   

Dr. Dallas traveled extensively visiting programs in noted universities but only finding 

programs for young children.  Everywhere he went, educators expressed an interest, but 

“no one was doing anything at the higher education [level]. . . .  This was an emerging 

educational interest at this time.  We were the first, the first institution of higher 

education to offer a program for [college students] with learning disabilities.” 
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Once his investigation was complete, Dr. Dallas brought his report back to the 

President and the faculty.  “We decided that the biggest problem was probably dyslexia; 

but we didn’t call it dyslexia then, and we decided that we needed to use a reading 

specialist as the Director of the Program.” 

In May 1971, Dr. Clements and Dr. Peters held a seminar for the faculty to 

explain what was known about learning disabilities and enlighten them about the 

importance of the proposed program.  “This meeting generated suggestions and ideas 

from the faculty—many of which became the guidelines and rules for the learning 

center” (Broussard, 1991, p. 1).   

The pilot program began in the “fall semester of 1971 as the first program of its 

kind in the world” (History, 2006, p. 1).  The commencement of the program, College 

Environment of Gifted and Students with Specific Learning Disabilities, began with just 

three students and one director.  Dr. Dallas explained, that because Mr. Robert El Paso 

“was an elementary reading specialist, . . . we put him in this program to get it started.” 

Well, that didn’t work out because that wasn’t their real problem.  The inability to 

read . . . wasn’t the real problem.  We found that they had a lot of psychological 

needs that weren’t being met.  So, we put Mr. El Paso, who was the first director, 

back in the classroom and hired Dr. Thomas San Antonio who was a psychologist 

to head the program.  Dr. San Antonio came in and . . . was very clinical in the 

way he approached things. 

One of the things that the university decided to do in the early years of the 

program was to put all of their textbooks on tape.  They had students read the textbooks 
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so that the students at the learning center could listen to them rather than having to read 

the textbooks.  Dr, Dallas explained that they also “went to the Library of Congress and 

got a lot of the books for the deaf.”  

The center continued to experience steady growth and offered services for many 

students with learning disabilities.  In May of 1975, the name was changed from College 

Environment of Gifted and Students with Specific Learning Disabilities to Ben Caudle 

Special Learning Center (Broussard, 1991).  In the early 1980s, “the [center] began 

expanding in other areas by adding their own diagnostic testing of students . . . [and]  by 

1986 the center had hired two assessors who evaluated the students full time” (Broussard, 

1991, p. 2). 

Mrs. Sue Tulsa was one of the assessment coordinators who “got her doctorate 

and became director of the program”.  She remained good friends with a classmate, Mrs. 

Julia Austin, who was serving as a school psychologist for several districts about 15 

miles away.  Mrs. Austin explained that “within a few years . . . Dr. Tulsa began calling 

and saying I need you to come and work here [at South Central University].”  Mrs. 

Austin came to work at South Central as Director of Assessment and stayed for five 

years, until her husband made a move out of the area.   

Dr. Dallas recalled that during the time he was President of South Central, he was 

able to secure sizable contributions for the University and one of those was designated for 

the Learning Center: 

Harvey and Bernice Jones were amazing folks.  They lived in Northeast Arkansas 

where they had a trucking company.  They were approached by Mrs. Helen 
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Walton, a South Central board member, about the possibility of helping the 

college in some way. 

Mrs. Austin explained that the Jones gave the entire funding for the Learning Center, had 

it designed and built specifically to meet the needs of the instructional process, and 

supplied all the furniture and equipment for optimal functioning.  With construction of 

the facilities completed in 1989, the center’s name was changed to the Jones Learning 

Center. 

Mrs. Austin recalled that the Jones Learning Center was well established when 

Dr. Tulsa went on to teach in the education program at South Central.  The university 

hired two consecutive directors who were less than successful, so the university asked 

Mrs. Austin to return as the Director of the Jones Learning Center.  Mrs. Austin has been 

the Director for the past 17 years, and the program is a testimony to her dedication. 

Jones Learning Center has a unique admission process separate from the 

admissions process of South Central University.  They can accept students who do not 

meet the school’s admission criteria as long as they receive services at the Learning 

Center while attending university classes.  The website for Jones Learning Center (JLC) 

presents five criteria for admission: 

1. Demonstrate average or above average intellectual abilities as measured by one of 

the Wechsler intelligence scales. 

2. Have a specific learning disability or AD/HD as a primary disability. 

3. Show strength in at least one academic area. 

4. Complete a one- or two-day evaluation at JLC, for an additional fee. 
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5. Participate in interviews with the JLC director and admissions committee  

(http://www.ozarks.edu/jlc, 2006). 

Mrs. Austin explained another aspect that contributed to the distinctiveness of 

South Central’s program for students with learning disabilities.  “Students pay an 

additional fee for our services because of the comprehensive nature of our support.”  Dr. 

Dallas explained that since the inception of the program, “The tuition for these students 

was double what it was for other students, because we knew we would have to provide 

extra resources for them.  And, it’s the same today.”  Today, the cost for special support 

is $7,750 per semester (Fulfill Your Promise, 2006-2007, back cover).  Mrs. Austin said 

she hated to charge for the services, but explained, “We have 21 staff members and 1.5 

administrators for 85 [students], so you can see why you have the cost.”  The number of 

students they take is based upon the institution not wanting to go much over 12% of the 

student body and that is “the reason we set [85 as capacity enrollment is the] number of 

coordinators.  Ten kids for them are all they can really handle.” 

South Central’s measurement of program outcomes is what they call their success 

rate instead of graduation rate.  Mrs. Austin explained that the graduation rate for 

program participants is “about 50%. . . .  Our success rate is 69%, and what that means is, 

that number either graduate from [SCU], or they transfer somewhere else.  And, that is a 

huge success for us.”  The success of the program is in its comprehensive nature.  Mrs. 

Austin believes at the heart of this success are the program coordinators who have at least 

a master’s degree, and are responsible for 10 students.  The students meet with their 

coordinators every day. 
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What they do with the coordinator depends on the needs of the students on that 

particular day.  They may come in and use their coordinator like a professional 

tutor, . . . helping them prepare for a test, looking up something on the internet, 

proof reading a paper.  Whatever they need.  They do a lot of work with students 

on time management, study strategies, and that kind of things. 

They are trained to use a multiplicity of methods, “whatever works for that kid to keep 

him on track.”  Some of them will tell Mrs. Austin, “I have to see my coordinator every 

day to make sure I know what to do.”  The coordinators provide the personal 

individualized assistance to help the LD student keep them on track. 

As Mrs. Austin conducted a tour of Jones Learning Center, she explained that the 

design of the facilities specifically met the needs of the program, an appropriate room for 

each service.  An example of the special design is the fact that each program coordinator 

has an office to meet privately with the student and a lab to allow the student to have 

supervision while they are working on a project, test, or paper.   

Mrs. Austin believed that in addition to the facilities, the staff was dedicated, 

talented, and properly trained for the job.  Besides the program coordinators, the staff 

included clerical assistants, a reading specialist, a math specialist, an educational 

psychologist, instructors, the assistant director, and the director.  There were also student 

workers, and those who tutored for the center must take a course that leads to national 

certification.  With all of these well-trained employees, Jones Learning Center is the 

largest employer on campus.  They have 21 full-time staff and 100-125 student workers. 

Profile Summation 
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These profiles of the three institutions in this study indicated that each institution 

was unique and each leader interviewed led in different ways, yet there was evidence of 

similarities, which will be seen in the following sections of this chapter.  In the following 

sections, the researcher presents excerpts from the leaders’ interviews so that the reader 

can hear in the leaders’ words the stories of leadership for the implementation of services 

for students with disabilities as they relate to Fullan’s (2001) model. 

Data on the Components of Fullan’s Model 

In analyzing the data from the eight interviews of leaders in the development of 

services for students with learning disabilities, the researcher first looked for evidence of 

the five components of Fullan’s (2001) model for change:  moral purpose, relationship 

building, knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence making.  

Following the five elements, the researcher presented references that confirmed the 

personal characteristics of enthusiasm, hope, and energy included in the outer circle of 

Fullan’s model.  

Moral Purpose 

Sergiovanni (1992) stated “The term moral imperative refers to what is good; the 

term managerial imperative, to what works” (p. 104).  Fullan (2001) made a case for 

leading with integrity by saying: “To strive to improve the quality of how we live 

together is a moral purpose of the highest order” (p. 14).  Sergiovani (1992) affirmed the 

connection of moral purpose and doing good to others in his discussion of the moral 

underpinnings of leadership:  “Authentic leaders anchor their practice in ideals, values 

and commitments, exhibit distinctive qualities of style and substance, and can be trusted 
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to be morally diligent” (p. 17).  Fullan emphasized that moral purpose was about how 

leaders treat others.  With the focus of moral purpose being the treatment of others, the 

interviews of leaders in the three Christian universities revealed this characteristic in two 

related ways:  first, God’s calling and direction and secondly, man’s desire to help or 

serve a marginalized population. 

Faith 

Seven of the eight interviewees credited their faith in God as the basis for their 

work with students with disabilities.  References to God’s calling and direction in the 

ministry of working with students in need permeated the interviews of leaders from the 

three universities.   

The leaders of services for students with learning disabilities in Western, Eastern, 

and South Central reported they purposefully went into Christian universities to serve the 

people with disabilities with a focus on compassion, loving care, and striving for 

excellence.  They viewed their decisions as an act of obedience to the teachings of Jesus. 

All of the leaders at Western boldly articulated that faith guided their service.  

Mrs. Red, the first leader of disability services at Western, stated, “I had an empathy for 

where they were coming from.  Also, I believe God gave me a ministry to help these kids 

because so many of them felt stupid.”  Dr. Green, Director of Academic Advising at 

Western, went into detail explaining her motivation for providing disability support 

services at a Christian college: 

My faith is central to my life.  I see everything that I do as ministry.  When I  
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come to my job, I don’t see myself as an organizational player as much as I do a 

minister.  I am here to serve people.  I feel as though everything that I do here I 

have to give an account.  I have a bigger boss than my boss that sits over across 

the campus.  I am going to have to answer to God.  So my motivation is that I 

want to see people inspired and enabled to do the best job they can do, to achieve 

their potential whether they have a disability or not. 

When Dr. Green talked about God’s hand on the people who work with her and 

the situations she worked in, she mentioned how God brought the right people to work in 

the program.  “God is so sovereign and providential.”  Mrs. Blue is one of those people 

who God brought to Dr. Green at just the right time.  “I came into my position at exactly 

the right time, with the right qualifications and skills.” 

When talking about the situation she came into, Dr. Green again acknowledged 

God’s guidance. 

God was really gracious in that He sheltered us from some things that we didn’t 

know. . . .  My faith speaks to the fact that God was informing us about the 

change process.  My faith speaks to the fact that there were things that we literally 

didn’t know.  But, because of His grace, He informed us and helped us to be able 

to identify those things that needed to be changed. . . .  God was guiding us along 

the way.  

Dr. Green spoke about what a privilege and honor it was to be at the university.  

She reminisced about the unusual way she came to Western and acknowledged God’s 

omniscience.  “There had to have been some grand plan.  A master plan by the Master 
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himself, to get me here. . . .  This is a place I would have never chosen for myself, but I 

am so glad to be here.” 

Mrs. Blue, the present Director of Academic Services, talked about her faith in 

Christ being the foundation for her service.   

All four gospels give us a clear picture of Jesus’ concern for the poor, the needy, 

the disadvantaged, and the disabled.  His ministry was a ministry of compassion.  

He performed miracles of healing that liberated people from their disabilities.  We 

cannot perform miracles, but we can certainly reach out with more than a cup of 

cold water in Jesus’ name. 

She also mentioned the Core Values of Western University as they related to 

disability services and presented a Biblical basis for these values.  She shared from a 

book by John Wesley that talked about love being the highest gift of God and how that 

was the aim of her life, to show others the love of God. 

It is clear that everyone interviewed at Western had a strong statement about their 

moral purpose as it related to their faith.  This was also true of two of those interviewed 

at Eastern.  Dr. Pine, who worked with students with disabilities in the early years, 

expressed her faith as it related to the position of working with people with disabilities, 

“It was the right thing to do.  Compassion . . . ‘What would Jesus do?’ . . .  How would 

you like yourself to be treated if you were in this situation?’  Sort of the Golden Rule, 

which is tied up in all of this.” 

Dr. Oak, the present Director of Disability Services at Eastern, laced his interview 

with connections to his Christian perspective.  He addressed the Biblical basis of services 
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with his institution before he was even hired.  This indicated that his faith was definitely 

a guiding principal.  In his interview for the job, “I asked them specifically if they were 

developing this position because they believed it was the right thing to do, the Christian, 

moral thing to do or if they were doing it simply for compliance.”  The interview panel 

replied, “The legal piece is important, but we believe we need to do a better job for 

students with disabilities.”   

Dr. Oak at Eastern made statements similar to Dr. Green at Western, identifying 

God’s direction as instrumental in preparing him to work in the field of students with 

disabilities.  He told a story about working in a Newberry Store and having compassion 

for a man with a speech impediment.  He felt he wanted to help, so “God used that to 

draw me into the field of speech pathology.”  Dr. Oak talked about his experiences in day 

treatment facilities and special education administration and described how “God opened 

up the spectrum of all these individuals.” 

Dr. Oak articulated his belief that he was doing God’s will by providing services 

that led to students with disabilities being successful in a Christian college.  

There’s comfort in knowing we’re doing what I believe God wants Christian 

colleges to be doing.  We are graduating more students from high school with 

disabilities and until more Christian colleges begin to do a better job of 

accommodating and supporting those students, their only choice is to go to 

secular universities. . . .  I think all students ought to have the option of attending 

a Christian college.  We offer not only good strong academic preparation, but 

emphasis on opportunities for ministry and spiritual growth. 
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South Central University was not as clear about how faith provided a moral 

purpose for what they did.  Dr. Dallas did not mention his faith unless asked directly, and 

then he talked about the Mission Statement for a Christian institution.  He did not talk 

about Jesus’ influence in his life.  Mrs. Austin did not mention her faith until asked 

specifically how her faith entered into the picture.  Her response indicated, as did five of 

the seven other interviewees; that her job was more like a mission.  About her faith she 

said,  

It is pretty significant . . . I said, at times it feels more like a mission to me than 

just a job of some kind. . . .  I don’t know how people can do a job like this 

without some degree of faith or backup for every day stuff. 

Faith influenced the leaders of Western and Eastern in that their purpose in 

providing disability services was related to serving others in obedience to Christ.  There 

was also an indication from these leaders that God had a plan that not only directed their 

lives but also guided them in developing programs.  At South Central, the leaders were 

not as outspoken about their faith and its influence over their program development. 

Helping Marginalized Population 

All of the eight interviewees were clear about their motivation to help 

marginalized populations of students with disabilities so that they could become 

competent and benefit from the well-being and independence that comes from a college 

education.  Dr. Oak of Eastern presented the historical context of moral purpose in his 

interview by explaining,  
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I realize that people with disabilities have historically been horribly abused, or 

neglected, or ignored.  Patronized, done pretty much everything we can to isolate 

them.  And even with a law on the books, we are still in the dark ages in many 

respects in not allowing people with significant differences to be fully a part of 

our society.   

Before a program can empower the students to be competent and independent, the 

leaders of that program must have a heart for the students.  Sergiovanni (2005) 

enlightened his readers about the heart of leadership, which coincided with moral 

purpose.   

The heart has to do with what a person believes, values, hopes for, and is 

committed to—a person’s personal vision, to use the popular term.  But it is more 

than vision. . . .  The values, assumptions, and beliefs of the heart also create 

realities and define truths as they become an important part of a school’s shared 

mindscape—the ever important center that holds things together. (p. 23)   

A heart for students with learning disabilities is the center that holds services together, 

and many interviewees alluded to their heart for this marginalized population.  

At Western, the Vice President for Student Development, Dr. Brown, explained 

that when the program began, “The basis was the needs of students.”  Mrs. Red said,. “I 

have a heart for people who have difficulty understanding.” She made the connection to 

helping these students as she explained, “I work personally individually with them trying 

to get at the basis of where their problems are.”   

Dr. Green passionately presented her purpose,  
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I have been on mission to help people find out earlier in their lives so that they 

don’t have to go through many of the same things I had to go through to just kind 

of get there. . . .  [I desire to] help people find out “what are you created to do?”  

And then to provide the resources so they can do it. 

Ms. Elm from Eastern used the term heart when she said, “I guess I have always 

had a heart for people on the margins, people who fall between the cracks.”  Her own 

story of being brought up in foster homes and needing a “life-line” indicated a heart and 

understanding of what is needed to help students with learning disabilities become 

competent and independent.  She said, “I was well aware of what a difference a 

supportive person in authority could make in someone’s life in terms of holding them 

accountable, and pointing them in the right direction, and opening doors, and just 

listening, and really caring.”  She talked about how she valued the dignity of students 

with learning disabilities when she explained, “These kids who struggle and come from 

backgrounds that haven’t given them the leg up that they should have had, deserve some 

special attention and extra care and nurturing and some understanding.” 

Dr. Pine repeated the phrase “to see them succeed” several times when asked 

about her motivation to provide services for students with disabilities.  She also talked 

about empathy and wanting to help. 

We are open to whatever touches us personally. . . .I have experience with people 

who need some help to be able to succeed academically.  And I think that was a 

real motivating factor.  It’s like these are people who don’t necessarily fit into the 

rut that the college puts them in, can someone come along side and make that rut 
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lighter?  Or at least help the rest of the college understand that they don’t fit the 

groove quite nicely. 

Dr. Pine believed that her greatest accomplishment was that she helped some individual 

students. 

Dr. Dallas, who exhibited his moral purpose by starting the first program for 

students with learning disabilities in higher education, emphatically stated,  

[We had] to see if there was something we could do here on this campus to help 

students who had that kind of condition.  They were bright, but they had some 

sort of a disability that prevented them from learning in the normal, everyday, 

classroom way. 

Dr. Dallas expressed his personal commitment, “I personally got interested in trying to do 

something to try and alleviate the problem.  He articulated his underpinning values. 

It was our desire to identify students who had unfulfilled needs and in some way 

help them. [We tried] to provide an educational experience that would be 

beneficial to them. . . . The important thing is the students and helping them. 

Mrs. Austin supported Dr. Dallas’ view of the need to help students. 

You are so much a part of their lives.  And to see a kid who has been beaten 

down, often by a system that didn’t understand them, finally have people who 

understand what they are doing and understand them.  And to see them graduate 

from college, it is extremely rewarding. 

Moral purpose in the form of faith and helping marginalized students is evident in 

the leaders of programs for students with learning disabilities at all three institutions.  
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Some leaders talked about following Christ’s example, being guided by Christ, and 

serving Christ by serving others.  Other leaders talked about having a heart for students, 

having empathy, understanding their needs, and providing a means of success.  All of 

these phrases indicated the leaders initiating and developing programs for students with 

disabilities have a clear moral purpose. 

Relationship Building 

Fullan (2001) said that “If moral purpose is job one, relationships are job two, as 

you can’t get anywhere without them” (p. 51).  He stressed further, “Moral purpose, 

relationships, and organizational success are closely interrelated” (p. 51).  The researcher 

presented two different sets of relationships.  The first set of relationships involved 

external networking, and the second set included internal relationships with faculty, 

administrators, staff, and students.  The researcher looked specifically for evidence of the 

relationships, not the characteristics of the relationships; however, she examined the 

nature of faculty and administration’s attitude toward students with disabilities and 

disability support services in the section of this chapter titled Other Contributing Factors. 

External Relationships 

The evidence of external networking was present in the beginning of programs for 

students with disabilities in higher education.  It began with the origin of the program at 

South Central as a dentist inspired a board member who motivated the president who 

encouraged the Academic Dean to investigate and develop services for students with 

learning disabilities.  The Dean’s investigation became a national search for institutions 

that had programs at any level for students with learning disabilities.  He ended up 
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networking with leaders in the medical and educational fields.  Later, as President, Dr. 

Dallas depended upon building outside relationships for knowledge and for donations for 

the program for students with learning disabilities.  He explained,  

I would visit with people a lot. . . .  I could start by [telling them] we have a 

unique program on campus.  I would tell them about the learning center.  And 

they would peak their interest right away, it seemed, because everybody knows 

somebody who has a child with learning disability. 

Dr. Dallas went on to reminisce about the large contributions that were made to the 

institution because of these relationships.  One such contribution came from a family who 

had owned the largest truck lines in Arkansas.  “They sold it. . . .and gave us the money 

for this building and all the equipment.” 

Western and Eastern had a different pattern in that the original leaders did not do 

much external networking and had a relatively narrow focus in the beginning of the 

programs for students with disabilities.  The new leadership at both of those institutions 

had a much broader focus and relied upon external relationships for reception and 

expression of information.  All three of the current directors of their programs 

emphasized external relationships including their references to active membership in 

AHEAD (Association for Higher Education and Disability).  Mrs. Austin was a state 

officer in AHEAD and used her knowledge and experiences to make numerous 

presentations.  She expressed her pleasure in the hiring of an Assistant Director, “so that I 

am able to do more P. R. kinds of stuff and presentations.”  She also enjoyed representing 

the learning center at civic organizations and working with public schools. 
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Dr. Green said the “journey for me has looked like going to conferences, joining 

professional organizations, networking with other service providers.”  Dr. Green and her 

colleague, Mrs. Blue, established a relationship with AHEAD and became very active 

with other disability support providers.  Not only did they gain from this relationship, but 

also they have invited others on their campus to come to conferences with them. 

Dr. Oak, Director of Disability Services at Eastern, developed quite an elaborate 

network to build relationships with the goal of helping each other provide for the needs of 

people with disabilities.  “We cooperate with the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, the 

Dyslexic Association, and the Center for Independent Living.”  Dr. Oak also built 

relationships with other institutions of higher education.  “He was pleased . . . that a 

California university decided to adopt [Eastern’s] model.”  He designed his model of 

Disability Services by “look[ing] very hard at the kinds of supports and services that were 

provided at the university level.  University of Minnesota was one with an outstanding 

model.”  Dr. Oak was also active in AHEAD and used ideas he gained from relationships 

fostered through the AHEAD conferences.  “Utah State University [conducted a] federal 

research project [and made] faculty training material available free of charge.” 

Leaders of disability services at all three institutions appreciated the benefits of 

external networking with AHEAD, other institutions of higher education, and disability 

service providers.  Leaders at South Central and Eastern mentioned using their networks 

to support other institutions and civic groups.  These three institutions derived benefit 

from the relationships fostered with external sources. 

Internal Relationships with Faculty and Administrators 
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Building external relationships is essential in developing an innovative program, 

and the preponderance of evidence contained in all eight interviews showed that internal 

relationships were also important to a successful program.  Most of the leaders placed 

faculty and administrative relationships high in their priorities.  Some of the interviewees 

spoke about the challenge of establishing these relationships. 

Dr. Green spoke about the friction between academia and student development.  

“There are some obstacles that are huge that are built into our organizational structure.  

We kept bumping up against those.  We needed to be able to act as consultants. . . .  That 

process was very, very, difficult.”  Dr. Green went on to talk about going to one 

department, enjoying a supportive relationship, going to another department and 

experiencing hostility.  Mrs. Blue, speaking about the same institution explained that 

“Getting faculty and administration ‘buy-in’ is always a challenge; however, I benefited 

from having already established contacts and friendships across campus.”  These two 

current leaders at Western were making a purposeful effort to build relationships with the 

faculty.  Dr. Green said when she assumed the position as director, her number one 

priority was to build collaborative relationships with faculty and deans.  First, she met 

with every administrator including deans and department chairs.  She set up one-on-one 

meetings and “just listened as they gave us suggestions.  Some of those suggestions, we 

started implementing right away.”  Later she referred to those meetings again and said, 

I took myself out of the role of being the director and imagined and positioned 

myself as a consultant who had a goal of listening and supporting, allowing 
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people to empty out so that we could begin to collaborate. . . .  We knew we had 

to create alliances. 

Mrs. Blue also knew the importance of creating these alliances at Western as she 

expressed her belief that “Continuing conversations with faculty, and administration . . . 

helped to keep us in step with the growing desire to see some forward movement.” 

Dr. Oak at Eastern also created alliances.  “I took the time to go around and 

organize meetings with every department on campus and give them a chance to talk about 

their experiences with disabilities.”  He also mets on a regular basis with the university 

legal counsel, Mr. Sequoia.   

He has been my ear into the President’s Office, and my mouthpiece.  He and I 

meet once a month to work through a number of things that are on our agenda.  

Technical, legal compliance stuff, but about situations that might be a bit volatile. 

From the other interviewees, comments also the purposeful establishment of  

relationships with the faculty were evident, but not as descriptive.  For example, Dr. Pine 

said, “I would meet with the faculty members and explain stuff.”  Ms. Elm said “I made it 

a point to meet with each academic department on campus.” 

Mrs. Austin at South Central said that the University Senate “has really helped us 

. . . [establish] one-on-one professional relationships with the faculty.”  In addition to 

working with the faculty in the University Senate, she mets with all new faculty to 

explain the services and give them a tour.  She believed she had established a good 

relationship with the faculty.  She elaborated, 
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I have gained respect for the program on campus.  That’s really critical for me to 

have the respect of the faculty and the administration, and their trust. . . .  It’s the 

way you talk to them and show them respect as well. 

Internal Relationships with Disabilities Support Staff 

Several interviewees stressed the need to establish relationships with their staff as 

a basis for working together to serve students.  Dr. Green was one who saw the benefits 

of establishing a strong relationship with Mrs. Orange, her assistant in providing 

disability support.  She credited shared interests as a foundation for their relationship and 

explained, “We developed a relationship very quickly, and so we were able to spend long 

hours working together to bring everything up to speed.” 

In describing her role in the relationship with Mrs. Blue, her current assistant, Dr. 

Green said, “I see myself mainly as a provider of support for [Mrs. Blue] to make sure 

that she has all the resources, all the emotional support, all the spiritual support, all the 

academic and institutional research support that she can have.”  Mrs. Blue referenced this 

relationship by saying, “She and I are a highly compatible team, and I feel privileged to 

have her as the inspirational voice. . . .I feel that [Dr. Green] and myself, we provide a 

strong team leadership.”  

Dr. Oak at Eastern spoke of his relationship with his assistant, Mrs. Ash.  “I have 

empowered her and given her as much time as she needs to do that one-on-one coaching. 

. . .  I found that she had a real knack for working with students who were struggling.” 

Mrs. Austin at South Central had the largest staff in this study, and she described 

her relationship with them.  “I try as much as possible to be a hands off boss, because I 
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feel they are professionals and they should be treated that way.  I am not going to ask 

them to do something I wouldn’t do.”  She emphasized her desire to be available for staff 

and students and this was evidenced by her open door and her location just inside the 

entrance to the building.  She supported her philosophy of being approachable, which she 

explained, “I’ll go to see them or talk to them.  I think it’s important for me to be visible 

and to know all the students in our building, and of course, I know all the staff. . . .  I 

think that’s critical.”  Dr. Oak, Dr. Green, and Mrs. Austin, current leaders of the three 

programs, valued the abilities of their followers and established supportive relationships. 

Positive references to establishing relationships with faculty or administration 

were markedly absent from Mrs. Red’s interview.  Her focus was her relationship with 

her students, which is addressed in the next section.  The focus of Mrs. Red was 

exclusively students, at the expense of a relationship with faculty and administration.  

She did not talk about trying to build relationships with the faculty or administration.  She 

said, “I never felt that I got the backing of my Vice President.  I don’t think he knew what 

I was doing or how involved it was.  I worked there 16 years, and I couldn’t even get a 

secretary.”   

She did not appear to see the importance of building the relationships with 

faculty, and she permeated her interview with adversarial comments such as this,  

I asked to speak to them at a faculty meeting but never got the privilege to do that. 

. . .Faculty are a special breed.  If you are not one of them, you don’t count.  I 

tried to get faculty status.  I was teaching courses, and I should have had faculty 

status. 
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She alluded to her feeling of isolation from the rest of the university and the 

problems that caused.  Fullan (2001) supported lack of relationships leading to problems 

“The single factor common to every successful change initiative is that relationships 

improve.  If relationships improve, things get better.  If they remain the same or get 

worse, ground is lost” (p. 5). 

Even though relationship building with students was a critical piece, it seemed 

that when the focus of building relationships was on nurturing the students and little 

effort was put into building relationships with faculty, the program did not adequately 

meet the needs of the students.  The program suffered because it did not get the needed 

support from those who are most directly responsible for student learning, the faculty. 

Internal Relationships with Students 

As mentioned in the last paragraph, Mrs. Red’s relationship with her students was 

very important to her.  She explained her success with students was “because I had such 

empathy for them.”  She mentioned her relationship with the students and proclaimed, 

They got personal attention.  I had a very personal relationship with the students 

that came to the tutorial center. . . .  I baked for the kids; I brought in goodies, so 

it was a warm comfortable and homey place.  They just felt good being there. 

Mrs. Red understood how powerful this relationship was with her students, and she felt 

the most important thing to tell other institutions was to “Have a heart, let [the students] 

know they are loved and accepted. . . .  Build a relationship first.” 
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Other interviewees spoke about building a relationship with the students, but it 

was less maternalistic and more professional.  Mrs. Austin indicated throughout her 

interview how the students should have credit for the success of the program. 

I think the kids have helped to educate [the faculty] as much, if not more, than we 

have.  [This has been done through] the kind of relationships and the kind of 

experiences they’ve had with the professors, especially the [students] who are 

hard workers and never miss a class. 

A crucial element in leadership for the development of programs for students with 

learning disabilities is for the leader to build relationships.  It is necessary for the leaders 

to network and build relationships with members of professional organizations and other 

institutions of higher education.  The internal component of relationship building starts 

with listening and valuing the input from the administration and faculty.  The time and 

effort invested is essential to serving the students.  It is important to develop a 

relationship where the staff is empowered to be a valued component of a disability 

support team.  Interview data showed that a professional relationship with students was 

helpful, but one that assumed the role of a mother could impede the role of the leader.  

Fullan (2001) stressed the importance of effectively building relationships as a 

foundation to share knowledge. “Interacting individuals are the key to accessing and 

sorting out . . . ideas” (pp.86-87).   

Knowledge Creation and Sharing 

The leaders in the three universities practiced knowledge exchange, both sharing 

with others and learning from others.  “Effective leaders understand the value and role of 
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knowledge creation, they make it a priority and set about establishing and reinforcing 

habits of knowledge exchange among organizational members” (Fullan, 2001, p. 87). 

Knowledge Creation 

Knowledge creation is fundamental for knowledge sharing, and this creation is an 

outgrowth of the relationships discussed previously.  One of the best examples of 

knowledge creation, which led to knowledge sharing, is South Central.  South Central’s 

Learning Center was a result of Dr. Dallas’ knowledge creation as a means of 

establishing a program for students with learning disabilities.  He put into practice 

Fullan’s (2001) idea of knowledge creation as a way of “helping to create new settings 

conducive to learning and sharing that learning” (p. 79). 

When Dr. Dallas accepted the charge to “do something for those students,” his 

knowledge was limited, and he knew he had to gather information from experts in the 

field of learning disabilities.  “I started investigating and I found that right here in 

Arkansas, we had one of the leading authorities in the field.”  He contacted Dr. Sam 

Clements of the Child Development Center in Little Rock and visited with Dr. Clements 

and his staff.  Dr. Dallas then traveled around the country visiting several programs.  

After gathering the knowledge from experts, Dr. Dallas came back to South Central to 

use the knowledge he had gained to create a program.  

Dr. Green at Western University talked about learning by “going to conferences, 

joining professional organizations, networking with other service providers, and just 

finding out what the best practices are, so that we can make what we do here as excellent 

as possible.”  In order to create knowledge, Mrs. Blue went to the AHEAD conference 
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and “collected examples from other universities of policies and services for the delivery 

of all services.”  She brought ideas back to her institution.   

Of all the directors, Dr. Oak, Director of Disability Support Services at Eastern, 

probably had one of the best backgrounds in disabilities, but he continued to strive to 

learn more. 

I just kept chipping away, . . . learning more and more about disabilities. . . .  I 

educated myself . . . about the law . . . and details about what was essential for 

private schools.  [I] looked very hard at the kinds of supports and services that 

were provided at the university level.   

He valued and shared the training he received from the AHEAD conferences by using the 

information to set up faculty training.  Knowledge creation for the interviewees was not 

an end in itself, but learning that they might share the knowledge with the purpose of 

equipping others at their institutions. 

Knowledge Sharing 

All of the leaders attempted to share knowledge about the program and 

disabilities.  Mrs. Red of Western created pamphlets, which she placed in the learning 

center and key spots around campus, including each dorm.  She explains, “I created . . . 

about 30 different pamphlets on subjects related to learning disabilities. . . . I made 

hundreds of these, and we put them up in all of the dorms, and in the lounges, and in the 

bathrooms, and changed them every three months.”  When asked what she felt was the 

most important thing to tell me, she said, “Advertising is so important.  We put ads in the 

college newspaper three times per week to inform the students about learning 
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disabilities.”  Mrs. Red’s method of sharing knowledge was impersonal and did not 

involve establishing a relationship with the faculty or administration.   

The other interviewees at Western practiced a divergent method of sharing and 

creating knowledge.  Dr. Green keeps abreast of best practices not just to learn, but to 

share with faculty so that the information had a positive impact on the students, and she 

explains “the ways we disseminated information was through . . . one-on-one meetings 

and follow up with people with e-mails and phone calls.”   

Mrs. Blue, also at Western, thought it was important to have policies and 

procedures for communicating with students and families, so she began to establish these 

as soon as she was hired.  She emphasized the use of technology to make certain that the 

information was easily accessible.  She said she “updat[ed] the web pages to make 

resources and communication available to students and their parents via the web.”  She 

also used “e-mail to disseminate information on a campus-wide basis, but follow up with 

paper mailing as well for really important communications.  And, face-to-face meetings 

were of course critical.”  Mrs. Blue wrote a weekly blurb that was published in the 

student newsletter (The Alert) in addition to posting brochures on bulletin boards. 

In addition to sharing knowledge with students and parents, Mrs. Blue invited 

faculty and staff to participate in an audio conference offered by AHEAD, Trends in 

Learning Disability:  The Impact of Legal Issues, Research, and Technology on Teaching 

and Service Provision.  Mrs. Blue felt this was a successful way to increase knowledge 

and explained, “This helped increase our personal knowledge and also increased 

faculty/staff awareness, concern, and desire to collaborate.” 
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The leaders at Western continually attempted to increase their knowledge on 

campus.  “This next year we will also be broadcasting power point advertisements and 

announcements in the Monday-Wednesday-Friday chapel services and on multiple, flat 

TV screens mounted throughout the student commons building.”  They believed that it 

was important to increase the “visibility of our programs and services, so more students 

will self-identify and take advantage of the support we can provide.” 

The leaders at Eastern also included knowledge creation and sharing as a priority.  

Ms. Elm met with each academic department for the purpose of making the faculty 

“aware of not stigmatizing the need to get help and having people work with trained 

tutors.”  Besides meeting with the faculty, Ms. Elm put announcements in the faculty 

newsletter.  When asked what she accomplished in her position, her reply was, “I raised 

awareness of the need for these services.  I hope I altered some perceptions along the way 

as to what these kids could do.” 

In her effort to meet the needs of students with learning disabilities, Ms. Elm 

sought data from an administrator who was “aware of who, of which college, or of which 

courses . . . had a lot of attrition or a lot of failures.”  This enabled her to be aware of the 

major problem areas.  She wanted to build the students’ knowledge so she “made 

announcements in high risk classes about the availability of the center.”  To reach as 

many students as possible, she made flyers and bookmarks and put them in each student’s 

orientation packet and placed posters around campus.” 

Dr. Oak of Eastern emphasized knowledge sharing, but his focus included sharing 

outside his institution.  When he found something that worked for students he wanted to 
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share it.  When he developed services that turned out to be “a successful venture,” he 

wanted to make them accessible to other institutions, and he would “write that up and put 

it on the web page.”  He was pleased to learn that other universities adopted the Eastern 

model.   

Dr. Oak shared knowledge inside Eastern through staff development.  After 

learning practices and concepts that would help faculty, he said, “I tried to work with 

them, to teach them that there are better ways, alternative ways of working with a 

particular student.”  One of Dr. Oak’s recent projects, Faculty Training, “created many 

mechanisms for people to engage in th[e] new behavior and learn to value it” (Fullan, 

2001, p. 87).  In faculty training, he implemented material gathered at an AHEAD 

conference. 

[Utah State] gave me a whole set of their training materials.  We can make copies 

of those things and use them in face-to-face presentations, but there’s also a 

network-based individualized training program.  And, we’re in the process of 

getting that ready for fall.  I have, every year, I’ve met with all the faculty for a 

brief training session.  And, what we want to do is build on that.  For people who 

don’t have any experience, we want to do some small group training and make 

that available. . . .  But then, we’ll also make the network version available.   

This training involved exercises to implement the accommodations and evaluate the 

results with feedback given as needed.  Fullan expressed the need to use the knowledge 

that was being shared, and this was happening at Eastern.  Dr. Oak said,  
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We’ve worked with [faculty members] individually to help them understand how 

to make the accommodations.  More and more, I am working with the concept of 

universal design instruction.  And so, as we move ahead with that training, faculty 

are seeing the positive results with the students.  That success rate is what I think 

keeps people going. 

Dr. Oak also maintained an extensive web site with links to many helpful articles.  These 

articles shared knowledge for parents, students, faculty, staff, and administrators.  Dr. 

Oak understood the need to learn about teaching strategies, disabilities, and legal issues, 

and he provided a variety of information, which could be accessed as needed. 

At South Central, Dr. Dallas also realized the need for sharing knowledge through 

staff development.  After he investigated programs for student with learning disabilities 

and brought the information back to South Central, he and the president of the college 

decided to go ahead and develop a program, but they needed the faculty to understand 

and support the endeavor.  Before establishing the program, Dr. Dallas invited Dr. 

Clements, Director of the Child Study Center at the University of Arkansas Medical 

Center, and his staff to help train the faculty at South Central.  Dr. Dallas expressed the 

need to bring in experts to lay groundwork before bringing in students with learning 

disabilities. 

We tried to bring . . . people into the mix that could interact with faculty members 

and provide more information.  Dr. Clements came to the campus and talked to 

them about what we were trying to do.  [Educating them] about the need these 
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students had . . . and [how that fit] into our mission of meeting needs that other 

schools might not be addressing 

At South Central, Mrs. Austin continued creating and sharing knowledge.  Each 

year, she conducted a workshop on campus for teachers and parents.  She facilitated staff 

training and taught classes for tutors, which enabled them to earn national certification.   

She relished sharing her knowledge with other organizations including public 

high schools to help them develop support programs.  When asked about what she had 

accomplished in her positions, she stated, “I have increased the respect of the program 

through the visibility of the program, through presentations at conferences, and through 

exposure professionally.” 

All of the leaders knew it was important to create and share knowledge.  They 

used the relationships that they built as a way of creating and sharing knowledge.  The 

leaders of institutions who talked about getting faculty and administration involved in 

staff development felt the time and effort involved helped to change the culture and 

promoted success for students with learning disabilities.  All of the institutions used their 

websites, flyers, and meetings to help build knowledge. 

Understanding Change 

The interviews abounded with references to the three components of Fullan’s 

(2001) model discussed thus far.  These references by the leaders supported the inclusion 

of moral purpose, relationship building, and knowledge creation and sharing in the 

leadership model for services for students with learning disabilities in higher education.  

The evidence of understanding change was weaker in the interviews.  Some of the 
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interviewees had no understanding of change, while others had an awareness of change 

theory and acted in accordance with that understanding.  Those who had a degree that 

provided a background in administration or organizational theory were the ones who 

understood the dynamics of change.  The interviewees with that type of background were 

Dr. Green with a doctorate in Organizational Psychology, Mrs. Blue with a degree in 

Educational Leadership, Dr. Oak with a doctorate in Instructional Policy and 

Management, and Dr. Dallas with a doctorate in Education Administration. 

Several of the interviewees who were responsible for initiating the programs 

responded with a lack of understanding of change.  At Western, Mrs. Red began the 

program without any understanding of leadership or change theory.  When asked what 

guided her plan for change, she replied that it was “seat of your pants.”  Ms. Elm at 

Eastern replied to the same question about planning change by saying, “I just follow gut 

feelings and hunches.”  Both of these programs now have new directors with a greater 

understanding of change. 

Fullan’s (2001) presentation of understanding change included “developing a 

vision and strategy, communicating the change vision, and empowering broad-based 

action” (p. 32).  Dr. Green implemented these aspects of understanding when she took the 

position as director and made developing a vision and strategy one of her top priorities.  

“We started to vision cast for where we needed to be and quickly get process systems 

together.  The other thing we did was we started quickly to collaborate.  We felt that it 

was important to create collaborative partnerships.”  These partnerships provided a way 

to communicate the change vision and foster broad-based action.   
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Fullan (2001) presented the idea of using joint diagnosis to foster commitment to 

change.  Dr. Green followed this plan when she assumed the position as director and met 

with the faculty to find out what they thought the problems in the program were.  “Many 

of the faculty members felt like they had been disenfranchised, totally left out of the 

process [under the previous director].”  Dr. Green believed by listening to the faculty and 

allowing them to feel a part of a team, it produced a change in their attitude and behavior 

toward disability services.  She recounted that after those meetings, faculty called and 

“When we heard their voices . . . we knew we had create alliances.  That was so critical 

for us because there was no way we were going to be able to achieve the initiatives we 

had been given . . . without those alliances.” 

When looking at the program, Dr. Green said she “tried to find out what wasn’t 

working . . . tried to find the hot buttons.”  She worked with her assistant to create a list 

of needed changes and asked, “What things do we need to change immediately?  And 

what things do we need to change over time?  And, for the things that we needed to 

change immediately, we created a new process.”  They monitored their progress as they 

were able to “start bringing in some of those other things we needed to change over long 

term.” 

Dr. Green also explained her method of prioritizing her objectives was based on 

good practices.  “We pulled from our knowledge of tried and true business practices to 

help guide us because there was so much that we needed to do.”  She spoke of looking at 

her progress and determining if revision was necessary.  This aligned with Fullan’s 

(2001) suggestion to “monitor and adjust strategies” (p. 33).  She was pleased because 
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she had learned about this tool in her graduate program, but “often times you hear things 

and they’re theoretical and I wondered does this stuff really work? . . . I can say given the 

opportunity and the right situations . . . it really does work.” 

Dr. Green understood the fact that change was a difficult process.  When talking 

about the obstacles she faced, Dr. Green said the “challenge that was probably the most 

significant for us was change of process.” She talked about how the new process was 

better, but the students had difficulty managing the change.  She appreciated the fact that 

change takes time and to overcome the students’ resistance to the changes in procedures 

the staff had to remain consistent.  “We were able to kind of weather that.  Kind of ride it 

out.” 

Mrs. Blue, also at Western, talked about using transformational leadership to 

develop a vision and strategy.   

I needed to implement the principles of transformational leadership in order to 

advance our programs.  My job is all about developing service programs, then 

helping to create a vision for servicing students with disabilities and inspiring 

others to collaborate with me in executing the vision. 

She created a list of “objectives to change the services based in a great part on the 

things she learned from the faculty and students.”  She executed her objectives, and the 

response was positive.  Mrs. Blue “was surprised about how quickly the word spread 

about our ‘new, improved’ programs.  Students, families, and professionals outside of the 

university have been giving us very good ‘press.’” 

Mrs. Blue had a word of advice regarding the change process, 
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Don't be afraid of it and don't be daunted by the idea of resistance to change.  

Where the need and the dissatisfaction are great, people are more eager to 

cooperate than we realize.  If you actively collaborate with other departments on 

campus, even a one-man office can get the job done. 

Even though the interviewees did not make as many references to the change 

process, those who talked about it understood the process and strategies needed for 

transforming their programs.  They referenced developing and communicating a vision.  

They discussed their strategies and emphasized empowering others and using joint 

diagnosis for broad-based support. 

Coherence Making 

The final section of Fullan’s (2001) model, coherence making, was not a 

fundamental focus of the interviewees in this study.  The researcher searched diligently to 

find evidence of the coherence making features:  lateral accountability, sorting of 

information, and shared commitment.  One of the common aspects in the institutions was 

the creation of a group of individuals who met to problem solve on issues related to the 

well being of students, including students with learning disabilities, on their campuses.  

These groups provided lateral accountability and a venue for sorting information for 

individuals who were committed to establishing programs for students’ success.  This 

would align with Fullan’s example of a man who “disturbed the system through town hall 

meetings; that unleashed a process of dialogue” (p. 111).  At Western, Dr. Green 

explained that the Vice President for Student Development, her supervisor, met with the 
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administrators in Student Affairs.  This group of administrators, called the “Associates,” 

met weekly for planning and problem solving. 

Out of this group of administrators is a tremendous amount of support.  There’s 

resource support, there’s institutional support, there’s emotional support, there’s 

professional support. . . .  When I felt like, “I just can’t get my arms around this,” 

that is when I sat with this group of professionals, these other leaders, and 

answers came, support came, and collaboration came. 

Dr. Green explained that the group process with professionals who shared her 

commitment helped her sort information, solve problems, and plan strategies and 

provided accountability. 

Eastern also had an organization of administrators who met to make coherence of 

many aspects of the university, including services for students with learning disabilities.  

Dr. Oak explained the Risk Management Council at Eastern was comprised of 

administrators from various positions on campus.  This group provided advocacy for 

disability support services and a platform for sharing information, developing policies 

and procedures, addressing legal problems, and planning for enhanced services to meet 

the needs of students. 

South Central was a much smaller institution, and the group that Mrs. Austin was 

able to use for collective coherence making was the University Senate.  The University 

Senate was the governing body on campus.  She explained the Senate included faculty 

and professional staff, as well as the program coordinators from the learning center. 
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When that group divides into smaller groups to discuss issues and my 

coordinators are with the faculty, you know, by being in those small groups and 

letting [the faculty] see what [the coordinators] know, that has helped [the faculty] 

see what a plus this [program] is for those kids. 

Another vehicle to advance the leaders’ ability to make coherence of the change 

process was collecting information and statistics to formulate reports.  Writing these 

reports provided a means for sorting information.  Dr. Oak explained what he had done 

for the last three years. 

We started looking at the performance of our graduates with disabilities by 

sending out a massive mailing.  We report the number of students with disabilities 

who have graduated and the numbers that achieve honors.  It was picked up in the 

President’s Annual Report.  I think that’s been helpful.  They are beginning to 

recognize that not only are our students being accommodated, but they are 

thriving and that’s becoming a source of pride. 

Dr. Oak also spoke of the importance of having “students as well as colleagues see 

what’s behind what you do.” 

Since Mrs. Blue came to Western, they had been collecting data on disability 

services.  Her advice to other institutions starting programs was to develop “a good 

process of data collection and on-going assessment to be created at the beginning so that 

complete records can be kept and analyzed during the planning process.” 

Mrs. Austin believed that one of the keys to a successful program, to helping 

students with learning disabilities succeed, was coherence making and adjusting.  Her 
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team evaluated the program to determine “What worked, what didn’t work?  I think this 

would be better next year.  So you adjust and adjust continually. . . .  I always look for 

input from people that work here, from people who have experience in this area.”  Mrs. 

Austin was expressing what Fullan (2001) referred to in the following passage, “This 

moral purpose-outcome combination won’t work if we don’t respect the messiness of the 

process required to identify best solutions and generate internal commitment from the 

majority of organization members” (p. 118). 

Coherence making at these institutions involved establishing groups for shared 

commitment, a process to sort information and provide accountability.  Coherence 

making was also evident in data collection and report writing which provided a way to 

sort information for accountability.  Staff meetings also enabled leaders to evaluate 

process and progress and adjust programs. 

Enthusiasm-Hope-Energy 

Fullan (2001) added to his five components of leadership enthusiasm, hope and 

energy, “the personal characteristics that all effective leaders possess” (p. 7).  The leaders 

in this study did not speak much about their personal characteristics, but there were 

occasional references to enthusiasm, hope, and energy.  Dr. Green conveyed her 

enthusiasm by stating, “I am motivated.  I’m inspired.  I’m energized to help people.”  

Mrs. Blue expressed, “We are busy investing our time and energy in the needs of our 

students and inviting faculty and staff to collaborate with us.”  Ms. Elm explained, “I 

have strong feelings about things, strong passions, and when I speak people tend to 

listen.”  Mrs. Austin reflected, 
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Once you start working with these kids and you see them succeed, it is so 

tremendously rewarding to be a part of that.  I always say this is so much more 

than just a job. . . .  It is really exciting to me to watch them. . . .  I love it.  I love 

it. 

Other interviewees indicated that hope was generated by the students’ successes.  

Dr. Oak illustrated his hope and enthusiasm in supporting students with e-texts and the 

resulting higher GPA.  He explained there were an increasing number of students with 

attention deficit disorder who were failing. 

We started offering that support to students who showed clear evidence of not 

being able to focus long enough to go through their books.  And [it was] wildly 

successful; many have gone up more than two points in their GPA.  That’s pretty 

remarkable. 

Both Dr. Dallas and Mrs. Austin indicated that their greatest hope was in student 

success and the supreme evidence of that, for them, was when graduates from the 

program become University board members.  Dr. Dallas related many success stories and 

conveyed his hope for the students. 

I feel like the students had a much better life than they would have had if they 

hadn’t had access to this program.  I can think of one young man, for instance, 

that’s on our board now, that went through this program.  He [is] a CPA in Corpus 

Christy, Texas, and very successful. . . .  In high school, he was considered to be 

retarded.  And he was very frustrated [when he came into the program]. 
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Dr. Dallas’ enthusiasm and hope were conveyed in the excitement in his voice as he 

exclaimed,  

It is very rewarding when I see the results of the program through the lives of 

these people.  It proves that there are a lot of young people in the high schools . . . 

that have the ability [to be successful] if they are taught the way they need to be 

taught.  And that’s what we say here.  We teach you the way you need to be 

taught.  

Authentic evidence of these characteristics is appreciated when one meets the leaders and 

experiences their voice and facial expressions, their passionate enthusiasm, hope, and 

energy. 

Deviation from Fullan’s Model—Collaboration 

The researcher found evidence of collaboration throughout each of the 

components of Fullan’s (2001) model.  Collaboration according to Wood and Gray 

(1991) is “a process in which a group of autonomous stake holders of an issue domain 

engage in an interactive process, using shared rules, norms, and structures to act or decide 

on issues related to that domain” (p. 437).  Kezar (2005) stressed that the process of 

collaboration must be “interactive (relationship over time)” (p. 833). 

In Moral Purpose, collaboration takes the form of a shared vision to advance the 

mission or core values, which are the leader’s motive for initiating the program.  In 

Relationship Building, collaboration was the reason for establishing relationships.  In 

Knowledge Creation and Sharing, collaboration was the means for receiving knowledge 

from others and for disseminating knowledge.  In Understanding Change, the leader must 
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collaborate to help others understand the change and transform the existing system or 

culture.  Fullan (2001) finished his section on Coherence Making by saying, “Highly 

interactive systems with moral purpose have great cohesive powers built in” (p. 119).  

Those interactive systems indicate collaboration. 

Collaboration—Moral Purpose 

Dr. Green talked about the connection between collaboration and the moral 

purpose of serving students.  “In those places where we knew we had collaboration, we 

knew that we could breathe a sigh of relief.  And, we knew that we could get students 

served.”  Mrs. Blue spoke about moral purpose and collaboration at Western, “[We] 

provided strong team leadership.  We are busy investing our time and energy in needs of 

our students and inviting faculty and staff to collaborate with us.” Astin and Astin (2000) 

espoused the role of sharing beliefs, which would necessitate collaboration in leadership.  

“Just as there is a direct relationship between our individual beliefs and the individual 

actions we choose, so do our shared beliefs shape institutional structures, policies, and 

practices” (p. 56). 

At Eastern, Dr. Oak also fostered collaboration for moral purpose.  He related 

instances when collaboration was key in problem solving for the students’ best interests. 

It was people, the President’s Office, the Registrar’s Office, everyone that tried to 

work with her . . . [so] she could get a quality Christian education.  They 

supported what I was trying to do here and it was evidence, clearly, that there was 

a commitment to do what is right by students. 
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Moral purpose involves collaboration for a shared vision and in the case of leaders in 

development of programs for students with learning disabilities in Christian colleges; this 

shared vision produces teamwork in serving students with disabilities. 

Collaboration—Relationships 

Dr. Green purposefully set out to establish collaborative relationships.  She 

explained that collaboration was an essential part of Western University. 

We had a standing working relationship that said, “We are collaborators.”  And so 

wisdom, information, counsel, resources were always available to me.  It is 

tremendous, tremendous. . . .I don’t think I could have made it that first year 

without that.   

She explained that collaboration with her colleagues, the Associates, was the model the 

university used on a continual basis. 

Mrs. Austin also spoke of building relationships to develop a collaborative team.  

“I think of us more as a team.”  She talked about the expertise represented in the faculty 

and explained, “Let’s get the people together that can make it happen with the different 

levels of knowledge and expertise.” 

Leaders at all three of the institutions spoke of building relationships with the 

purpose of collaboration.  They spoke of teams and collaborative relationships with the 

goal of making programs for students with learning disabilities successful. 

Collaboration—Knowledge Building 

Mrs. Blue spoke about collaborating to create and share knowledge at Western by 

explaining that she looked for “increasing the number of ways they collaborated with 
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other faculty and staff.”  The collaboration gave Mrs. Blue and Dr. Green “opportunities . 

. . to increase knowledge and awareness.”  One of the benefits of collaborating with 

faculty was that the knowledge shared led to recruitment of qualified tutors. However, 

according to Mrs. Blue, the greatest result of sharing knowledge was “to support 

individual students with disabilities.  Faculty buy-in on our campus is critically 

important.  By making them an important part of our program, we are winning powerful 

allies.” 

Dr. Oak was a believer in establishing relationships so that you could share 

knowledge.  “I tend to work with individuals. . . . Rather than using the law to leverage 

change, I have tried to work with them, to teach them that there are better ways, 

alternative ways of working with a particular student.” 

Mrs. Austin’s interview contained many stories of collaboration with 

departments, faculty, administration, and students.  The following story is an outstanding 

example of collaborating to solve a problem by sharing and creating knowledge. 

Some of the students with learning disabilities in mathematics were having 

difficulty passing College Algebra, a general education requirement for graduation.  Mrs. 

Austin met with the Academic Dean and the Department Chair of Mathematics to 

develop a course substitution called Contemporary Mathematics.  They collaborated to 

determine the purpose of College Algebra and align the objectives of the new course to 

meet those purposes.  Mrs. Austin said she and the math specialist worked hard to 

collaborate with the math department. 
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We worked really hard with the math department to develop a course that was 

more concrete and involved more math skills that we thought [students] could 

use.  The math specialist from Jones Learning Center and the Director of 

Disability Services both sat in on the class and the lab sessions.  These two 

specialists worked with the professor to help students with disabilities succeed. . . 

[The course was] a success. 

Mrs. Austin explained that even the Academic Dean worked with one of the students.  

“I’m really pleased with the response of the administration to helping to meet their 

needs.” 

Collaboration—Understanding Change 

Mrs. Blue understood that to bring about the needed change procedures, it was 

imperative for her to collaborate with Admissions.  “I collaborated with Admissions to 

obtain early identification of students with disabilities.”  She used their input to design a 

new form, New Student Inquiry Form.  “As a result of our collaboration with Admissions, 

we were able to receive personal profiles of incoming students who had disclosed a 

disability.”  They used that information to establish early communication and be more 

pro-active in implementing the support services needed for student success. 

Dr. Oak understood the necessity of having collaboration to produce innovation.  

“When we have the opportunity to adopt a new program that I think has merit, I will 

certainly [develop] it by working with other people to be sure that everyone is on board 

before we cut it loose.”  Later he referred to needing to collaborate as a team to bring 

about change in the program. 
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Rather than developing a program and just saying here it is, get people involved, 

[we] learn from them.  What are their needs?  What are their strengths?  What can 

they contribute?  Their ideas put together with your help [produces] a suitable 

project that is exemplary.  

Collaboration—Coherence Making 

Mrs. Blue talked about Dr. Green’s plan to “advance collaboration with faculty 

and higher administrative staff and increase cooperation with other key departments in 

order to take a holistic approach to services.”  As mentioned earlier in the section on 

collaboration, each of the institutions studied instituted a collaborative group to address 

problems and issues.  These groups served as coherence making collaborative groups.  

Fullan (2001) reminded the leader, “Highly interactive systems with moral purpose have 

great cohesive power in place” (pp. 118-119). 

The place of collaboration in the leadership model for change is be discussed in 

Chapter 5.  The researcher presented data showing that collaboration was an important 

part of all five elements of Fullan’s (2001) model.  Collaboration was used in moral 

purpose to create a shared vision, collaboration is an outgrowth of building relationships, 

collaboration is the means for creating and sharing knowledge, collaboration is necessary 

to understand and bring about change, and collaboration is a means of coherence making. 

Other Contributing Factors 

It is important to mention other contributing factors of leadership in higher 

education that emerged from the interviews.  The three factors that need to be included 

are the leader’s propensity to innovate, the attitude of the faculty, and institutional values.  
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Without the willingness of the leader to innovate, the institutions would not have 

developed programs to serve students.  Without a supportive attitude of the faculty, the 

students would not get the help they need.  In addition, without an institution that truly 

values the students with disabilities and the program, the resources needed by leaders 

would not be available to develop the programs.   

Innovation 

Providing disability services was an innovation for South Central University, so 

we will look first at the innovation Dr. Dallas initiated.  Because he developed services 

for students with learning disabilities in higher education before anyone else was doing 

that, we would definitely call him an innovator.  The process used by Dr. Dallas mirrors 

some of Rogers’ (1995) Diffusion of Innovation model. 

Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain 

channels over time among the members of a social system.  Diffusion is a special 

type of communication concerned with the spread of messages that are perceived 

as new ideas. (p. 35) 

Dr. Dallas took his idea for innovation, and he gathered information from experts 

in the field.  He visited medical doctors who worked with children with learning 

disabilities “This was an emerging educational interest at that time.  We were the first 

institution of higher education to offer a program for young people with learning 

disabilities.”  He knew that successful innovation required laying “some groundwork, 

before we brought the first students in, with the faculty, by having Dr. Clements come to 

campus and by talking to them about what we were trying to do.”  Like Rogers (2003) 
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model, Dr. Dallas was using knowledge creation and sharing to spread the innovation 

through the communication channels.  He spread messages of new ideas through the 

members of the social system (South Central University). 

Rogers (2003) talked about the perceived attributes of innovation (relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability) determining the rate 

of adoption.  The innovation of offering a program for students with learning disabilities 

contained four of the five characteristic. The faculty of South Central University 

perceived the relative advantage of helping students with a need through the information 

brought by the experts and “reassurance that [the university] was not accepting 

substandard students.”  Dr. Dallas explained to the faculty how the new program was 

compatible with the values of the institution.  “It met our mission statement as a Christian 

institution and spiritually, you see a need and try to fulfill that need.”  It aligned with the 

institution’s core values of helping students who others were not helping.  “From a value 

standpoint, we valued helping students who had special needs.”  Trialability was also 

evident by accepting only a few students at first and altering the program after the first 

year. 

We only had three people when we started. . . .  We decided we needed to use a 

reading specialist as director of the program. . . .  That didn’t work out . . . so we 

put Mr. El Paso who was the first director of the program back in the classroom 

and hired Dr. San Antonio who was a psychologist to head the program.  

Observability was apparent in the program development at South Central as explained by 

Dr. Dallas, “It was an asset to us in more ways than just helping students.  What’s to me 
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the important thing is the students and helping them.  But we were also able to attract 

people to this school through this program.” 

Other interviewees were also innovative in their programs.  Mrs. Blue stated that 

she was “researching best practices, refining existing programs, and developing new 

programs to support our students.”  She also infused technology in innovation by 

“revising and extending the tutor training program to include the creation and 

implementation of an online eClass that new and returning tutors complete at their own 

pace over the summer.”  Her next project was to “update our web pages to make 

resources and communication available to students and their parents via the web.”  With 

the Assistive Technology Plan in place, the Books on Tape working well, and the new 

forms approved by Student Development and the university’s legal counsel, Mrs. Blue 

looked forward to the next year and the changes planned. 

New software and hardware is being installed this summer, and I have already 

begun to train the student worker that will be producing alternate media for our 

students. . . .  This is a big change from last year, when we had no policy or 

procedures, and we lacked the necessary software, hardware, and faculty/staff 

cooperation. 

Dr. Oak, across the country from Western, was involved in similar innovation.   

Dr. Oak had a volunteer organization taping books, but when they were no longer able to 

continue the process, they had to find another way to meet the needs of students with a 

reading disability. 
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When we needed readers to put books on tape, we had a read-a-thon on campus.  

We set it up with the radio station on campus and had volunteer readers for 24 

hours around the clock. . . . It worked real well. 

This was not a permanent solution, so Dr. Oak looked for better ways to fill a need.  He 

looked “to technological ways to resolve the need for audio books.”  He found “people on 

campus that had the keys to pull [the technology] together.”  Last year they “started 

experimenting with offering the e-text in MP3 format for students.” 

Dr. Oak had a faculty training project in process. 

Every year I’ve met with all the faculty for a brief training session.  And what we 

want to do is build on that.  For people who don’t have any experience, we want 

to do some small group training. . . .  We’ll also make the network version 

available as well. . . . It will take a couple of minutes, but you can get up to speed 

on what [the disability] means and ways that you can accommodate the student. 

Dr. Oak explained that he wass working with the concept of universal design in 

instruction.  “And so as we move ahead with the training, faculty are seeing the positive 

results with students.”  There were many innovative practices going on in disability 

services in these three institutions that would improve services.  The leaders of all three 

institutions were proactively innovating to do a better job of serving students with 

learning disabilities. 

Faculty Attitude 

The disconnect between faculty attitude and the needs of students with learning 

disabilities is prevalent on many college campuses.  Alexander Astin (1999) challenged 
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higher education to deal with unresolved tension between excellence in and access to a 

university education when he boldly stated that “the education of the so-called ‘remedial’ 

student is the most important educational problem in America today” (p. 3).  Because of 

the critical importance of faculty attitude with relationship to services for students with 

disabilities, it is important to inspect the attitude of the faculty at each of the three 

institutions.   

The interview of the early leader of disability services at Western was almost 

silent about the attitude of the faculty toward students with disabilities.  However, Mrs. 

Red expressed her attitude toward the faculty, “If you are not one of them, you don’t 

count.”  The interviews of the current leaders (Mrs. Blue and Dr. Green) of disability 

services at the same institution presented a marked difference in faculty attitude 

accompanied by collaboration.  Mrs. Blue explained,  

I have been at the university for over 11 years.  During the first 5-6 years [when 

Mrs. Red was in charge of disability services], I heard many faculty and staff 

make remarks indicative of the negative attitude that wanted to exclude students 

with disabilities.  I do not think that attitude is prevalent today.  In fact, [Dr. 

Green] and I are often pleasantly surprised by very positive remarks about our 

students and Special Academic Services. 

At Eastern, the early leaders did not have much to say about the faculty, however, 

the  current leader, Dr. Oak believed that the “general feeling among the faculty is that 

we need to have a Christ honoring attitude toward students with disabilities. . . .  When 

we notify faculty to provide the necessary accommodations, interestingly, they are 
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embracing of that.”  Later in his interview, he spoke about student successes, “We talk 

about that at faculty meetings.  We have good people!  FIRST CLASS: Knowledgeable 

in their fields, attitude toward . . . wanting to help me.”  Dr. Oak identified what he 

considered keys to a successful program. 

Look at the success rate of our students, which is an indication of a combination 

of a strong central disabilities service office with actively supportive faculty with 

Christian values.  Faculty . . . are willing to make the accommodations so that 

students are successful.  That’s absolutely necessary. 

Both of the leaders at South Central appreciated the supportive faculty who were 

willing to collaborate.  Dr. Dallas talked about the transformation of the faculty’s attitude.  

“They weren’t all that enthusiastic at first, but they generally cooperated. . . .  It meant 

extra work. . . .  [We had] to lay some ground work by informing the faculty.”  The 

administration at South Central had to assure the faculty that the students would not 

discredit their university.  When Dr. Dallas spoke of the attitude of people today toward 

the learning center, he said, “These people love it and they support it.” 

Mrs. Austin related a story of how the faculty supported her when she had gone 

through a difficult time with an interim President.   

[We had an] interim President who was just so anti-students with disabilities. . . . 

He told people he thought the kids were retarded.  It was awful.  It was just 

horrendous. . . .  Are we going to be able to keep the center open? . . . Everybody 

on campus knew that. 
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The year after the interim President left, the faculty elected Mrs. Austin as the faculty–

staff representative to the Board of Trustees.  She expressed the reason, 

Because they all said, he’s destroyed a lot of bridges that you are going to have to 

rebuild with the board.  [I knew that] we were going to have to have the faculty 

support if we are going to make it happen, and I felt like they were saying, in 

essence, you’ve got our support. 

It was not always that way; there was a time when Mrs. Austin was not certain 

that the students with disabilities had faculty support, but that changed when the faculty 

saw the students succeed.  “People began to see . . . [by working together] we are able to 

help them to do some amazing things.  Because, they began to see what those students 

could do, not just here at college, but when they left us.”  She did not take the faculty’s 

attitude lightly because she realized that the faculty was essential to the success of the 

program and individual students.  “If the faculty doesn’t cooperate, or make any kind of 

accommodations, or anything, then the program is not going to be successful.  That’s 

what it has taken.” 

All three of the leaders of disability services believed that the faculty at their 

institutions were supportive of the students with disabilities and wanted to do what they 

could to promote their success.  It was a difficult process in some of the institutions but 

with training and evidence from the students, most of the faculty had a positive attitude.  

Each of the leaders believed that a shared vision to help students was critical and that it 

was an indispensable characteristic of a Christian college.  

Institutional Value 
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One other aspect of the institution that had a substantial impact on programs for 

students with learning disabilities as referenced in the interviews conducted for this study 

was the value that the institution placed on serving students with learning disabilities. 

Mrs. Red, who retired from her position at Western, indicated that she did not feel the 

institution valued the services, “We felt like step-children.  We were in a different part, 

we were separated from [the rest of] student development.”  She indicated that her major 

obstacles were “money [and] the feeling of isolation from the rest of the university.”  

Mrs. Red was at Western prior to the tenure of the present director, Dr. Green, who 

encountered a very different situation.  Dr. Green expressed her appreciation for the 

collaborative support she received from the institution.  “I knew that there was a group of 

professionals that I could always count on. . . .  I wasn’t alone.  I wasn’t isolated.”  She 

also wanted to tell other universities “The key to effective services is the institution’s 

support, a student focus, and [making] disability services an integral part of your 

organization’s functioning and your organization’s culture.” 

The leader at Eastern who established disability services experienced a situation 

similar to the early days at Western when she explained what was wrong when she was 

Director, “Somebody has to have this role.  It can’t be just tacked on to someone who 

doesn’t know anything about it.”  When she was Associate Dean for Students, “It was 

just an add on. . . .  The institution did not value disability services.  There was a sense 

that it was not important.  [Given] a sense of what was important, this was not a priority.”  

She remarked, “It looks like they are putting a whole lot more resources into it today.” 
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Today Dr. Oak recognizes that “as a result of our [institution’s] becoming 

proactive and trying to be a more welcoming disability-friendly campus, we have found 

that our attrition rate has gone down.  We are retaining more students.”  Making a 

director full-time is an indication of the institutional value.  When Dr. Oak came to 

Eastern, he was half-time disability services and half-time faculty.  Dr. Oak explained,  

I wanted to shift to full-time disability services several years ago, and the college 

said “No.”  This year the response changed when I asked to be moved to full-time 

disability services.  The institution supported that idea which means I will have 

much more time for disability services. 

Another indication of Eastern’s support of the services was the willingness to purchase 

equipment as reported by Dr. Oak. 

The college said, “You use this scanner more than just about anyone else.  We 

have another one in the budget.  How about if we go ahead and buy that, and 

we’ll assign that to you and others that need help can come in and use it.” 

The last of the three institutions, South Central University, was the only one of the 

three that showed evidence of institutional value from the beginning.  Dr. Dallas 

explained that a board member proposed the idea of services for students with learning 

disabilities, and “Dr. Davis, who was the President, said we needed to follow up on this 

and do something.”  A directive like that from the President of South Central coupled 

with the investment of time and money to produce a successful program indicated this 

institution valued services for students with disabilities.  “The President was very 
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supportive and very interested in the program and provided some budgetary consideration 

for the program that another person may not have provided.” 

When Dr. Dallas served as President, he showed that he valued the work of the 

learning center enough to raise financial support for it.  “I would visit with people and a 

lot of times they would [make] some large contribution.”  Mrs. Austin, also at South 

Central, expressed that the key to a successful program was administrative support. 

In order for a program like this to work, you have to have a supportive 

administration. . . . It has really taken support from not only . . . the President, [but 

also] from the Vice President of Academic Affairs. . . .  The President is very 

student oriented, and he sees the need.  He seems to understand our students, and 

that is critical to make things happen. 

Another way that Mrs. Austin knew that the institution valued the services for 

students with disabilities was that the Academic Dean required “all new professors . . . to 

meet with me and do a learning center tour and just find out information about how 

things work and how testing works and all that stuff at the beginning of the first 

semester.”  She said the Academic Dean insisted, “That happens the first week.  Period!” 

Summary of Findings 

The findings of this study support the use of Fullan’s (2001) model in higher 

education for provision of services for students with learning disabilities.  There was 

evidence for the use of each of the five elements, Moral Purpose, Relationship Building, 

Knowledge Creation and Sharing, Understanding Change, and Coherence Making.  

Moral Purpose was especially strong for these Christian universities in the area of faith in 
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God, and helping the students who needed help was important to all interviewees.  

Relationship Building was critical, and the leaders who did not invest time building 

relationships with faculty seemed to limit what could be accomplished.  Knowledge 

Creation and Sharing was essential both inside and outside the university.  The successful 

leaders were gaining and sharing knowledge through networks with other universities and 

professional organizations.  They were also sharing information about disabilities, best 

practices, legal issues, and procedures with administration, faculty, staff, and students.   

Understanding change was present in most the interviews but weaker for anyone 

who did not have a background in some form of leadership or administration.  

Interviewees did not stress coherence making, but there were enough examples to 

indicate that it was a part of a successful model.  All of the leaders showed evidence of 

enthusiasm, hope, and energy.   

The researcher found three other elements that seemed to function in the success 

of disability services.  The first was the leaders’ propensity to innovate.  The leaders who 

collaborated with the faculty and administration as well as professional organizations and 

other higher education institutions seemed to be more willing to innovate.  The second 

element for successful change in the universities studied was a positive attitude among 

the faculty. The last of these three elements was the value placed upon disability services 

by the institution.   

The researcher presented the data in the form of the interviewees' words to 

support the themes presented in this chapter.  In the next chapter, the researcher discusses 
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these finding and the importance of collaboration.  A model, supported by data from the 

interviewees, is presented in Chapter 5.   
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARIZING AND DISCUSSING RESULTS 

The major sections of this chapter summarize the findings in relationship to 

Fullan’s (2002) change model, present an adaptation of Fullan’s model based upon the 

findings, and propose a modified model appropriate for higher education.  The 

concluding sections present the implications of the study for further research and for 

practice in leadership of disability services in private Christian colleges and universities. 

Statement of Problem 

In the first chapter, the researcher presented the idea that serving students with 

learning disabilities in higher education is a formidable challenge especially for private 

Christian colleges.  She established that leadership was an integral part of the initiation 

and development of effective programs for this population of students.  Although 96% of 

public institutions of higher education provide services for students with disabilities, only 

61% of private four-year institutions provide service for these students (NCES, 1999a). 

Students with learning disabilities who attend college expect the postsecondary 

institution to be ready to meet their academic needs (Sheridan & Ammirati, 1991).  A 

number of private Christian colleges provide excellent services for students with 

disabilities; however, some leaders in private institutions have not championed the 

initiation and development of programs for students with disabilities.  This qualitative 

study examined the leadership model for change used by the leaders in three Christian 

institutions of higher education that have established exemplary programs for students 

with learning disabilities, as measured by the AHEAD Program Standards (2001).  The 
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purpose of this study was to provide a useful model for leaders of other private 

institutions that plan to initiate programs for students with learning disabilities. 

Review of Methodology 

This collective case study involved three Christian colleges or universities of 

different sizes, denominations, geographic locations, and settings.  The researcher 

gathered qualitative data by conducting two or three interviews at each of the three 

institutions.  She identified a person who was instrumental in initiating services (or 

developing major program changes) for students with disabilities.  A snowball sampling 

technique produced the additional leader-interviewees.  At each institution, the first 

leader interviewed was asked to identify two other leaders who should be interviewed to 

complete the information about the development of the program.  The researcher created 

a profile of each institution from the interview data and public documents.  The 

transcribed interviews were coded and compared to the findings to Michael Fullan’s 

(2001) change model.  The data gathered focused on leadership as it related to the 

components of the model including (1) moral purpose, (2) relationships, (3) knowledge 

building, (4) understanding change, and (5) coherence building. 

Summary of Results 

Agreement with Fullan’s Model 

All five elements of Fullan’s (2001) model were evident in the interviews of the 

leaders who established exemplary programs for students with learning disabilities in 

Christian institutions of higher education.  All the interviewees emphasized the first 

element, moral purpose, and data revealed that leaders expressed moral purpose in the 
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form of helping a marginalized population to be successful.  References to faith in God 

permeated the words of the interviewees, and this faith manifested itself in several 

different types of responses.  Several interviewees talked about God’s calling or direction 

in their position, others talked about following the example of Christ and serving others, 

and a few talked about God providing the strength and guidance to support them in their 

positions.  The strength, clarity, and number of responses involving the leaders’ faith 

indicated that it was an important part of moral purpose.  Spiritually in leadership has 

many definitions; one offered by Klenke (2003) matched closely with the intent of the 

interviewees and stated that “Spirituality is . . . associated with a belief in relating oneself 

to a higher-order influence” (p. 59).  In the sense of moral purpose and Christian 

institutions, spirituality is belief that doing good for others is important because of one’s 

relationship to God and His influence in one’s life.   

The moral purpose of helping or serving a marginalized population is closely 

related to spirituality in that Christ modeled serving others.  Blanchard (1998) talked 

about Jesus as the example of servant-leadership and stated that “Jesus wanted his 

disciples to get this important message. . . .  [He] wanted his disciples to be servants of 

all” (p. 27).  Dr. Oak stressed the importance of each individual and that “Christ was so 

adamant that the marginalized parts of society are the people that need help, that, really 

need your attention and touch.”  This service to members of a marginalized population 

was the second theme running through the interviews with leaders of these three 

institutions.  From the evidence in the interviews, faith in Christ and a close relationship 

with Him provided the foundation of moral purpose for the leaders in two of the three 
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institutions of higher education, and all interviewees acknowledged a desire to serve 

students with learning disabilities.  A critical component for successful programs for 

students with learning disabilities in Christian colleges is a leader who possesses a strong 

desire to serve Jesus by meeting the needs of students and having a commitment to make 

a difference in the lives of students with learning disabilities, 

The second element, building relationships, like moral purpose was unmistakably 

infused in the interviews conducted for this study.  Almost all of the leaders emphasized 

the necessity of building relationships with people inside and outside the organization.  

There was evidence from several of the leaders that the foundation of these relationships 

was listening, understanding, and sharing a vision.  Most purposefully labored to build 

relationships with administration, faculty, staff, and students because without the support 

that comes from building relationships, the program for students with learning disabilities 

is unable to serve students effectively. 

The third element that markedly pervaded all of the interviews was knowledge 

creation and sharing.  The interviewees focused on both internal and external knowledge 

creation and sharing.  The external knowledge creation involved going to conferences, 

joining professional organizations, accessing research on best practices, and collaborating 

with other institutions of higher education.  Internal knowledge creation and sharing 

involved meeting with administrators, faculty, staff, and students.  Other focus areas 

included conducting training sessions; disseminating written information through 

handbooks, catalogs, websites, and chapel announcements; and posting information on 

bulletin boards and university television advertisements.  Even though there were many 
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ways of creating and sharing knowledge, the leaders agreed that face-to-face interactions 

were the best means of sharing information, and the effectiveness of those meeting were 

dependent upon the relationships built in advance. 

The element of understanding change was weak in most of the interviews.  The 

four interviews that illustrated the leaders understood change and helped others at their 

institution understand were all conducted with leaders who had formal training in some 

form of leadership, administration, or organizational behavior.  The case study indicated 

that the same leaders who valued understanding change were the leaders who developed 

the most effective programs as measured by AHEAD (2001) standards. 

Mrs. Blue was one of those leaders who understood change and endeavored to 

gain support for the vision of providing services that would support student success in 

higher education.  She practiced Fullan’s (2001) idea of “mobiliz[ing] commitment to 

change [and] a shared vision” (p. 32).  Mrs. Blue said she was surprised at “how quickly 

key individuals fell into step with this plan for change.”  She credited successful change 

to Dr. Green for laying the groundwork by establishing communication with faculty and 

administration.  Support for this idea of speeding up adoption through communication is 

evident in Rogers (2003). 

Most change agents wish to speed up the process by which innovations are 

adopted.  One method of doing so is to communicate information about new ideas 

more rapidly or more adequately so that knowledge is created at an earlier date. 

(p. 213) 
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Only a few leaders mentioned coherence making, and their efforts in that area 

took the form of collaborative groups, data collection, and report writing.  Because of 

lack of references to coherence by some of the leaders, it is unclear whether those leaders 

were actually making coherence of the complexity of developing programs for students 

with learning disabilities.  The researcher believes from the interviews that the 

individuals who did not report formal coherence making strategies were informally 

attempting to make coherence of the process.  One way they may have done this was by 

translating information they learned from external sources and adapting it to use 

appropriately in their individual institutions.  Due to the lack of understanding about 

leadership and management strategies, they may not have been as effective as they would 

have been if they had knowledge of lateral accountability, information sorting and 

evaluation, and establishing shared commitment.  Those who did include reports of 

coherence making efforts and activities in their interviews knew the value of making 

sense of the messiness by organizing and analyzing the information, problems, and 

processes.  They appreciated the importance of coherence making in order to evaluate 

and plan as well as share their problems and successes with their institutions. 

Adaptation of Fullan’s Model for Higher Education 

The leaders interviewed for this study placed tremendous emphasis on 

collaboration as an indispensable component of leadership in development of programs 

for students with learning disabilities.  Kezar (2005) stressed the importance of 

interactive relationships to develop a means of sharing knowledge and values.  Wood and 

Gray (1991) defined collaboration as “a process in which a group of autonomous stake 
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holders of an issue domain engage in an interactive process, using shared rules, norms, 

and structures to act or decide on issues related to that domain” (p. 437).  Fullan (2001) 

included collaboration as an essential part of knowledge exchange but did not present it 

as a weighty component of the other elements.  This study indicated that collaboration 

was critical to all the components of the model.   

Collaboration was evident in the interviewee’s responses about moral purpose, in 

that the moral purpose was shared through collaboration with faculty, staff, and 

administration.  This study indicated that developing effective programs in higher 

education required the leaders to establish relationships with the intent to collaborate.  

Kezar (2005) supported the connection between collaboration and relationships when she 

stated, “Relationships and campus networks was the most prominent feature . . . for 

gaining initial support for collaborative efforts, developing ownership and 

implementation and on-going support of collaborative work” (p. 855).  Fullan (2001) 

took the position that knowledge exchange only happened in a collaborative culture, and 

the leaders in this study supported the necessity of collaboration as a means of knowledge 

exchange.  The leaders’ responses indicated collaboration was interwoven through the 

element of understanding change in developing programs in higher education.  As the 

leader understands the change process, she is able to collaborate and help others to work 

effectively with that understanding.  In these three institutions of higher education, 

collaboration was a valuable process that led to making coherence of programs for 

students with learning disabilities.  All three organizations used collaborative groups to 
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problem solve, analyze processes, and vision cast, and the result was outstanding services 

for the students.  

The researcher proposed a slightly different model based upon the findings, which 

included the permeation of all five elements with collaboration.  As indicated in the 

findings in Chapter 4, the interviewees stressed the importance of collaboration to 

produce a shared commitment to change and required collaborative participation to 

produce effective programs for students with learning disabilities.  The researcher 

submitted the idea that collaboration should permeate all elements of the model.  It is 

pictured here by replacing the solid lines dividing the elements of Fullan’s (2001) model 

with dotted lines and inserting COLLABORATION through all the elements.  In the case 

studies, collaboration emerged as being a critical condition across all five elements of 

Fullan’s model.  

The reader will note the proportion of the elements is unequal.  Fullan (2001) did 

not discuss the relative importance of each element; however, in his model they were 

drawn equally.  The researcher has drawn them with different proportions because the 

data indicated three elements were emphasized more than the other two.  The three 

strongest elements in the interviews, moral purpose, relationship building, and knowledge 

creation and sharing, comprise the major area of the circle.  It was clear in the interviews 

that less emphasis was placed upon understanding change and coherence making which 

has yielded a smaller area of the circle devoted to these elements.  In the discussion 

section of this chapter, the researcher discusses this aspect. 
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Figure 1  Leading in Higher Education Program Development (from data) 
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Discussion of Results 

The case studies demonstrated that the elements of Fullan’s (2001) model can be 

found in the behaviors of leaders in Christian colleges as they develop services for 

students with learning disabilities.  The most effective programs had leaders that 

emphasized all five elements of Fullan’s model, including understanding change, and 

involved collaboration in each of those elements. 

It is necessary to emphasize the collaborative component to effectively implement 

moral purpose, relationship building, knowledge creation and sharing, understanding 

change, and coherence making.  The rationale for emphasizing collaboration lies in the 

unique structure of higher education.  Collaboration is so essential for all the elements of 

Fullan’s model of leadership to function in higher education that the researcher proposed 

this slightly different model.  Kezar (2005) wrote on collaboration within higher 

education and stated, “Models are usually more successful if modified to the context in 

which they are used” (p. 833).  Fullan developed his model for K-12 education.  This 

study suggested that higher education may need to modify it by adding collaboration to 

permeate the five elements.  

The structure of the university necessitates the changes in Fullan’s (2001) model 

to accommodate the uniqueness of higher education.  The university consists of faculty 

and administrators with advanced degrees who are knowledgeable and need to have their 

views and concerns respected and included in program development that requires their 

involvement.  Rogers (2003) explained “The structure of a social system can facilitate or 

impede the diffusion of innovations” (p. 25).  In the institutions where the director of 
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disability services collaborated with the faculty, the predominant attitude of the faculty 

was one that supported the services for students with learning disabilities.   

In Dr. Green’s response to a question about her biggest challenges, she indicated 

her feelings about the effect of the structure of higher education upon disability services 

and the need to collaborate. 

The structure of our organization has some built in challenges, especially the way 

in which our organization functions in terms of academia and student 

development or the administrative side.  There are some obstacles that are huge 

that are built into our organizational structure.   

Dr. Green explained that they kept encountering the organizational obstacles, which led 

them to the realization that they needed to “be able to act as consultants and experts for 

faculty.”  Dr. Green alluded to this process being difficult and painful.   

Because of the way in which the academic departments are set up, organizational 

structure again, there was no consistency.  So in one department while we might 

have enjoyed this collaborative very supportive relationship, we would go into 

another department, and it was totally non-collaborative, there’s hostility.  So we 

never knew what to expect. 

In the departments where Dr. Green was able to collaborate, she knew that together they 

could accomplish a great work for students.  “We knew that we could get students served.  

We could work with faculty members carte blanche.”  

The nature of higher education dictates the necessity for leaders to listen and 

involve the faculty and administration in the development of services.  The horizontal 
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power structure of higher education requires the collaborative process to involve faculty 

in understanding the needs of students with learning disabilities.  It is not a dictatorial 

relationship but a collaborative relationship that will bring about the desired results for 

students.  A fervent emphasis on collaboration will allow leaders to use moral purpose, 

relationships, knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence 

making to effectively lead the institution to establish outstanding services for students 

with learning disabilities.  

The researcher is proposing a second model, which follows.  This model is similar 

to the previous model produced by the data from the interviews; however, the proportions 

of the elements are equal.  It is the researcher’s belief that in an ideal situation, with 

leaders who are knowledgeable of change theory and understand the importance of 

coherence making, the two lesser elements will be given greater emphasis.  The primary 

focus of both of these model is COLLABORATION. 

The researcher believes that the nature of higher education has a great impact on 

the model for leadership.  Rogers (2003) stated that it was “unthinkable to study diffusion 

without some knowledge of the social structures in which potential adopters are located” 

(p. 25).  The institution of higher education has a distinct nature.  The researcher 

presented the key features of higher education that influence organizational change as 

espoused by Birnbaum (1991) in Chapter 2.  Four of those features presented by 

Birnbaum, unique culture of the academy, multiple power and authority structures, shared 

governance, and values driven necessitated adaptation of Fullan’s (2001) model to 

include an emphasis on collaboration.  Collaboration allows the academy to be heard,  
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Figure 2  Leading in Higher Education Program Development (proposed). 
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accommodate multiple authorities, encourage shared values, and support students with 

learning disabilities through a system of shared governance. 

The belief of the researcher that the unique characteristics of higher education 

necessitate a collaborative focus for leadership in programs for students with learning 

disabilities in higher education is supported by the data.  In two of the institutions in this 

study, the early leaders did not collaborate, and they were unable to enlist the support of 

the faculty and administration.  When the present leadership assumed their positions in 

both Eastern University and Western University, they executed a plan for purposeful 

collaboration with faculty and administration.  This collaboration successfully altered the 

context of services for students with learning disabilities.  In the third institution, the 

collaboration was evident from the beginning, and the leadership today continues to 

emphasize it as an essential quality. 

Fullan’s (2001) model for leading in a culture of change is an appropriate model 

for leadership in Christian colleges desiring to create successful programs for students 

with learning disabilities.  The researcher believes it will be most effective if 

collaboration is made an essential component that permeates all of the other elements.  

Kezar (2005) suggested that “campus leaders can not leave collaboration to chance, to 

informal processes, and need to provide the formal infrastructure to support 

collaboration” (p. 859).  The leaders in this study exposed the prominence of purposeful 

collaboration in successful programs as well as moral purpose, relationship building, 

knowledge creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence making. 
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The premise that collaboration is an essential component in leadership in 

programs for students with learning disabilities is supported in the literature.  Astin and 

Astin (2000) talked about the function of leadership in higher education.  “We believe 

that collaboration is a more effective approach because it empowers each individual 

[and] engenders trust” (p. 11).  Kezar (2005) stated that the benefits of organizational 

collaboration include “greater efficiency, effectiveness, and perhaps most important for 

higher education institutions, it can enhance student learning” (p. 831).  Data from this 

study suggested higher education leaders need to focus on the importance of 

collaboration in order to lead effectively in program development for students with 

learning disabilities.   

Recommendations for Further Research 

This study suggested a model for leadership in the development of programs for 

students with learning disabilities in private Christian colleges.  A review of the literature 

indicated that research was silent in the area of a leadership model for higher education 

initiation and development of programs.  This study looked at a limited number of small 

Christian colleges.  There is a challenge for more studies concerning leadership models 

for higher education program development, which should include further studies of the 

leadership model for changes in disability services at Christian colleges and other types 

of institutions.  It is also important not to limit this to disability services, but to test this 

model on a variety of programs in higher education. 

Studies are needed to address aspects of disability services such as the 

relationship between leadership characteristics and student success rate.  Another 
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question for research to address is—How different are disability programs in public and 

private institutions?   

Additional studies are needed that focus on certain characteristics that may have 

an effect on the leaders and on the quality of programs developed.  In the sample of three 

institutions, the initial finding was that the level of education impacted the resulting 

model; however, the sample was too small.  Of the three original leaders, two had a 

Ph.D., and two of the current leaders have terminal degrees.  A study needs to be 

conducted with a larger sample to address the question—Does the terminal degree make 

a difference in the leadership and the quality of the resulting programs?   

These case studies are unclear about the effect of gender on the ability of the 

leaders to find acceptance of their ideas and proposals.  There is a question about the 

relevance of organizational structure on the acceptance of disability services, 

specifically—Does it matter if disability services are part of student development or 

academic affairs?  The cases in this study were inconclusive in these areas and suggested 

the need for further research. 

An additional consideration for study based upon the researcher’s search for 

subjects is—Why are so few Christian universities providing effective programs for 

students with learning disabilities?  A study of the leadership of institutions that choose 

not to provide services should be conducted and compared to the leadership of those with 

effective programs.  There are many unanswered questions awaiting further study. 

Implications for Practice 
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This study showed the necessity of having a foundation in moral purpose and an 

administration that values and acts upon the institution’s core beliefs so that disability 

service providers have the needed support.  This study emphasized the necessity for 

leadership to build collaborative relationships and use those relationships to create and 

share knowledge.  One element of Fullan’s (2001) model that was lacking in the 

interviewees’ responses was an understanding of change.  Therefore, it would be helpful 

for leaders venturing to develop outstanding programs for students with learning 

disabilities in higher education to understand and skillfully implement change rooted in 

theory.  It is also essential that the leader strategizes to make coherence out of the 

process. 

Several leaders accentuated the importance of outcomes and the need to gather 

post-graduate information.  It is important to develop a strategy to follow the graduates 

through personal contacts, surveys, and involvement in special activities.  The institution 

that systematically contacted their graduates was able to increase the enthusiasm, energy, 

and hope of the leaders and other members of the institution. 

Two of the interviewees stressed the importance of collecting accurate and 

comprehensive data to evaluate programs and make adjustments.  None of the institutions 

did this consistently through the years, and current leadership articulated how they could 

have benefited from that information.  It is also important to collaborate and share the 

information with other institutions.  All three of the current leaders were actively 

involved in AHEAD sharing information and benefiting from the research and 

development shared by other members.  
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The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 indicated that as a collective group, private 

independent postsecondary institutions lag behind public institutions in the provision of 

services for students with learning disabilities.  One of the major implications for practice 

is the need for leaders of private institution to champion the development of effective 

services for students with learning disabilities.  Christian institutions should realize that it 

is critical for the institution to value disability services and make these services a priority 

and not just a service to maintain compliance. 

There are aspects of leadership that are evident from this study.  It is important to 

have the role of Director of Disability Services be a full-time or a primary position for the 

leader.  The leader of the program needs to be a purposeful innovator.  In addition to the 

emphasis on the leader of the program, the faculty of the institution needs to have a 

positive attitude toward services for students with disabilities. 

These implications for practice will have an impact on programs for students with 

learning disabilities in Christian colleges if the findings are disseminated.  The model of 

leadership for change in programs for students with learning disabilities will help other 

institutions if it is published and supported.  It is of the utmost importance to share these 

findings with Christian institutions. 

Summary of the Study 

This multiple case study produced evidence that Fullan’s (2001) change model, 

which is often utilized by leaders in K-12 education, can be applied to program 

development in higher education with the inclusion of collaboration in all elements of the 

model.  The leaders in the three institutions effectively implemented the moral purpose of 
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helping marginalized population of students with learning disabilities.  The data revealed 

that the guiding motivation for this service was faith in Christ.  The interviewees 

endeavored to build collaborative relationships in order to create and share knowledge.  

Leaders developed collaborative groups to assist in coherence making.  Those leaders 

who understood change were able to collaborate and assist the academic culture in 

change to support students with learning disabilities.  The overriding emphasis of the 

leaders at Western University, Eastern College, and South Central University was on the 

necessity for leaders to collaborate in order to effectively initiate and develop programs 

for students with learning disabilities in Christian colleges and universities. 

The results of the study were presented as a model that was compared to the 

existing model, Leading in a Culture of Change (Fullan, 2001).  All five elements are 

necessary to develop change in programs, and collaboration is critical for those elements 

to function in the higher education setting.  The data collected through the case studies of 

the leaders in the development of programs in three Christian colleges and universities 

led to the construction of this model which is applicable to leaders developing programs 

for students with learning disabilities in Christian colleges.  In this model, the researcher 

acknowledged the importance of moral purpose, relationship building, knowledge 

creation and sharing, understanding change, and coherence making.  All of these 

elements function through a strong emphasis on collaboration.  Due to the unique nature, 

culture, and structure of higher education, an emphasis on collaboration by the leader is 

essential for developing programs for students with disabilities at Christian colleges and 

universities. 
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APPENDIX A: 

 

THE NINE PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR 

INSTRUCTION © 

Principle Definition Example(s) 

Principle 1: 

Equitable use 

 

Instruction is designed to be useful 

to and accessible by people with 

diverse abilities.  Provide the same 

means of use for all students; 

identical whenever possible, 

equivalent when not. 

 

Provision of class notes online.  

Comprehensive notes can be 

accessed in the same manner by 

all students, regardless of 

hearing ability, English 

proficiency, learning or attention 

disorders, or note-taking skill 

level.  In an electronic format, 

students can utilize whatever 

individual assistive technology is 

needed to read, hear, or study the 

class notes. 

 

Principle 2: 

Flexibility in 

Instruction is designed to 

accommodate a wide range of 

Use of varied instructional 

methods (lecture with a visual 
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use individual abilities.  Provide 

choice in methods of use. 

outline, group activities, use of 

stories, or web board-based 

discussions) to provide different 

ways of learning and 

experiencing knowledge. 

 

Principle 3: 

Simple and 

intuitive 

Instruction is designed in a 

straightforward and predictable 

manner, regardless of this 

student’s experience, knowledge, 

language skills, or current 

concentration level.  Eliminate 

unnecessary complexity. 

Provision of a grading rubric that 

clearly lays out expectations for 

exam performance, papers, or 

projects; a syllabus with 

comprehensive and accurate 

information; or a handbook 

guiding students through 

difficult homework assignments. 

 

Principle 4: 

Perceptible 

information 

Instruction is designed so that 

necessary information is 

communicated effectively to the 

student, regardless of ambient 

conditions or the student’s sensory 

abilities.  

Selection of textbooks, reading 

material, and other instructional 

supports in digital format or 

online so students with diverse 

needs (e.g., vision, learning, 

attention, English as a Second 

Language) can access materials 
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through traditional hard copy or 

with the use of various 

technological supports (e.g. 

screen reader, text enlarger, 

online dictionary). 

 

Principle 5: 

Tolerance for 

error 

Instruction anticipates variation in 

individual student learning pace 

and prerequisite skills.  

Structuring a long-term course 

project so that students have the 

option of turning in individual 

project components separately 

for constructive feedback and for 

integration into the final product; 

provision of online “practice” 

exercises that supplement 

classroom instruction.  

 

Principle 6: 

Low physical 

effort  

Instruction is designed to 

minimize nonessential physical 

effort in order to allow maximum 

attention to learning.  Note: This 

principle does not apply when 

physical effort is integral to 

Allowing students to use a word 

processor for writing and editing 

papers or essay exam.  This 

facilitates editing of the 

document without the additional 

physical exertion of rewriting 
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essential requirements of a course.  portions of text (helpful for 

students with fine motor or 

handwriting difficulties or 

extreme organization 

weaknesses, and provides 

options for those who are more 

adept and comfortable 

composing on the computer). 

 

Principle 7:  

Size and space 

for approach 

and use 

Instruction is designed with 

consideration for appropriate size 

and space for approach, reach, and 

manipulations, and use regardless 

of a student’s body size, posture, 

mobility, and communication 

needs. 

In small class settings, use of a 

circular seating arrangement to 

allow students to see and face 

speakers during discussion—

important for students with 

attention deficit disorder or who 

are deaf or hard of hearing. 

 

Principle 8: 

A community 

of learners 

The instructional environment 

promotes interaction and 

communication among students 

and between students and faculty. 

Fostering communication among 

students in and out of class by 

structuring study groups, 

discussion group, e-mail lists, or 

chat rooms; making a personal 
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connection with students and 

incorporating motivational 

strategies to encourage student 

performance through learning 

students’ names or individually 

acknowledging excellent 

performance.  

 

 

Principle 9: 

Instructional 

climate 

 

Instruction is designed to be 

welcoming and inclusive.  High 

expectations are espoused for all 

students.  

 

A statement in the class syllabus 

affirming the need for class 

members to respect diversity in 

order to establish the expectation 

of tolerance as well as encourage 

students to discuss any special 

learning needs with the 

instructor: highlight diverse 

thinkers who have made 

significant contributions to the 

field or share innovative 

approaches developed by 

students in the class.  
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Note. From Principles of Universal Design for Instruction by S. Scott, J. McGuire, and 

S. Shaw.  Center on Postsecondary Education and Disability. University of Connecticut.  

Copyright 2001.  Reprinted with permission 
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APPENDIX B: 

 
PROGRAM STANDARDS FOR DISABILITY SERVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
 
1. Consultation/Collaboration/Awareness 
 
1.1. Serve as an advocate for students with disabilities to ensure equal access 
1.2. Provide disability representation on relevant campus committees (e.g., academic 

standards, policy development) 
 

2. Information Dissemination 
 
2.1. Disseminate information through institutional publications regarding disability 

services and how to access them. 
2.2. Provide services that promote access to the campus community (e.g., TDD’s, 

alternative materials formatting, interpreter services, adaptive technology).  
2.3. Provide referral information to students with disabilities regarding available 

campus and community resources (e.g., assessment, counseling). 
 

3. Faculty/Staff Awareness 
 
3.1. Provide consultation with faculty regarding academic accommodations, 

compliance with legal responsibilities, as well as instructional, programmatic, 
physical, and curriculum modifications. 

3.2. Provide consultation with administrators regarding academic accommodations, 
compliance with legal responsibilities, as well as instructional, programmatic, 
physical, and curriculum modifications. 

3.3. Provide individualized disability awareness training for campus constituencies 
(e.g., faculty, staff, administrators). 

3.4. Provide feedback to faculty regarding general assistance available through the 
office that provides services to students with disabilities. 

 
4. Academic Adjustments  
 
4.1. Maintain records that document the plan for the provision of selected 

accommodations. 
4.2. Determine with students, appropriate academic adjustments consistent with the 

student’s documentation. 
4.3. Have final responsibility for determining effective academic accommodations, 

which do not fundamentally alter the program of study. 
 

5. Instructional Intervention 
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5.1. Advocate for instruction in learning strategies (e.g., attention and memory, 
strategies, planning, self-monitoring, time management, organization, problem-
solving). 

 
6. Counseling and Advocacy 
 
6.1. Assist students with disabilities to assume the role of self-advocate. 
 

7. Policies and Procedure 
 
7.1. Develop written policies and guidelines regarding procedures for determining 

and accessing “reasonable accommodations.” 
7.2. Establish guidelines for institutional rights and responsibilities with respect to 

service provision (e.g., documentation of a disability, course substitution/waiver). 
7.3. Establish guidelines for student rights and responsibilities with respect to service 

provision (e.g., documentation of a disability, course substitution/waiver). 
7.4. Develop written policies and guidelines regarding confidentiality of disability 

information.  
7.5. Encourage the development of policies and guidelines for settling a formal 

complaint regarding the determination of a “reasonable accommodations.” 
 

8. Program Development and Evaluation 
 
8.1. Provide services that are based on the institution’s mission or service philosophy. 
8.2. Coordinate services for students with disabilities through a full-time professional. 
8.3. Collect student feedback to measure satisfaction with disability services. 
8.4. Collect data to monitor use of disability services. 
8.5. Report program evaluation data to administrators.  
 

9. Training and Professional Development 
 
9.1. Provide disability services staff with on-going opportunities for professional 

development (e.g., conferences, credit courses, membership in professional 
organizations). 

9.2. Provide services by professional(s) with training and experience working with 
college students/adults with disabilities. 

9.3. Adhere to the Association of Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) Code of 
Ethics 

 
Shaw, S. F., & Dukes, L. L. (2001). Program standards for disability service providers in 

higher education. Journal of Postsecondary Education and Disability, 14(2), 81-90. 
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APPENDIX C:   
 

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL FOR CHRISTIAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
 

  

The following North American colleges and universities are members of the CCCU: 

  

 
A 

Abilene Christian University   Abilene, TX   USA  

Anderson University   Anderson, IN   USA  

Asbury College   Wilmore, KY   USA  

Azusa Pacific University   Azusa, CA   USA  

   

 
B 

 

Belhaven College   Jackson, MS   USA  

Bethel College--IN   Mishawaka, IN   USA  

Bethel University   Saint Paul, MN   USA  

Biola University   La Mirada, CA   USA  

Bluffton University   Bluffton, OH   USA  

Bryan College   Dayton, TN   USA  

   

 
C 

 

California Baptist University   Riverside, CA   USA  

Calvin College   Grand Rapids, MI   USA  

Campbellsville University   Campbellsville, KY   USA  

Carson-Newman College   Elm City, TN   USA  

Cedarville University   Cedarville, OH   USA  

College of the Ozarks   Point Lookout, MO   USA  

Colorado Christian University   Lakewood, CO   USA  

Corban College   Salem, OR   USA  

Cornerstone University   Grand Rapids, MI   USA  

Covenant College   Lookout Mountain, GA   USA  

Crichton College   Memphis, TN   USA  

Crown College   St. Bonifacius, MN   USA  
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D 

 

Dallas Baptist University   Dallas, TX   USA  

Dordt College   Sioux Center, IA   USA  

   

 
E 

 

East Texas Baptist University   Marshall, TX   USA  

Eastern Mennonite University   Harrisonburg, VA   USA  

Eastern Nazarene College   Quincy, MA   USA  

Eastern University   St. Davids, PA   USA  

Erskine College   Due West, SC   USA  

Evangel University   San Antonio, MO   USA  

   

 
F 

 

Fresno Pacific University   Fresno, CA   USA  

   

 
G 

 

Geneva College   Beaver Falls, PA   USA  

George Fox University   Newberg, OR   USA  

Gordon College   Wenham, MA   USA  

Goshen College   Goshen, IN   USA  

Grace College & Seminary   Winona Lake, IN   USA  

Greenville College   Greenville, IL   USA  

   

 
H 

 

Hardin-Simmons University   Abilene, TX   USA  

Hope International University   Fullerton, CA   USA  

Houghton College   Houghton, NY   USA  

Houston Baptist University   Houston, TX   USA  

Howard Payne University   Brownwood, TX   USA  

Huntington University   Huntington, IN   USA  
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I 

 

Indiana Wesleyan University   Marion, IN   USA  

   

 
J 

 

John Brown University   Siloam Springs, AR   USA  

Judson College--AL   Marion, AL   USA  

Judson College--IL   Elgin, IL   USA  

   

 
K 

 

Kentucky Christian University   Grayson, KY   USA  

King College   Bristol, TN   USA  

King's University College, The   Edmonton, AB   CANADA  

   

 
L 

 

Lee University   Cleveland, TN   USA  

LeTourneau University   Longview, TX   USA  

Lipscomb University   Nashville, TN   USA  

Louisiana College   Pineville, LA   USA  

   

 
M 

 

Malone College   Canton, OH   USA  

Master's College & Seminary, The   Santa Clarita, CA   USA  

Messiah College   Grantham, PA   USA  

MidAmerica Nazarene University   Olathe, KS   USA  

Milligan College   Milligan College, TN   USA  

Mississippi College   Clinton, MS   USA  

Missouri Baptist University   Saint Louis, MO   USA  

Montreat College   Montreat, NC   USA  

Mount Vernon Nazarene University   Mount Vernon, OH   USA  

   

 
N 
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North Greenville College   Tigerville, SC   USA  

North Park University   Chicago, IL   USA  

Northwest Christian College   Eugene, OR   USA  

Northwest Nazarene University   Nampa, ID   USA  

Northwest University   Kirkland, WA   USA  

Northwestern College--IA   Orange City, IA   USA  

Northwestern College--MN   Saint Paul, MN   USA  

Nyack College   Nyack, NY   USA  

   

 
O 

 

Oklahoma Baptist University   Shawnee, OK   USA  

Oklahoma Christian University   Oklahoma City, OK   USA  

Oklahoma Wesleyan University   Bartlesville, OK   USA  

Olivet Nazarene University   Bourbonnais, IL   USA  

Oral Roberts University   Tulsa, OK   USA  

   

 
P 

 

Palm Beach Atlantic University   West Palm Beach, FL   USA  

Point Loma Nazarene University   San Diego, CA   USA  

   

 
R 

 

Redeemer University College   Ancaster, ON   CANADA  

Roberts Wesleyan College   Rochester, NY   USA  

   

 
S 

 

Seattle Pacific University   Seattle, WA   USA  

Simpson University   Redding, CA   USA  

Southeastern University   Lakeland, FL   USA  

Southern Nazarene University   Bethany, OK   USA  

Southern Wesleyan University   Central, SC   USA  

Southwest Baptist University   Bolivar, MO   USA  

Spring Arbor University   Spring Arbor, MI   USA  
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Sterling College   Sterling, KS   USA  

   

 
T 

 

Tabor College   Hillsboro, KS   USA  

Taylor University   Upland, IN   USA  

Trevecca Nazarene University   Nashville, TN   USA  

Trinity Christian College   Palos Heights, IL   USA  

Trinity International University   Deerfield, IL   USA  

Trinity Western University   Langley, BC   CANADA  

   

 
U 

 

Union University   Jackson, TN   USA  

University of Sioux Falls   Sioux Falls, SD   USA  

   

 
V 

 

Vanguard University of Southern California   Costa Mesa, CA   USA  

   

 
W 

 

Warner Pacific College   Portland, OR   USA  

Warner Southern College   Lake Wales, FL   USA  

Wayland Baptist University   Plainview, TX   USA  

Waynesburg College   Waynesburg, PA   USA  

Westmont College   Santa Barbara, CA   USA  

Wheaton College   Wheaton, IL   USA  

Whitworth College   Spokane, WA   USA  

Williams Baptist College   Walnut Ridge, AR   USA  
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APPENDIX D:  INSTITUTIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
 

Size of the Institution:               
 FTE: 
 Residential enrollment 
 
Location of the Institution: 
 Area of the country: 
 Urban, Suburban, Rural: 
 
Type of Institution: 
 
Cost: 
 
Majors: 
 
Average Class Size 
 
Denomination: 
 
Endowment: 
 
Percent of students with learning disabilities. 
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APPENDIX E 

 
PRE-PILOT LEADER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 
Project:  Leadership in Implementation of Services for Students with Learning           
Disabilities 
 
Background Information: 
 
Time of the Interview: 
Date: 
Place: 
Interviewer: 
Interviewee: 
Position of Interviewee: 
Educational Background: 
Employment Background: 
 

General DSS Information: 
Beginning Date of Services: 
Significant Changes: 
Number of Students Served (annually): 
Students with LD graduation rate:                              Institution wide: 
Number of Employees (FT and PT): 
Location of Services: 
Services for LD Students: 

 
Describe the project to the interviewee, tell about the purpose of the study, the sources of 

data being collected, what will be done to the data to protect the confidentiality of the 

interviewee, and how long the interview will take. 

 

Have the interviewee read and sign the consent form. 

 

Ask for permission to tape record the interview. 

 

 
Questions: 
 
Open-Ended Questions (use probes if necessary) 
 
1. What was your role in the implementation of services for students with 
disabilities? 
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Where and how did you get the idea to implement services for students with LD? 
 
Tell me the history of service provisions for students with learning disabilities? 
 

2. Tell me about those who worked to get this program established. 
 
Who and how did you get supporters?  (relationships) 

3. Why do you feel disability support services in higher education are important?  
(moral purpose)  

Describe the services you provide. 

4. What were some of the challenges or obstacles? And how did you overcome 
them? 

How did you and how do you disseminate information?  

How did you build knowledge to gain support?  (knowledge building)  

How did you help people see disability support services as an integral part of the 
institution?  (coherence building) 

5. What about the change process do you think other institutions need to know?  
(understanding change) 

6. What other institutions in the CCCU would you suggest we talk to? 

 

Ask for permission to view documents such as minutes of planning meetings, 

announcements of services, and faculty training materials. 
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APPENDIX F:  QUESTION ANALYSIS BASED ON PILOT INTERVIEW 
 
 

Question       Clear to          Provided 
Number        Interviewee    Useable Data                       Comments 

 
1.  Yes Yes  

2. Yes Yes  

3. Yes Yes The interviewee does not view her role as a 

leadership role, therefore it may be difficult to get the 

data I need. 

4. Yes  Yes Statistical analysis for decisions (not part of model) 

Question assumes longevity and may not be 

applicable to all subjects.  May delete 

5. No No Unclear, eliminate question  

6.   Yes Yes  

7. Yes No  Not applicable to subject 

May need clarification. 

8. Yes No Eliminate question, too close to question 6 

9. Yes Yes  

10. Yes Yes Difficult question to answer. 

11. Yes Yes Difficult and critical question 

12. No No Added clarification to the question   

13 Yes No Interviewee did not know the answer to this question. 

14.  Yes Yes  
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15. Yes Yes  

16. Yes Yes  

17. Yes Yes  

18. Yes Yes Indicated a need for additional information to 

understand the organizational structure 

19. Yes Yes  

20 Yes Yes Interviewee focused on obstacles and never got to 

how they overcame. 

21. Yes Yes  

22. Yes No Combine questions 21 and 22 because answers 

covered the same information.  The same information 

also appears in question 23. 

23. Yes Yes  

24. Yes Yes  

25.  Yes Yes  

26. Yes Yes Reword for clarity, identify the change process not 

the services 

27. Yes Yes  

28. Yes Yes Difficult question to answer 

29. Yes Yes Takes think time 

30. Yes Yes  

31. Yes Yes  
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APPENDIX G:  ACTUAL LEADER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 
Project:  Leadership in Implementation and Development of Services for Students with 
Learning D isabilities 
 
 
Questions: 
 
1. Tell me about your program. 
 
2. Describe you got started in the field. 

 
3. What is your role in the implementation of services for students with disabilities? 

 
4. What was your motivation to provide disability support services in higher 
education?   

 
5. How did your faith enter into the picture? 

 
6. Talk about the values that served as a foundation for this project. 

 
7. Tell me about yourself as a leader. 

 
8. Tell me the story about how you successfully (or unsuccessfully) made changes in 
the services for students with learning disabilities? 
 

9. Tell me about those who worked to get this program established. 
 
10. Was there a defining point or event at which you knew the program would 
succeed? 

 
11. Did you have a plan? 

 
12. How did you develop that plan?  

 
13. What kind of experience did you have in planning? 

 
14. Who were your supporters? 

 
15. How did you get supporters?   

16. What were some of the challenges or obstacles? And how did you overcome 
them? 
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17. How did you disseminate information? 

18. How did you build knowledge to gain support?   

19. Do people at your institution see disability support services as an integral part of 
the institution?  

20. How did you help people see disability support services as an integral part of the 
institution?  

21. What informed your change process?  

22. What emerged during the change process that you did not anticipate?  

23. Tell me what your think you have accomplished in your position. 

24. What about the change process do you think other institutions need to know?   

25. What would you as a leader do differently if you were instituting similar 
programs in other institutions? 

26. Is there anything that I have not asked that you would like to tell me? 
 

Thank participant for their participation in this interview. 
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APPENDIX H:  LETTER FROM HUMAN SUBJECTS PROTECTION PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX I:  STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT 
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